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ALLOCATION DE RESSOURCES ET GESTION DES INTERFÉRENCES DANS LES
RÉSEAUX ULTRA-DENSE DE PETITES CELLULES POUR LA 5G
Mouna HAJIR
RÉSUMÉ
Face à l’explosion sans précédent de la demande en terme de débit et de capacité des futures
générations de réseaux de télécommunications mobiles, la recherche académique et industrielle
explore divers nouveaux concepts et solutions techniques. Parmi ces solutions, celles qui at-
tirent le plus d’attention pour la 5ème génération de réseaux mobiles (5G) sont le déploiement
massif de petites cellules amenant à l’intense densiﬁcation des réseaux, l’augmentation des
bandes spectrales disponibles avec notamment l’utilisation des bandes millimétriques ainsi que
l’augmentation du nombre d’antennes au niveau des récepteurs et transmetteurs avec le mas-
sive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO). Ces trois technologies constituent le coeur de la
5G alors que la densiﬁcation des réseaux à l’aide de petite cellules se distingue par son coût,
sa facilité et sa ﬂexibilité.
Ces petites cellules de tailles variées, déployées par l’opérateur ou l’utilisateur lui-même, per-
mettront d’apporter une couverture réseau dans des zones non atteignables par les stations de
bases classiques, et permettront d’augmenter considérablement la capacité du réseau grâce a
la réutilisation du spectre ainsi qu’une meilleure qualité de service grâce à la proximité des
utilisateur avec leurs points d’accès.
Cependant, plusieurs problèmes techniques naissent du déploiement dense de ces petites cel-
lules. Premièrement leur co-existence avec les réseaux traditionnels, et les différents niveaux
de puissance de transmission peuvent être la source de fortes interférences entre les cellules
de ces deux différents tiers. Mais le déploiement massif de ces cellules peut aussi causer
des interférences entre les petites cellules avoisinantes lorsque leurs zones de couverture se
chevauchent. Cette problématique est d’autant plus dramatique que les bandes de fréquence
disponibles pour les communications mobiles sont limitées et que la demande en terme de
débits et donc de bande passante est grandissante. Nous proposons dans cette thèse trois ap-
proches différentes pour répondre à ce besoin de nouvelles méthodes et techniques de gestion
des resources et interférences dans les réseaux hétérogènes.
Dans une première partie, nous proposons un nouveau modèle de partage fréquentiel qui per-
met de résoudre le problème des zones mortes aux frontières des cellules tout en diminuant
les interférences entre les cellules issues des deux différents tiers. Ce schéma est couplé à
des règles de contrôle d’admission qui ﬂexibilisent le partage des resources non utilisées. Les
performances de ce modèle sont analysées en terme de probabilités de blocages des appels et
les paramètres optimaux de structuration fréquentielle des cellules et de partage des ressources
sont présentés.
Dans une seconde partie, nous explorons les concepts d’auto-organisation des cellules et les
méthodes coopératives de gestion des interférences et des ressources. Nous proposons une
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nouvelle méthode d’allocation de resources cooperative basée sur un modèle mathématique de
théorie des jeux qui permet la formation de coalitions entre les cellules avoisinantes dans les
réseaux auto-organisés. Ces coalitions permettent à leurs membres de décider conjointement
et de facon distribuée de l’utilisation du spectre et réduire les interférences induites parmi les
membres. Deux types de jeux canonique et à structure de coalition sont proposés en fonction
de la natures des utilisateurs ou stations de bases impliquées. Nous montrons que les perfor-
mances de notre modèle en terme de débits, d’équité et de complexité présentent des résultats
supérieurs à l’état de l’art.
Dans une troisième partie, nous proposons un modèle de réutilisation spatiale des nouvelle-
ment ouvertes bandes de fréquence millimétriques, dans les réseaux denses à petites cellules.
Nous analysons les performances du système à la fois analytiquement en utilisant une modéli-
sation stochastique du réseau et par évaluation simulatoire du système. Les résultats en terme
de débit et de capacité sont comparés aux réseaux traditionnels 3G/4G et à diverses méth-
odes d’allocation de fréquences. Ces résultats théoriques montrent que l’on peut atteindre des
débits extrêmement élevés lorsque l’utilisation des très larges bandes spectrales millimétriques
disponibles est couplée à un modèle adéquat de réutilisation spatiale du spectre permettant de
réduire considérablement les interférences.
Mots clés: petites cellules, réseaux hétérogenes, 5G, gestion des interférences, allocation de
resources, bandes millimétriques, denses déploiements de cellules
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND INTERFERENCE MITIGATION FOR DENSE
HETEROGENEOUS SMALL-CELL NETWORKS
Mouna HAJIR
ABSTRACT
Facing an unprecedented challenge of capacity increase, the wireless communications com-
munity is exploring many solutions. Among these solutions,the ones that brought the most
attention in recent years are: the deployment of more network nodes leading to the densiﬁ-
cation of the existing traditional networks, the increase of spectrum resources with mmWave
frequencies, and the increase of the number of antennas at the receiver and transmitter through
massive MIMO. These three trendy solutions are the core of the ﬁfth generation of wireless
communications systems (5G) in which dense small-cells networks approach stands out be-
cause of its high scalability .
Ultra dense networks will be demanded in certain geographical areas by means of a contiguous
layer of small coverage. These will deliver signiﬁcant area capacity density through spatial
reuse of spectrum resources along with tight scheduling coordination between adjacent cells
and the macro base station layer. However, guaranteeing the efﬁcient coexistence of a large
number of small-cells with traditional macrocells as well as the interference from the overlap-
ping small-cells from the perspective of resource management is a fundamental issue.
In the ﬁrst part of this thesis, we propose a Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) scheme for
sector-based two-tier macrocell-femtocell networks joint with a Quality-of-Service (QoS)-
aware admission control strategy. The optimal parameters for cell channel partitioning in the
proposed FFR scheme and an analytical model for performance evaluation of the proposed
system are developed. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate the performance en-
hancement in term of blocking probabilities of the proposed framework.
In the second part, we investigate a cooperative approach for self-organizing small-cells net-
works. We propose a novel game theoretic approach for joint co-tier and cross-tier cooperation
in heterogeneous networks that offers a signiﬁcant improvement in performance for users from
both tiers. First, we propose a coalition structure game with a weighted Owen value as impu-
tation, where the Small-cell Base Stations (SBSs) and their connecting Macrocell User Equip-
ments (MUEs) form a priori union. Second, we propose a canonical game with a weighted
solidarity value as imputation to allow cooperation among SBSs and MUEs when they fail to
connect to nearby SBSs. We compare through extensive simulations the proposed frameworks
with state-of-the-art resource allocation solutions, access modes and legacy game-theoretic ap-
proaches. We show that the proposed framework obtains the best performances for the MUEs
and SUEs in terms of throughput and fairness.
In the third part, we investigate the combination of dense small-cells deployment and spatial
frequency reuse in millimeter-wave (mmWave) systems and show its great potential for achiev-
ing the 1 Gbps median throughput target in 5G networks. We propose a spatial frequency reuse
Xmodel for two-tier ultra-dense networks in the mmWave frequency bands opened to mobile
communications networks in 5G. We demonstrate in this work that an adequate frequency al-
location and reuse in 5G mmWave networks with the support of a dense small-cells deployment
enables very high throughputs and Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise (SINR) ratio coverage in
ultra-dense systems. The performances of this scheme are evaluated both analytically in terms
of coverage probability, and through system-simulation in terms of achieved throughput, and
compared to traditional microwave systems and mmWave models with no spatial reuse.
Keywords: small-cells, 5G, ultra-dense networks, resource management, interference mitiga-
tion, millimeterwave frequencies, cooperative small-cells networks
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INTRODUCTION
Mobile phones have been one of the fastest-growing consumer technologies in history. While
digital mobile phones were introduced in the 1990s, they have grown today to reach more than
6.4 billion and we expect to exceed 50 billion of connected devices across the world by 2020.
The astonishing advances of smart phone devices, multimedia applications, social networks
led to the explosive growth of trafﬁc and demand for higher data rates and pose several new
challenges to the next generation of mobile networks. To accommodate this ever-increasing
trend the wireless industry is facing the crucial necessity of increasing the capacity of mobile
networks.
In addition to massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems, millimeter-wave
(mmWave) communications, Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software Deﬁned
Networks (SDN), one of the enabling key technologies to fulﬁl these requirement is small-cells
network densiﬁcation. Small-cells networks have emerged as an attractive paradigm to provide
coverage and capacity in dense networks, and hold great promise for the next generation of
wireless communications systems.
Indeed, small-cells Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) are an important part of operator’s
strategy to add capacity through dense deployments of low-cost, short-ranged small-cells al-
lowing an aggressive reuse of cellular spectrum. In 2016, small-cells were servicing up to 25%
of all mobile trafﬁc. The further deployment of small-cells in rural zones and their extreme
densiﬁcation in urban areas are currently the big hope to resolve the challenge facing the wire-
less industry of having to increase the capacity of mobile devices by 1000 times (Americas,
2013), and to provide ubiquitous network coverage and a better QoS.
However, the successful rollout and operation of ultra-dense small-cells networks are still fac-
ing signiﬁcant technical challenges and issues among which radio resource management (i.e.,
interference management, admission control, spectrum allocation) is the most signiﬁcant.
2Thesis organization
This thesis is organized in ﬁve chapters as follows:
Chapter 1, presents the technical challenges and the motivations of the dense deployment of
small-cells in cellular networks. An overview of the radio resource management problem in
mutli-tier networks is provided as well as a literature review on the existing methods for radio
interference mitigation and resource allocation in HetNets.
The three following chapters cover our research studies investigating three different ways to
address the two main challenges of dense small-cells networks: radio interference and resource
management.
In Chapter 2, a fractional frequency reuse model is developed in order to cope with cross-tier in-
terference and especially with the deadzone problem caused by the co-existence of small-cells
and macrocells tiers. To overcome the capacity limitation inherent with lower frequency reuse,
ﬂexibility in the resource sharing of non-used subchannels is allowed through call admission
control and overﬂowing policies. This chapter is mostly based on our published conference
paper (Hajir & Gagnon, 2015).
Chapter 3 covers a cooperative approach in self organizing small-cells networks allowing
small-cells and the underlaying macrocell tier to collaborate and ﬁnd an agreement for the
common resource allocations while offering high overall throughput, fairness and lower com-
plexity in the system. This chapter is a summary of our research based on our published
conference (Hajir et al., 2016b) and journal paper (Hajir et al., 2016a)
Chapter 4 is driven by the recent mmWave measurement campaigns and coverage analysis
studies showing that roughly three times more small-cells are required to accomodate 5G net-
works compared to existing 3G and 4G systems. Hence, a frequency reuse model for mmWave
3small-cells network is investigated and a model for the system coverage analysis is proposed.
This chapter is based on our submitted conference (Hajir & Gagnon, 2017a) and journal paper
(Hajir & Gagnon, 2017b). Some of the results of this research study have been presented as
part of a poster competition at ACM MobiCom 2016 in New York, where we were rewarded
the runner-up best poster award.
The results obtained in this research and the related published or submitted papers to interna-
tional conferences and journals are listed in the following:
Journal papers:
• Coalitional games for joint co-tier and cross-tier cooperative spectrum sharing in dense
heterogeneous networks (Hajir et al., 2016a);
• Towards 1Gbps in ultra-dense systems : a spatial frequency reuse model for small-cells
based mmWave Networks (Hajir & Gagnon, 2017b).
Conference papers:
• QoS-aware admission control for OFDMA femtocell networks under fractional frequency
reuse allocation (Hajir & Gagnon, 2015);
• Solidarity-based cooperative games for resource allocation with macro-users protection in
HetNets (Hajir et al., 2016b);
• Spatial Reuse Model for mmWave frequencies in ultra-dense small-cells networks (Ha-
jir & Gagnon, 2017a).

CHAPTER 1
DENSE DEPLOYMENT OF SMALL-CELLS: MOTIVATIONS AND CHALLENGES
1.1 Small-cell networks: a necessary paradigm shift
1.1.1 Explosion of data trafﬁc in wireless networks
By 2020, 20 billion mobiles devices will be connected across the world. Globally, mobile data
trafﬁc has doubled in each of the 10 previous years and there are strong indications that this
trend will continue and amplify in the next years as (Cisco, Feb. 2014) forecasted in Figure 1.1.
Monthly global mobile data trafﬁc will reach 30.6 exabytes by 2020. As shown in Figure 1.2,
the emergence of several new technologies such as cloud-based services, the Internet of Things
(IoT), Machine-to-Machine communications (M2M), smarter and faster devices, will fuel this
trend.
5G wireless networks will emerge between 2020 and 2030 and will have to support massive
capacity, connections for at least 100 billion devices, 10 Gbps user experience and very low
latency. As a result of the rapid penetration of smart phones, tablets and bandwidth-intensive
applications, user data trafﬁc is increasing in an exponential manner. This unprecedented trend
lead industries and researchers in academia to look for new technologies capable of supporting
high capacity and connectivity.
1.1.2 Small-cell heterogeneous network deployment
1.1.2.1 Small-cells overview, motivations and operation
The proliferation of mobile devices and mobile Internet usage in the past years has led to an
increase in the demand for higher capacity and data rates. Recent studies show that the number
of mobile-connected devices will exceed the number of people on Earth reaching 10 billion
mobile-connected devices and generating a monthly global mobile data trafﬁc of more than
6
Figure 1.1 Cisco forecast of global mobile data trafﬁc
from 2015 to 2020
Taken from Cisco (2016)

Figure 1.2 Global mobile trafﬁc growth by device type
Taken from Cisco (2016)
15 exabytes (Cisco, Feb. 2014). To address this demand in growth for more cellular services
and higher data rates, several technologies and standards have been developed. Typically,
innovation is aimed at reaching two objectives: one, improving indoor coverage; and two,
increasing the network capacity in future generations of wireless communications systems.
One solution is to enhance the network coverage and capacity by placing transmitters and re-
ceivers closer together. In recent years, a HetNet-based deployment model that permits to
exploit this strategy is being explored by mobile operators and the research community. A Het-
7Net is deﬁned as to a multi-tier cellular network in which the existing homogeneous network
is overlaid with additional smaller base stations.
Small-cells are low-power and short-ranged access points operating in licensed spectrum that
play an essential role in the improvement of cellular coverage and capacity for homes, enter-
prises, urban and rural spaces. They include technologies as femtocells, picocells, microcells
and metrocells as depicted in Table 1.1.
Femtocells are short-ranged (10-30m) and low-powered (10-100mW) access points, connect-
ing the users to the cellular networks via broadband communications links (DSL, optic ﬁber)
(Saquib et al., 2012). They can also be deployed by the user themselves by plugging-in the de-
vices that can act as wireless routers. This deployment is supported by the fact that more than
50% of voice calls and more than 70% of data trafﬁc are originating indoors. This strategy
allows for a higher data rate and increased reliability for users, as well as a reduced amount of
trafﬁc on an expensive macrocell network for the operator.
Table 1.1 Different types of elements in HetNets and their speciﬁcations
Type of Node Macrocell Picocell Femtocell Wi-Fi
Coverage 300-2000m 40-100m 10-40m 100-200m
Users location Outdoor Outdoor-Indoor Indoor Indoor
Power of transmission 40 W 200 mW-2 W 10-100mW 100-200 mW
Backhaul S1 interface X2 interface Internet IP Internet IP
Deployment Operator Operator Subscriber Customer
Cost (approx.) $60,000/yr $10,000/yr $200/yr $100/yr
QoS High High High Best-effort
The advantages of the deployment of small-cells overlaying the homogeneous macrocell net-
work are numerous. They are deployed to ofﬂoad the trafﬁc from the macrocells, improve
indoor coverage and cell-edge user performance and enhance spectral efﬁciency in mobile net-
works. This last advantages is essential since small-cells enable more subscribers to use the
same pool of radio resources via spatial reuse. This allows for a signiﬁcant improvement of
8system capacity and spectrum efﬁciency. Likewise, given the short distance between the trans-
mitter and the receiver, it is possible to achieve greater signal strength and better QoS.
1.1.2.2 The access modes of small-cells
Among the different types of existing small-cells, some operate under speciﬁc access modes
that we describe in this subsection. Unlike the MBS accessible to any subscriber of the wireless
communication provider, the SBSs that are paid and deployed by the end user may operate
under an open, closed or hybrid access mode.
In the open access mode, all customers of the operator have the right to use the resources of
any small-cell. As demonstrated in (Lopez-Perez et al., 2009), open access mode improves the
overall capacity of the network since macrocell users can connect to nearby femtocells when
their resources are not sufﬁcient but the increase of handoff and signalling is major.
In the closed access mode, only the users belonging to the Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) are
allowed to connect to the SBSs. Hence, in this mode, access to a SBS is restricted to a handful
of pre-registered subscribers. In closed access mode, the power of transmission in small-cells
is perceived as interferences to nearby macrocell users.
In the hybrid access mode, a limited amount of small-cells resources are available to all users
while the rest are dedicated to CSG users or a certain priority is applied in the access to the
small-cell resources in order to protect the subscribed users.
1.1.3 Role in 5G and success factors of network densiﬁcation
From 1G to 5G each generation is a class of standards associated with typical major tech-
nological advances that enable to do use cases. Historically , in 1981 the analog voice with
Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) known as 1G, in 1991 digital voice with the appari-
tion of Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Interim Standard 95 (IS-95)
known as 2G, the internet data appeared in 2000 with Wideband Code Division Multiple Ac-
9cess (WCDMA) and CDMA2000 known as 3G, broadband data in 2008 with Long Term Evo-
lution (LTE) and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax) known as 4G and
by 2020 we expect the release of 5G that will be built upon both new radio access technologies
(RAT) and evolved existing wireless technologies (LTE, High Speed Packet Access (HSPA),
GSM and Wi-Fi). This ﬁfth generation 5G has four main classes of fundamental requirements:
• Ability to support massive capacity and massive connectivity: the amount of data the net-
work can serve will need to increase roughly by 1000x from 4G to 5G;
• High data rates: 1Gbps data rate user in average with a 100 Mbps edge rate and tens of
Gbps peak rate;
• Extreme low latency : about 1ms roundtrip latency in order to support virtual and enhanced
reality, novel cloud-based technologies and other services and applications requiring fast
procedure response times;
• Energy and cost saving: low energy consumption and low cost infrastructures are expected
for 5G mobile networks.
Beyond radio link improvements, the network topology is changing drastically, essentially with
the ultra-dense deployment of small-cells overlaying the existing larger cells, for both outdoor
and indoor communications and in different types and sizes. Small-cell densiﬁcation to give
contiguous coverage in the network is believed to be the most promising solution to meet the
requirements of 5G and the 1000 X trafﬁc growth.
It is understood from the previous sections that small-cells densiﬁcation of networks is driven
by the increase of demand but we have not yet properly deﬁned the densiﬁcation concept.
As Martin Cooper acknowledged, the advances of wireless system capacity are due to three
main factors: increase in the number of wireless infrastructure nodes, increased use of radio
spectrum, and improvement in link efﬁciency. The throughput of a user in a cellular system is
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upper-bounded by a variation of Shannon’s the well-known capacity :
C = m
(
W
n
)
log2
(
1+
S
I+N
)
(1.1)
where W denotes the spectrum bandwidth, n the number of users sharing the given bandwidth,
m the number of streams between the transmitter and receiver, S the desired signal power, I the
interference power and N the noise power at the receiver. This fundamental equation illustrates
the key features of cellular system performance and will allow us to explain the densiﬁcation
of wireless networks.
If we want to increase the capacity, we can clearly increase W by using additional spectrum.
Or, we can decrease the value of n through cell splitting, by deploying more base stations,
hence decreasing the number of users operated by each cell. And ﬁnally, we can increase m
by using a larger number of antennas at the base station and user devices. These three main
concepts are widely investigated for the performances of 5G through mmWave frequencies,
small-cells densiﬁcation and massive MIMO.
Network densiﬁcation is often deﬁned as a combination of spatial densiﬁcation (i.e., the in-
crease of the ratio
m
n
) and spectral aggregation (i.e., the increase of W ):
• spatial densiﬁcation: increase of number of antennas, increase of the density of small-cells;
• spatial aggregation: increase of the bandwidth, use spatial aggregation and spectrum reuse.
In (Andrews et al., 2014), the BS densiﬁcation gain ρ(λ1,λ2) is deﬁned as the effective increase
in data rates relative to the increase in network density. Let R1 be an initial data rate ( 5% edge
data rate or aggregate data rate) obtained with an initial network density of λ1, and let R2 be a
data rate obtained with a greater network density λ2, then the densiﬁcation gain ρ(λ1,λ2) can
be quantiﬁed as:
ρ(λ1,λ2) =
(R2−R1)/R1
λ2−λ1)/λ1 (1.2)
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With proper co-tier and cross-tier interference management and load balancing techniques, the
increase of cell densiﬁcation can lead to an increase of ρ that reaches in the best case the value
1.
In millimeterwave communication, ρ  1 is possible. In (Larew et al., 2013), it has been shown
that increasing the number of BS from 36 to 96 in a kilometre square urban area, increased the
5% cell-edge rate from 24.5 Mbps up to 1396 Mbps, giving a value of the densiﬁcation gain
ρ = 9.9.
Hence, small-cells deployment is essential to achieve network densiﬁcation. This deployment
has several favourable side-effects: decreasing the transmitter-receiver distance hence increas-
ing the value of the received signal S , decreasing the value n by distributing the trafﬁc load of
a given geographical area among the different deployed cells and ﬁnally increasing the value
of W by ensuring a higher bandwidth through spectrum reuse.
1.1.4 Conclusion and discussions
We have seen in this chapter how data trafﬁc will undergo an exponential increase in the next
following years with the emergence of new devices, technologies and needs. We also have
seen how the various wireless communications efforts are to couple with the deployment of
dense small-cell networks in order to fulﬁl the capacity and data-rate requirements of the future
generations of connected world. However, the advantages of small-cells deployment come with
several technical challenges that will be crucial to suppress or at least mitigate in order to fully
beneﬁt from the appealing features of small-cells networks. The next section is dedicated to
identify these technical challenges and further details regarding the limits they represent to
fully reach the appeal of these networks.
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1.2 Technical challenges of dense deployment of small-cells
1.2.1 Co-existence with macro-cellular network and interference management in small-
cells based networks
The major technical challenges associated with the deployment of small cell networks are the
cross-tier and intra-tier interference problems i.e, the interference management between neigh-
bouring small-cells and between small-cells and macrocells respectively. Therefore, when
small-cells use the same bandwidth as macrocells, it becomes primordial to employ an efﬁ-
cient interference management technique. There exist six types of interferences in a two-tier
small-cells macrocell network. These interferences can either be co-tier or cross-tier, in the
uplink or the downlink and among MBSs, MUEs, FBSs and FUEs as summarized in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2 Different types of interferences in
OFMDA-based two-tier networks
Aggressor Victim Interference type Transmission mode
Macrocell UE Small-cell BS Cross-tier Uplink
Macrocell BS Small-cell UE Cross-tier Downlink
Small-cell UE Macrocell BS Cross-tier Uplink
Small-cell BS Macrocell UE Cross-tier Downlink
Small-cell UE Small-cell BS Co-tier Uplink
Small-cell BS Small-cell BS Co-tier Uplink
1.2.1.1 Co-tier interference
This type of interferences occurs among users belonging to the same tier of the network. In
this case the interference caused to a small-cell is due to the transmission of a neighbouring
small-cell as we can see in the illustration in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3 Scenario of co-tier interferences
Taken from Hatoum et al. (2011)
1.2.1.2 Cross-tier interferences
This type of interferences occurs among users belonging to different tiers of the network. These
interferences can occur either in the uplink or the downlink transmissions as depicted in Fig-
ure1.4.
1.2.2 Mobility management and handover
The dense deployment of small-cells overlaying macrocells in urban areas, introduces a major
new challenge to 5G networks design. With the emergence of several mobile devices and ap-
plications, an efﬁcient handover mechanism when users move in and out the cells is primordial
since it directly impacts the perceived quality of experience (QoE) of the end user.
The handover success rates should be maintained at a level of 97% to 99%. The handover is
not necessarily triggered by the mobility of the users. We can classify the handover processes
into two categories. The ﬁrst one, often called a coverage handover, is a handover process in
order to maintain the connectivity of the mobile user when it is moving in a geographic area.
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Figure 1.4 Scenario of cross-tier interferences
Taken from Hatoum et al. (2011)
The second type of handover, often called the vertical handover, takes place for load balancing
of cells with overlapping coverage to ensure that data rates demanded by an ongoing service
are met.
Mobility management can be categorised into three different groups:
• Inbound mobility: from a serving MBS to a target SBS;
• Outbound mobility: from a serving SBS to a target MBS;
• Inter small-cells mobility: from a serving SBS to a target SBS.
In a two-tier small-cell macrocell deployment, several scenarios cause challenging handover
processes. This is particularly the case when a dense small-cells network is deployed, with a
reduced coverage area of each cell and various access modes in urban areas. First of all, the
open access modes of small cells allow public users to connect to nearby small cells, but since
coverage of the small-cells is reduced and the mobility of users is high numerous handovers
might take place, therefore seriously affecting the QoS of users. Secondly, the same spectrum
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is shared by macrocells and small-cells, if the handoff boundary between cells is based on the
received SINR, some users located close to a SBS might switch to the MBS. Hence creating
high uplink interferences to the nearby small-cell. A proper handover decision mechanism is
needed in this case.
To reduce the number of handovers, it has been proposed to consider a cluster of small-cells
as a virtual macrocell, where the frequencies used by a user in the ﬁrst small-cell of the cluster
is reserved to its use in each other small-cell of the virtual cell (Sen et al., 1999). In (Bonald
et al., 2009; Borst et al., 2006) authors investigate the impact of inter and intra-cell mobility
on capacity, throughput and fairness, and show that when the BSs interact and collaborate the
mobility tend to enhance the capacity of the network. Seamless continuity with the macrocell
network through a better mobility and handover management is primordial to the requirement
of 5G networks and should be considered in the interference and frequency planning.
1.2.3 Neighbouring and self-organizing small-cells networks
Since small-cells may be directly deployed by the users, in some cases without any coordina-
tion from the macrocell, the two concepts of neighbouring cells and self-organizing networks
(SON) are essential for successful small-cells deployments.
A self-organization is a concept used in many different ﬁelds and the technical speciﬁcations
of SONs have been standardized in LTE and LTE-A systems by 3GPP in release 8 and 9 (stan-
dard3gpp). The basis of a self-organizing system is its autonomous and intelligent adaptivity,
i.e., its ability to respond to external environment changes (Anpalagan et al., 2015). Another
important property of SONs, is the distributed control where each node in the network has
to take individual decisions on its own. In particular, for small-cells networks self-organizing
features allow them to detect the environment changes and take decisions by interacting locally
with each others.
The neighbouring concept is closely related to SON operations. Indeed, self-organization
of a cell usually takes the parameters of neighbouring cells into account. For instance, self-
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organized inter-cell interference mitigation requires neighbouring cells informations to reduce
coverage overlap while supporting seamless handovers. Two types of neighbouring concept
are possible. Firstly, a centralized scheme where a global entity acting as a head cluster is in
charge of gathering informations from the neighbouring cells and optimizes the relevant pa-
rameters based on these informations. Secondly, a distributed scheme where the neighbouring
cells communicate directly with each other and optimize their own parameters based on local
sensing and optimizing techniques.
In conclusion, neighbouring small cells are deployed by the users in residential areas or in
small businesses. Since the end users do not have any understanding of cellular technology or
network optimization, it is essential that these small cells support a sophisticated set of SON
features that allow them to conﬁgure and optimize themselves continuously.
1.2.4 Conclusion and discussions
We have seen in this ﬁrst section how the deployments of small-cells are primordial to cope
with the exponential increase of data rates demands and to fulﬁl the requirements of 5G. How-
ever, several challenges arise from the dense deployment of these unplanned access points.
The co-existence of small-cells with the underlaying macro-tier and the ultra-dense deploy-
ment of overlapping cells are the main issue since the interference induced to the users from
both tiers and the scarcity of the spectrum requires new interference and resource management
techniques. The mobility management and handover problems have also been explored as well
as the need for developing new framework capable of supporting self-organizing features for
future small-cells networks.
1.3 Interference and resource management in small-cells heterogeneous networks
In Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Acccess (OFDMA) based small-cell networks, the
multi-user version of OFDMA provides diversity in time, frequency and users, thus orthogo-
nal sub-carries can be assigned to small-cells and macrocells. In OFDMA-based networks,
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radio resource allocation, call admission control (CAC) and power control are crucial to pro-
vide service to a maximum of users from all tiers and support its QoS requirements. Resource
management in small-cells OFDMA heterogeneous networks can be grouped in three cate-
gories: decentralized resource allocation approach (cooperative and non-cooperative), central-
ized spectrum allocation and power control, and call admission control. Different methods for
interference avoidance and spectrum allocation have been summarized in (Lopez-Perez et al.,
2009). We present in this section the state of the art in resource allocation and optimization
for two-tier networks. In the following sub-sections a better insight will be given to three main
concepts used in this thesis.
1.3.1 Interference avoidance and spectrum partitioning in two-tier networks
Several papers intend to solve the existing co-channel interference issue in LTE, LTE-A and
the next generations of heterogeneous networks. All the techniques presented in this section
fall into one of the four categories below that we will describe brieﬂy:
• Time domain techniques;
• Frequency domain techniques;
• Space domain techniques;
• Other techniques.
First, the most used and recent technique is the Time domain (TDM) enhanced inter-cell in-
terference coordination (eICIC) technique (Pedersen et al., 2012) , that involves restricting the
macro-layer subframe transmission to a fraction of the total subframes. Small-cell base sta-
tions can transmit during the fraction of subframes when the macro-tier is not transmitting,
also known as almost blank subframes. Time and phase synchronization are made over the X2
interface between the macrocell and small-cells employing TDM eICIC.
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In general, time domain techniques allow system’s users to be protected by scheduling MUEs
and SUEs in time domain. This technique is based on muting the interfering layer subframes
while scheduling the users of the interfered layer for reducing the co-tier interference in the
network.
Small-cell range extension is another time-domain technique where the coverage of small-cells
is extended temporarily (Ghosh et al., 2012), since the enhancement of the systems overall
capacity is done by ofﬂoading users to the small-cells tier. A cell-speciﬁc positive bias is
applied to the interfered UE in order to increase the reference signal received power (RSRP)
value from the interfering SBS, resulting on this UE selecting the SBS instead of the MBS.
Second, frequency domain techniques involve scheduling users in the frequency domain. The
available bandwidth is split into several disjoint portions which are assigned to different tiers or
cell regions. Among these techniques we can cite Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC)
methods that have been proposed in LTE release 9 (Wang & Pedersen, 2012), such as fractional
frequency reuse, soft frequency reuse, dynamic frequency partitioning etc.
Third, space domain techniques involve interference cancellation through coordinated beam-
forming or joint transmission. Coordinated multi-point (CoMP) is a space domain method,
wherein multiple base stations cooperate in a way to mitigate inter-cell interference and to
serve multiple users simultaneously (Clerckx et al., 2011).
Finally, the fourth category encompasses several methods, algorithms, technologies for the
optimization and control of transmission characteristics (power and frequency) for interference
mitigation or cancellation in two-tier networks. Several of these methods will be investigated
in this section, and specially the ones that directly concern the research we have carried out.
1.3.1.1 Spectrum arrangement in multi-tier systems
Spectrum sharing among macrocells and small-cells in a network are generally classiﬁed into
two groups. One method used to suppress the cross-layer interferences is to split the spectrum
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in two parts: one dedicated to the macrocell users and the other to the small-cell users, this is
the orthogonal channel assignment. The drawback of this method is the low spectrum reuse as it
has been shown in (Ghosh et al., 2010). Therefore, co-channel assignment of the macrocell and
femtocell layers seems more efﬁcient and proﬁtable for operators, although far more intricate
from the technical point of view.
Indeed, if the spectrum is shared by entities from different tiers with different levels of power
transmission, the network system will meet several challenges related to the interferences issue.
First, the deadzone problem induced by a MUE’s larger power inhibiting the uplink of nearby
small cells. The deadzone problem in the downlink is also critical when the signal received
by a MUE located in the boundary of the cell is corrupted by the downlink transmission of
surroundings SBSs. Second, the inappropriate scheduling: because of the dynamic scheduling
of HeNBs and the constant change of co-channel interference, cooperation is needed among
macrocell BS and HeNBs.
Under a co-channel approach, Wu et al. (2009) develop a new scheme for femtocell-aware
spectrum arrangement. The paper describes a method to coordinate the use of the spectrum
between macrocells and femtocells. This is done by a scheduling algorithm, through the gath-
ering information from the MBS about the femtocells spectrum use. The MBS creates a pool
of MUEs that may interfere with nearby HeNBs. A certain part of the spectrum is dedicated to
those MUEs, while the other part of the spectrum is shared by FUEs and MUEs. This can help
to reduce signiﬁcantly the uplink cross-tier interference (Saquib et al., 2012).
In (Estrada et al., 2013), the authors determine the distance dim between an MBS and a MUE
as a radius surrounding the MBS inside which the MUEs may suffer from high degradations
from the FBSs. They identify the number of FBSs than can reuse the subcarriers allocated to
the macro-tier according to dim, without degrading the MUEs QoS. The performance analysis
is achieved in terms of spectrum efﬁciency, throughput and outage probability of MUEs and
FUEs are compared to the existing models.
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Both co-channel and split-spectrum approaches are studied in this thesis and different methods
are proposed to reduce interference and enhance capacity. In the next sub-section, we present
the most commonly used orthogonal spectrum allocation approach: fractional frequency reuse.
1.3.1.2 Fractional frequency reuse in HetNets
In order to explain the principle of frequency reuse, it is essential to start by reminding one of
the fundamentals of cellular networks. When only a single transmitter is available in a large
area, a high power of transmission is necessary to reach every user in the given area. Hence,
one single transmission is possible per frequency which reduces signiﬁcantly the number of
users possibly supported by the network over the geographic of the single transmitter coverage
area. To overcome this major limit, frequencies allocated to mobile networks are reused in a
regular areas, i.e. cells, each covered by a single base station: this is the principle of frequency
reuse for cellular networks (Rappaport, 2009).
OFDMA-based systems suffer more from inter-cell interference than CDMA-based cellular
systems or others, hence FFR is one of the frequency planning techniques proposed for LTE
systems to mitigate the inter-cell interference. This scheme is mainly based on the partition of
a cell into several regions and the application of a different frequency reuse factors in each one.
There are two major frequency reuse patterns for mitigating inter-cell interference: FFR and
soft frequency reuse (SFR). In FFR, the spectrum is divided into two parts. One half is allocated
to the inner region of every cell of the system. The second half is divided into three distincts
subparts (or a number of subparts equal to the reuse factor) and allocated to the edge ring of
contiguous cells as depicted in Figure 1.5.
In SFR, the overall bandwidth is shared by all base stations (i.e. a reuse factor of one is
applied), while cell-edge users transmit at lower levels than cell-center users in order to reduce
interference with neighbouring cells as depicted in Figure 1.6
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Figure 1.5 Fractional frequency reuse scheme
Taken from AboulHassan et al. (2015)
In frequency reuse schemes, the location of the users within a cell is essential with regard to
decide on which part of the spectrum is dedicated to it. One practical method to determine the
location of users is to use the average SINR of the users in a cell, which gives us an indicator
of the user’s distance from their base station. The base station deﬁnes a threshold: if the SINR
is less than the threshold the user is classiﬁed as cell-edge user, and if the SINR is greater than
the threshold the user is classiﬁed as cell-center user.
Owing to FFR, macrocells and overlaying femtocells do not operate in the same frequencies,
therefore avoid cross-tier interferences. In (Lee et al., 2010b), under the macrocell allocat-
ing frequency band by the FFR, the femtocell chooses sub-bands which are not used in the
macrocell sub-area to avoid interference.
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Figure 1.6 Soft frequency reuse scheme
Taken from AboulHassan et al. (2015)
1.3.2 Interference and resource management approaches for OFDMA-based HetNets :
a literature review
1.3.2.1 Resource Allocation Optimization Problems
Since OFDMA has been adopted as the radio technology access of the current and next gener-
ation of wireless networks (WiMAX, LTE, 5G), resource allocation for OFDMA HetNets has
become an essential topic of research. Before the emergence of dense deployments of small-
cells, research has focused on the resource allocation under fairness criteria and minimum rate
constraints, such as cross-layer optimization problems in OFDMA single-cell systems (Wong
et al., 1999; Jang & Lee, 2003; Kivanc et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2005; Song & Li, 2005a,b). In
the more recent literature, research has considered multi-tier networks and proposed resource
allocation algorithms for co-channel deployments (Li & Liu, 2006; Venturino et al., 2009;
Wang & Vandendorpe, 2011).
Since most of the resource allocation optimization problem are integer programs, namely
mixed linear programs with a utility function bounded by linear constraints and restrictions
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on some components, they are generally NP-hard (Luo & Zhang, 2008). Hence, various works
have decomposed the sub-channel and power allocation into sub-problems to reduce the com-
plexity and ﬁnd the sub-optimal but efﬁcient solutions under QoS and fairness constraints.
The key requirements for the design and optimization of multiple access in wireless networks
are as follows (Gummalla & Limb, 2000):
• Maximize network throughput: throughput referring to the amount of data successfully
transmitted by the nodes over a time period;
• Minimize delay : delay referring to the time required for an amount of data to be transmitted
successfully;
• Maximize fairness: fairness referring to a measure of whether the nodes are receiving a fair
share of radio resources;
• Improve power efﬁciency: power efﬁciency being an important performance metric for
battery-powered wireless devices and stations.
A resource allocation optimization problems aims to solve a problem that requires to deter-
mine the joint sub-channel and power allocation for all users of the system in the different
existing cells, in order to optimize an objective function subject to spectrum, power and QoS
constraints. There are several optimization problem algorithms proposed in the recent litera-
ture.
In (Venturino et al., 2009) a dual-based low complexity algorithm is proposed, and its conver-
gence and local optimality proved. In (Ha & Le, 2014) a max-min radio resource allocation for
two-tier resource allocation framework for OFDMA HetNets is proposed. A distributed low
complexity algorithm is proposed to ﬁnd the optimal solution for the problem, its convergence
is proved and its complexity analysed by the authors. In (Lee et al., 2011), a dedicated sig-
nalling channel is established in order to allow information exchange among HeNBs. These
exchanged informations include in particular the interference gain between HeBNs and the
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trafﬁc load of HeNBs, hence allowing to formulate an optimization problem that maximizes
the sum of the logarithmic rate of all FUEs. A new iterative water-ﬁlling algorithm to ap-
proximate the solution of such an optimization problem is proposed. In Lopez-Perez et al.
(2009), the authors develop two new resource allocations algorithms in OFDMA femtocells.
One where macrocells can use the entire spectrum and each femtocell uses a random fragment.
And an other method called Centralized-Dynamic Frequency planning where femtocells send
their request to a centralized node to ﬁnd the optimal allocation for each femtocells and this
last scheme converges easily to the optimum.
1.3.2.2 Power Control under Co-channel Assignment
Despite the orthogonality within a cell in OFDMA systems, users still suffer from interfer-
ences. Indeed, when neighbouring cells allocate the same time-frequency resource blocks,
they cause interferences among users. The most affected are the cell-edge users in the down-
link transmission since they are almost equidistant from two base stations and suffer from
low desired power and high interference power (Ghosh et al., 2010) . We have studied above
interference-aware allocation approaches to mitigate the interferences, we will now discuss the
power control approach as a solution to the interference issues.
In a two-tier network, the traditional power control schemes are not sufﬁciently efﬁcient and
robust. For instance, the channel inversion employed by users causes considerable deterio-
ration of small-cell SINR. This is due to the high power of transmission of cell edge users
that causes cross-tier interference to the surrounding small-cells. Instead of allocating a ﬁxed
HeNBs power recent papers focus on the dynamic power control, although is not straightfor-
ward in OFDMA systems since it requires accurate measurements of all gains in all radio links.
A number of research works focuses on power control algorithms for OFDMA small-cells net-
works.
In the uplink, power control schemes for FUEs have been proposed in (Jo et al., 2009), in order
to adjust the maximum uplink transmit power Pmax as a function of the cross-tier interference
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level in an open-loop and closed-loop technique. In the open-loop, the femtocell estimates
the additional cross-tier interference to the MBS due to the FUEs and adjusts the maximum
transmit power in the way that it does not reach the maximum acceptable interference level. In
the closed-loop control a femtocell adjusts the maximum transmit power Pmax as a function of
the additional cross-tier interference to the MBS due to the femtocell user and as a function of
the level of noise and uplink interference at the MBS.
In the downlink, various interference mitigation strategies for OFDMA-based small-cell net-
works, based on hybrid co-channel assignment and power control have been recently developed
. Hybrid interference management schemes which combine power control with resource par-
titioning are promising. Power control schemes are important in that MBSs and SBSs can use
the entire bandwidth with interference coordination. For this purpose, the HeNB should be
capable of identifying the users to which it causes degradations. However, this scheme is not
efﬁcient when a MUE is located very close to a FBS since the user will suffer from strong
interferences. With split spectrum approaches, interference between MeNB and HeNB can
be eliminated, nonetheless, multiple frequency bands are required. Both approaches can be
then exploited in a hybrid scheme, to make a complete design responding to various problems
encountered in HetNet. In the hybrid approach, the entire bandwidth is split into 2 sets: one
set of subchannels dedicated to the MUEs and one set of subchannels shared by MUEs and
FUEs. Inside the set of shared subchannels, the subcarriers of one subset are allocated with
upper power, and the subcarriers in the other subset are allocated with power by water-ﬁlling.
Pao et al. (2013) have considered the method of water ﬁlling power allocation for cross-tier
interferences mitigation. The upper power limit is deﬁned as transmit power limit for a FBS
in a subcarrier to ensure a the QoS requirements of its neighbouring MUEs. The aim is then
to ﬁnd the users to which the dedicated part of the sub-carriers is allocated and the users using
the same frequencies with power control.
An algorithm for joint power control in both tier and channel assignment guaranteeing a given
transmission has been developed in (Sun et al., 2012). The downlink interference problem has
been addressed in (Sun et al., 2012) by considering the QoS requirement for both MUE and
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FUE in term of SINR. A more advanced approach, is the design of power adaptation algorithms
with the ability of adapting the transmission power of MBSs and FBSs dynamically accord-
ing to the interference induced by their transmissions while reducing the energy consumption
depending on the trafﬁc of the network.
In (Moon & Cho, 2009), in order to guarantee the SINR of MUEs, the amount of power al-
located to each subcarrier should be less than some the upper power limit. When a pair of
victim/aggressor are identiﬁed, for instance when a MUE suffer interferences from a neigh-
bouring FBS, the FBS is allocated subchannels from a dedicated set where the power is limited
to the upper power limit.
1.3.3 Resource management in self-organizing small-cells networks
The sub-section above has addressed the case where the MBS manages the informations gath-
ered from the HeNBs, and manages the coordination with the other SUEs in its covered zone.
Since the number of BSs increases considerably in HetNets, optimization of network param-
eters with such a high number of nodes becomes complex and costly. Therefore, the need
for self-optimization becomes inevitable. In this section, we describe the variation where the
HeNBs are able to get informations as well, so they can be self-conﬁgurable and self-optimized
units. To reach this objective, the SBSs are able to sense the activity of neighbouring SUEs
and MUEs. Three approaches can be used: HeNBs sense and identify the subchannels used
in its area, then make the best spectrum allocation decision , the second approach where the
HeNBs exchange informations about their spectrum usage and needs, and the third one where
the measurement reports (user’s location, active sub-channels...) periodically sent by the UEs
to their HeNBs are used to mitigate interferences.
1.3.3.1 Distributed and Cognitive approaches for Self-Organizing Small-cells HetNets
When co-channel deployment is applied, the most widely used technique to mitigate cross-
layer and co-layer interference is the centralized approach where a central entity is in charge
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of allocating channels to the cells after collecting information from the cell’s users. However,
high computational complexity and severe time overheads lead to look for new methods as the
distributed approach where the cells manage their own sub-channels and in which two cases
are to consider.
On the one hand, the non-cooperative approach in which small-cells manage its resources
without regard to the performances of the others users (opportunistic access). In this case,
each base station is unaware of the spectrum use in other cells, and no cooperation among
neighbouring base stations is possible. The subcarrier and power allocations follow the theory
of non cooperative games (Chen et al., 2008).
On the other hand, the cooperative approach in which the SBSs access the spectrum according
to the spectrum use of the neighbouring small-cells, will permit to obtain better performances
than the non-cooperative approach. The throughput and the global performance of the system
are optimized simultaneously. This is achieved by exchanging information among neighbour-
ing base stations to ensure a better fairness and overall throughput in the system.
The spectral capacity of the network operators is currently submerged by the growing demand
of the new electronic devices and applications. To meet this demand and increase the capacity
of the networks, the operators are interested by the deployment of a dynamic spectrum access
through cognitive radios. The UEs are equipped with sensing features which allow them to
sense the environment , analyse the informations and adapt their behaviour according to these
values. This type of deployment can be applied to a two-tier small-cells networks.
The authors in (Zhang et al., 2010), show how the HeNBs can estimate the cross tier interfer-
ences based on the path loss informations and access strategically to the spectrum, avoiding
the co-tier interferences. An HeNB tries ﬁrst to select the component carriers (CCs) not used
by any of its neighbours, then tries to select the CCs used by the farthest neighbours, and ﬁ-
nally the CCs used by the less neighbours. As depicted in Figure 1.7, HeNBs 1 and 3 are far
distant but both close to HeNB2. Thus, HeNB 1 and 3 can both choose CC1 and CC2 for
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their downlink transmission while HeNB2 will have to select different CCs to avoid inter-cell
interferences.
Figure 1.7 An exemple of co-tier interference
management in cognitive radios
Taken from Zhang et al. (2010)
In (Naranjo et al., 2012), the authors propose a dynamic spectrum access scheme for LTE
technologies based on cognitive radio where a central entity called the Spectrum Policy Server
(SPS) is responsible for the spectrum management of the entire HetNets network. This allows
interactions between receivers and transmitters for a better use of spectrum resources. The
second advantage, is that this type of access enables the radio access to the spectrum portions
initially reserved to a primary user if the secondary user does not disrupt the primary usage.
In this scheme, two mobile network operators (MNOs) exploit separately a macrocell network
and a femtocell network. The spectrum allocation for the MBS is static while the spectrum for
the HeNBs is shared and allocated dynamically by the two different operators. This sharing is
orchestrated by the SPS which deﬁne policies and rules for the HeNBs spectrum access. The
SPS collect informations from the base stations and key performance indicators ( geographic
position of the base stations, coverage area, cells load, frequency band) in order to make de-
cisions regarding the spectrum management. The analysis of this data permits to estimate the
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bandwidth required by each base station and to control the low frequency and high frequency
of each one for a better spectrum efﬁciency and higher date rates in the networks.
1.3.3.2 Cluster based resource management in OFDMA Small-Cells Networks
The aim of the cluster based model, is to mitigate interferences between femtocells and macro-
cells in order to maximize the global network throughput. (Li et al., 2010) investigates the best
way to share the allocated bandwidth in order to maximize the QoS requirement satisfaction.
The is achieved through ﬁrst, measure the distance between two different HeNBs, if the result
is below a predeﬁned threshold, the two HeNBs are assigned to different clusters, otherwise,
they are assigned to the same clusters. The members of the same cluster are allocated different
subcarriers, thus, strongly mitigating the co-tier interferences. The femtocell system controller
(FSC) of the MBS is responsible for gathering informations from the HeNBs and aggregate
the HeNBs according to their locations. Regarding the resource sharing, the spectrum is di-
vided into two portions, one dedicated to the MUEs and the second shared by the MUEs and
the HeNBs. The dedicated portion of the spectrum help avoiding deadzone problems in the
downlink transmissions.
A clustering algorithm CFCA (Combination of Frequency bandwidth dynamic division and
Clustering Algorithm) based on the graph method, is proposed in (Hatoum et al., 2011) to ﬁnd
the optimal clustering of femtocells in the system . In this paper, the authors introduce a new
metric called the throughput satisfaction rate per femtocell which is the ratio of the received
number of allocated RBs to the total femtocell demand. They propose an algorithm called
FCRA (femto-cell cluster-based Resource Allocation) to maximize this metric, involving three
phases: cluster formation, cluster-head resource allocation and resource contention resolution.
First, the algorithm form different clusters in the network, then, a cluster-heads allocate the
resources to the femtocells on each cluster by resolving a min-max femtocells resource alloca-
tion problem. And ﬁnally, given that two femtocells associated with two different cluster-head
may have been assigned the same resource blocks each user contending for a resource will
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send a report to its HeNBs. Finally, the HeBNs resolve the contention by sampling a Bernoulli
distribution.
In (Rose et al., 2012), the authors develop an algorithm of trial and error (TE) capable to
auto-conﬁgure the transmission parameters (power and channels) in clustered based networks
by using only one feedback bit. This feedback contains an evaluation of the transmission
link quality. Two types of feedback strategies have been developed: one based on the SINR
measured at the reception and one based on the cyclic redundancy check insuring the integrity
of the packet. In a crowded network when several clusters try to share the same limited resource
the TE algorithm can ﬁnd a parameter conﬁguration in order to satisfy the QoS requirements
of most clusters and by using a low amount of power. The clusters not able to satisfy their QoS
requirement will be turned off automatically to avoid unnecessary power consumption and
limit additional interferences in the network. When the clusters change rapidly, the network
topology changes, hence the algorithm has to react fast to satisfy the UEs requirement in the
changing environment. This is achieved by increasing for a short time the power level or by
reorganizing the channel allocations.
1.3.4 Call admission control in small-cells HetNets
To provide integrated services such as voice data multimedia with the level of QoS required,
Call Admission Control (CAC) is used for admission or rejection of an incoming request from
a user based on the capability of the network to satisfy its level of requirement. CAC allows to
limit the number of calls into the system in order to reduce the congestion and the number of
calls dropped or blocked. It is necessary to have an adequate CAC to balance the call blocking
and call dropping and provide the QoS required (Lau & Maric, 1998).
In two-tier networks, an adequate CAC is required to coordinate spectrum sharing and admis-
sion control for both types of users (MUEs and SUEs) and to balance the trafﬁc loads among
the small-cells and macrocells of the network. When different types of access modes co-exist
in a small-cells based network (open access, closed access, and hybrid access modes), CAC
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manages the access of different types of users and cells, and is essential to protect the QoS of
the CSG users in a hybrid access mode. Due to mobility, the CAC becomes more complicated
and the problem has been widely investigated in the last few years. Indeed, a call not being
completed in one cell might have to be handled by a neighbouring cell without being dropped.
Moreover, during a call process if there are not enough resources to maintain the same QoS
level in the new cell, the handoff call might be dropped (Fang & Zhang, 2002). Thus, the
handoff calls are assigned a higher priority over the new calls, and various handoff priority-
based CAC schemes have been proposed:
• Bounding scheme: limit the number of new calls in the cell to be at most K C (C being
the number of channels in a cell) while handoff calls can be accepted as long as there is
available channels;
• Cutoff priority scheme: a new call can be accepted if the total number of busy channels is
at most K C while handoff calls are accepted as long as there is available channels;
• Guard channel/thinning scheme: a new call is accepted with probability αi if there are i
new calls in the cell.
The new call bounding scheme is the most commonly used, and the transition diagram of this
scheme is depicted in Figure 1.8. A number C of subchannels are available in a cell on call
require one channel to be processed. New calls and handoff calls arrive according to a Poisson
process with arrival rates λ and λh respectively. The holding time of new and handoff calls
are exponential with the average value 1/μ and 1/μh , thus the service rates are μ and μh The
system state is deﬁned as S = {(n1,n2)| 0≤ n1 ≤ K,n1+n2 ≤C}
q(n1,n2; n¯1, n¯2) denote the probability transition rate from state (n1,n2) to state (n¯1, n¯2), hence
the following set of equations is obtained:
• q(n1,n2;n1−1,n2) = n1μ(0 < n1 ≤ K,0≤ n2 ≤C);
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Figure 1.8 Transition diagram for the new call
bounding scheme
Taken from Fang & Zhang (2002)
• q(n1,n2;n1+1,n2) = λ (0≤ n1 < K,0≤ n2 ≤C);
• q(n1,n2;n1,n2−1) = n2μh(0≤ n1 ≤ K,0≤ n2 ≤C);
• q(n1,n2;n1,n2+1) = λh(0≤ n1 ≤ K,0≤ n2 ≤C).
Considering ρ = λ/μ and ρh = λh/μh, the following equation is obtained:
p(n1,n2) =
ρn1
n1!
.
ρn2h
n2!
.p(0,0), 0≤ n1 ≤ K,n1+n2 ≤C,n2  0 (1.3)
From the normalization equation, the steady state probability p(0,0) is obtained allowing to de-
termine the probability of blockage of a call in the system: p(0,0)=
[
∑
0≤n1≤K,n1+n2≤C
ρn1
n1!
.
ρn2h
n2!
]−1
Both the blocking probability of new calls and dropping probability of handoff calls, may be
obtained through the same process.
An analytical model for teletrafﬁc performance analysis of hierarchically overlaid systems is
delovep in (Rappaport Stephen & Hu, 1994), with an approach based on multidimensional
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birth-death processes. The performances curves show the effects of various allocations of
resources among the microcells and overlaying macrocells.
The authors in (Le et al., 2013a), consider the mobility and QoS-aware admission control
problem for OFDMA femtocell networks. An admission control algorithm that efﬁciently
associates low-speed and high-speed users with FBS and MBS to avoid large handoff overhead.
1.4 Game theoretic approaches for resource management in HetNets
Game theory is a very useful mathematical tool to model and analyse decision-making prob-
lems in wireless networks where agents or players have conﬂictual interests. These tools have
been widely used in economy to model the competition in markets and have recently brought
interest to model these problems in wireless networks (Han et al., 2012; Akkarajitsakul et al.,
2011).
A general deﬁnition of a game has been given in (Anpalagan et al., 2015): A game is a process
in which the agents select certain strategies from their own strategy sets and obtain payoffs
according to the strategies of all agents. A game consists of a set of players, a set of strategies
available to those players, and a speciﬁcation of payoffs for each combination of strategies. In
this section , we discuss the applications of game theory for resource allocation and interference
management in dense small-cells networks.
1.4.1 Applications of game theory in wireless communications and networking
We will ﬁrst identify the motivations of using game theory for self-organizing small-cells Het-
Nets. First of all, in ultra dense networks, centralized algorithms might be inefﬁcient due
to the high complexity induced by the large amount of information shared among the dense
population of nodes. Accordingly, distributed decision-making for self-organizing networks
is achieved through game theoretic models allowing local interactions in a group of compet-
ing entities. These local gathering and processing reduce signiﬁcantly the complexity of the
resource management algorithms and allow the networks to be more scalable and robust.
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Secondly, as stated above, the nodes in heterogeneous networks may be deployed by either the
operators or the users. When the same resources are shared, the operation of one network tier
may affect the others and game theory is an efﬁcient tool for modelling interactive behaviour
among different entities. Unlike optimization models we have studied in 1.3.2, the mutual
impact among the nodes during the decision-making process can be accurately taken into ac-
count with game theory mathematical frameworks. Moreover, the payoff function in game
theory allows to take into account several performances metrics of nodes like capacity, delay,
throughput, SINR etc. and to model the different levels of QoS the system nodes have to meet.
Two major game-theoretic approaches can be used , namely the cooperative and noncoopera-
tive approaches. In noncooperative games, each player chooses its strategy independently for
improving its own performances or reducing it losses independently of other players choices
(Saad et al., 2009b). The most well-known solution concept for nooncooperative games is
the Nash equilibrium (Bas¸ar & Olsder, 1998). Several papers have investigated the modeliza-
tion of resource allocation, power control, and admission control with noncooperative games
(Han & Liu, 2008; Alpcan & Basar, 2005b; Alpcan et al., 2002b).
On the other hand, cooperative games provide mathematical tools to model the behavior of
rational players when they form coalitions and make agreements to maximize their proﬁt. The
main branch of cooperative games describes the formation of groups of players, named coali-
tions. With the need for self-organizing, decentralized and autonomous networks, cooperative
approaches have emerged as a key solution for the success of dense heterogeneous networks.
Some papers in the recent literature have considered the application of game theory to model
and analyze the resource management problems in two-tier small-cells networks. Power con-
trol and subchannel allocation problem has been tackled with a game theoretic approach through
a non-cooperative game modelling the interferences among MUEs and FUEs in (Chandrasekhar
et al., 2009). The Nash equilibrium of the transmission power is obtained in this work. An-
other game has been proposed in (Huang & Krishnamurthy, 2011), for subchannel allocation
in two-tier femtocell networks, considering the correlated equilibrium as solution of the game.
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In (Ko & Wei, 2011), a dominant-strategy equilibrium is proposed to analyze the MUEs and
FUEs resource request strategies.
Most of the papers consider the traditional achievable rate as the payoff function. But other
papers have proposed original payoff functions to ﬁnd the optimal resource allocation strategy.
For instance, in Hong et al. (2009), the traditional utility function is replaced by the logarith-
mic function of the achievable rate minus the cost of the transmission power of the FUEs. This
work is extended in (c. Hong & Tsai, 2010), to take into account both MUEs and FUEs aver-
ages utilities. A hierarchical game has been proposed in (Guruacharya et al., 2010), namely
a Stackelberg game where the macrocells are the leader in the systems and the small-cells the
followers and where the objective of both types of stations is to maximize its capacity under
power constraints.
All of those papers have considered mainly noncooperative approaches. We will see in the next
subsection how the cooperative games can be applied to the resource management problem in
two-tier networks and present the motivations of this application.
1.4.2 Coalitional and canonical games and their applications
As stated earlier, a coalitional game is a branch of cooperative game to model cooperative
behavior of players. A coalitional game is deﬁned by the pair (N ,v), N denotes a set of
players N = {1, ...,N} who seek to form coalitions to strengthen their positions in the game.
When a coalition S is formed, its member act as a single entity in the game. The coalition value
denoted by v is a utility function quantifying the worth of a coalition in a game. Two types
of coalitional games are to distinguish : canonical coalitional games and coalition formation
games.
When the coalition value depends solely on the members of the coalition S with no regards to
the players of the set N \ S, we say that the game is in characteristic form with transferable
utility (TU). The TU implies that the total utility of the coalition is allocated to the coalition as
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a whole and then can distributed among its members. Hence, irrespective to the division of the
coalitional payoff, the members of the coalition enjoy the same total utility.
Two conditions apply to classify a coalitional game as canonical:
• The coalitional game must be in characteristic form;
• The coalitional game must be superadditive. For a TU game, the superadditivity implies
that the formation of a large coalition out of disjoint coalitions, guarantees at least the value
that is obtained by the disjoint coalitions separately and is deﬁned as (Myerson, 1997)
v(S1∪S2)≥ v(S1)+ v(S2)∀S1 ⊂N ,S2 ⊂N ,S1∩S2 = /0. (1.4)
Since the canonical coalitional game satisﬁes the superadditivity property, the aim is to divide
and allocate the value among players in a grand coalition. For this purpose, we need to apply
an imputation value, which is a payoff vector x ∈ R that ensures the stability of the grand
coalition. The most renowned solution concept for canonical games is the core. The core of
a canonical game is the set of payoff allocations that guarantees that no player or group of
players has an incentive to leave the grand coalition N and to form another coalition S ⊂N
(Myerson, 1997). It is deﬁned as:
C = {x : ∑
i∈N
xi = v(N ) and ∑
i∈S
xi ≥ v(S) ∀S ⊆N } (1.5)
Hence, for all the canonical games applied to wireless communications problems, researchers
seek for imputations values that lies in the core to justify the stability of the grand coalition and
the optimality of the solution for the coalitional game.
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in canonical coalitional games and some papers
have investigated ways to use this type of games for solving wireless communications prob-
lems. In (La & Anantharam, 2003), the authors propose a cooperative game model to tackle the
problem of fairly allocating the transmission rates between multiple users accessing a wireless
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Gaussian MAC channel. To maintain the characteristic form of the utility function, it is con-
sidered that the players in N \S are jammers. The utility of a coalition v(S), achieved by the
coalition S⊆N , represent the capacity of S when the playersN \S are intentionally jamming
the communications of the players in S.
In (Mathur et al., 2008), the rate achieved by the users is considered for the utility function
and the stability of the grand coalition is studied for the cooperation between single antenna
receivers and transmitters in an interference channel. The game is modelled with the links
being the players, the receivers cooperate by jointly decoding while the transmitters are not
cooperating. The value v(S) being the maximum sum-rate achieved by the receivers belonging
to S, it is proven that a proportional fair rate allocation lie in the core, and hence constitute a
suitable allocation as it ensures the stability of the grand coalition.
In (Han & Poor, 2009), a canonical coalitional game is proposed to solve the problem known
as the curse of the boundary nodes in packet forwarding ad hoc networks.
However, regarding two-tier HetNets, few papers have considered canonical games to solve in
inherent problem of resource management in ultra-dense small-cells networks. Moreover, very
few papers have investigated the collaboration between the harmed MUEs and neighbouring
SBSs for instance when the ﬁrst fails to connect to the SBSs. Yet another problem not fully
investigated is when the cooperative games involve hybrid or open-access small-cells.
1.5 Recent opportunities: small-cells deployment in the mmWave spectrum
The exponential growth of data trafﬁc in mobile networks and the bandwidth shortage facing
wireless carriers have motivated the exploration of higher frequency bands for the 5G mobile
networks. To keep up with this rapid increase of mobile data growth, another key is the spec-
trum. Indeed, as data rate requirements increase, proportionally larger channel bandwidths are
required to support the increased throughput capacity. Wireless systems have restricted their
operation to a short range of microwave frequencies that extend from 700 MHz to a 2.6 GHz.
The global spectrum bandwidth allocation does not exceed 700 MHz while only 200 MHz in
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average are available per wireless provider. This bandwidth is currently fully occupied in peak
times and urban areas where an explosive number of wireless devices are operating in this short
range of frequencies.
Although new technologies such as massive MIMO and small-cells as well as research ad-
vances in spectrum sharing help addressing the efﬁcient use of spectrum, they will not be
sufﬁcient to support the future mobile data trafﬁc explosion. There is no other way to add
bandwidth than using higher frequencies and with the huge available bandwidth in these fre-
quencies, mmWave systems can provide multiple gigabit rates. Figure 2.2 in (Wells, 2009), il-
lustrates this trend where commercially available wireless systems where the carrier frequency
versus the transmission speed are plotted.
Figure 1.9 Trend of commercially available wireless
systems: increasing carrier frequency and bandwidth
enable increasing data rates
The main reasons why the millimiterwave spectrum has stayed idle in the past is that for high-
frequency radio systems, the huge propagation loss compared to microwave communications
are a signiﬁcant factor in limiting wireless performance. The high potential of millimeter-wave
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communication systems has generated the need to carry out many studies in view of rain on
radio propagation at these frequencies. Measures on rain speciﬁc attenuation with simultaneous
measurement of rain rate distribution have been conducted in (Qingling & Li, 2006) and have
been plotted in Figure 1.10. Similar measurement have been conducted by Rappaport et al.
(2011) for atmospheric absorption and the results are depicted in Figure 1.11.
Figure 1.10 Rain attenuation in mmWave frequencies
Taken from Qingling & Li (2006)
The ﬁve available mmWave frequency bands for wireless communications systems and the
corresponding available bandwidth explored in (Ghosh & Tal., 2014) and presented in the
following:
• 28 GHz band: The 27.5−28.35 GHz (850 MHz) and 29.1−29.25 GHz (150 MHz) are li-
censed. This is the lower band of the mmWave spectrum and unlike at 60 GHz, atmospheric
absorption does not signiﬁcantly contribute to additional path loss, making it suitable for
outdoor mobile communications;
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Figure 1.11 Atmospheric absorption across mm-wave
frequencies in dB/km
Taken from Rappaport et al. (2011)
• 38 GHz band: The 38.6− 40 GHz band is licensed. Similar to the 28 GHz band, the
outdoor cellular propagation measurements in NYC show that this band is suitable for
outdoor mobile communications when coupled with the use of large antenna arrays and
with the help of beamforming when directional antennas are used;
• E-band or the 70 GHz and 80 GHz bands: 71− 76 GHz and 81− 86 GHz respectively
are lightly licensed and can be aggregated up to a total of 2× 5 GHz. These bands can
suffer from high rain attenuations at long distances but are suitable candidates for indoor
communications and small-cell areas;
• 60 GHz band : The mobile communications standards for 5G do not consider the unlicensed
57−64 GHz band (V-band) which may not be the ﬁrst choice for a cellular mmWave system
since it has a large amount of oxygen absorption and rain attenuation. Moreover, 802.11ad
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also known as WiGig (or 60GHz Wi-Fi), is designed to be used in this frequency range
(Nitsche & al., 2014).
Two recent research advances have encouraged the use of millimeterwave frequency for mobile
communications. First, the mmWave chips suitable for commercial mobiles devices have been
recently developed as well as highly directional antenna designs. Furthermore, as progress
has been made in power ampliﬁers and due to the small wavelenghts, large arrays can be now
fabricated in very small areas (less than 1 cm2). Therefore, a mobile device may be composed
of several arrays to provide path diversity from blockage, like human obstruction. The second
trend encouraging the use of mmWave frequencies, is the densiﬁcation of networks explained
earlier, allowing smaller radius of cells suitable for high frequency communications.
Recent channel measurement of mmWave signal in urban environnement have been conducted
in the bands 28 GHz, 38 GHz and 70-80 GHz (Rappaport & al., 2013; Azar et al., 2013a; Zhao
et al., 2013; Nie et al., 2013; Samimi et al., 2013; Rappaport et al., 2013; MacCartney & Rap-
paport, 2014) To combat severe propagation loss, directional antennas are employed at both
transmitter and receiver to achieve a high antenna gain.
In (Azar et al., 2013a), outage study has been performed in Manhattan. It has been shown
that in highly obstructed environment, when the combined TX-RX antennna gain is 49 dBi,
the maximum coverage is 200m in average. Furthermore, 57% of locations were outage but
mostly when the RX was located at a distance greater than 200 m from the TX.
In (Akdeniz & al., 2014), detailed spatial statistical models of channels at 28 GHz and 73
GHz in NYC and channel parameters such as path loss, number of spatial clusters, outage and
angular dispersion have been derived. The main result obtained was that spatial multiplexing
and diversity can be supported at many location up to 200 m and that multiple path clusters are
received in highly NLOS environment.
The performances of mmWave cellular networks were simulated in prior works (Akdeniz & al.,
2014; Akdeniz et al., 2013; Rappaport & al., 2013) using insights from propagation channel
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measurements. In (Bai et al., 2014), it is shown that mmWave cellular networks can provide
a high coverage and capacity when small-cells are densely deployed. Based on the real-world
measurements at 28 GHz and 38 GHz in New York City and Austin, Texas, respectively, Rap-
paport & al. (2013) has demonstrated the potential of these two mmWave bands for outdoor
mobile communications. Again based on these two measurements campaingns, Sulyman et al.
(2014a) presents empirically-based large-scale propagation path loss models for cellular net-
work planning in mmWave spectrum. In this paper, simple modiﬁcations of current path loss
models used in today microwave bands have been applied to ﬁt the propagation data measured
in the two mmWave bands. Networks simulations for 5G have then been performed, showing
that with random beamforming, 5G networks would require three times more deployed base
stations in the same coverage area compared to microwave systems. It has also been that the ca-
pacity of mmWave systems is 20 times the capacity of today’s cell networks, while this results
can be increased when using the best single best pointing beams and multi-beam combining.
We can observe from the measurements that the 28 GHz and 38 GHz bands suffer from low
rain attenuation and oxygen absorption while they are signiﬁcant in the 60 GHz and 70-80 GHz
bands. This can motivate the use of the 28 GHz and 38 GHz bands for outdoor communications
while the E-bands may be dedicated to indoor communications. In Ghosh & Tal. (2014), a case
is made for using mmWave bands for a 5G systems. An enhanced local area (eLA) is presented
in the paper for 5G networks, where the proposed system exploits large bandwidths in mmWave
spectrum with a proper small-cells densiﬁcation to achieve peak data rates up to 10 Gbps and
edge rates over 100 Mbps. The proposed eLA is based on overlapping deployment strategies
and simultaneous connexions of users to both the LTE overlay and to one or several mmWave
access points.
Although the amount of bandwidth available in mmWave is very large, the propagation prop-
erties in these frequencies are challenging and vary greatly from lower to higher bands. Hence,
these bands need to be allocated properly in order to exploit both the advantages and the limits
of the four main mmWave frequency bands presented below.
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1.6 Conclusion of chapter I and proposed research plan
We have presented in this chapter three sections presenting the context, the challenges and
the state of the art related to the topic of research of this thesis. In the ﬁrst place, we have
presented the small-cell technology in general, the concept of access modes, the motivations
of their dense deployment and how they will play a major role in 5G. In the second section, we
have presented the technical challenges of the dense deployment of small-cells and their co-
existence with the traditional macro-tier. In the third section, we have investigated the major
contributions in terms of interference management and resource allocation in the past years and
highlighted the missing parts and what could be improved in future studies. Finally the three
following sections have focused in the literature review related to the three topics investigated
more deeply in the following chapters of this thesis, i.e. call admission control in two-tier
HetNets, game theory for cooperative resource allocation in small-cells based networks and
mmWave communications for short-ranges communications in next generations of wireless
communications systems. We have summarized in Figure 1.12 all the existing subchannels
allocation techniques for two-tier HetNets and have highlighted in green the parts that have
been investigated in this thesis and the speciﬁc chapters covering these techniques.
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CHAPTER 2
QOS-AWARE ADMISSION CONTROL FOR OFDMA FEMTOCELL NETWORKS
UNDER FRACTIONAL FREQUENCY-BASED ALLOCATION
Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) is considered to provide enhancement in total throughput
and an important reduction of the outage probability in two-tier macrocell-femtocell networks.
However the allocation in FFR can create high cross-tier interferences to users located in the
boundaries of the various zones. We propose a FFR scheme to alleviate the downlink cross-tier
interference for users in these particular zones, joint with a QoS-aware analytical model to de-
rive the blocking probabilities for different cell zones. The optimal parameters for cell channel
partitioning in the proposed FFR-scheme are integrated to enhance the proposed system. Nu-
merical results demonstrate the performance enhancement of the proposed joint FFR allocation
and admission control scheme. Compared to current FFR and admission control strategies, our
scheme permits to increase overall trafﬁc by up to 40 % at cell center and 30 % at cell edge,
for any given blocking probability. The main results of this paper have been published in a
conference paper (Hajir & Gagnon, 2015).
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Motivation and prior related work
The proliferation of mobile devices and mobile Internet usage in past years has led to an in-
crease in the demand for higher capacity and data rates. To address this demand in growth, one
solution is to enhance the network coverage and capacity by placing transmitters and receivers
closer together and through aggressive reuse of the cellular spectrum. In recent years, the het-
erogeneous based deployment model is being explored by mobile operators and the research
community. This strategy allows for a higher data rate and increased reliability for users, as
well as a reduced amount of trafﬁc on an expensive macrocell network for the operator (Lopez-
Perez et al., 2009).
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Resource allocation based interference management in OFDMA-based two-tier networks is
a signiﬁcant research topic and comes in various forms. Closely related to radio resource
allocation, call admission control (CAC) is responsible for admitting or rejecting a call request
from a user based on the current network load and QoS requirement of users. An efﬁcient
CAC scheme is required in multi-tier networks to achieve a higher spectrum efﬁciency and
QoS requirements satisfaction in each tier of the system. When these two elements of radio
resource management are joint, interferences are signiﬁcantly mitigated and a high spectrum
utilization and capacity are achieved.
There have been some works in the recent literature that address interference management
or admission control for two tier networks, but very few are addressing jointly the frequency
allocation and CAC efﬁciently. In Lee et al. (2010b), femtocells have access to the entire sub-
bands unused by the macrocell sub-area. However it creates a high level of interference to the
macrocell user equipements (MUEs) located in the edge of the neighboring cells as the users
from two different tiers use the same subchannels. Indeed, the received signal power of the sub-
bands allocated to the neighbouring macrocells is relatively strong compared to the femtocells
located in the boundary of the macrocell. In (Maheshwari & Kumar, 2000), blocked microcell
calls are allowed to overﬂow to the macrolayer while the macrocell calls have no alternate route
if the available subchannels are not sufﬁcient, which leads to higher blocking probabilities in
the macrocell areas. Also this scheme can not be applied to macrocell-femtocell networks since
it does not take into consideration cross-tier interferences. In Guvenc et al. (2008), a FFR based
allocation scheme was proposed considering the handoff and coverage of femtocells but MUEs
in edge zones suffer from high interferences induced by nearby FBS.
In (Farbod & Liang, 2007), the CAC problem is formulated as a Semi-Markov decision prob-
lem but does not consider the QoS constraints. In Le et al. (2013a), a QoS-aware admission
control scheme is proposed but FUEs and MUEs compete for the same subchannels in the edge
zone which leads to high cross-tier interferences when a MUEs in the vicinty of a FUEs fail to
connect to the nearby femtocell base stations (FBS). Moreover, closed access mode is applied
in the center zone resulting in high blocking probabilities for MUEs compared to FUEs. In
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Zhang et al. (2014), femto QoS-aware joint subchannel and power allocation is investigated
but the performances of MUEs have not been considered.
2.1.2 Main contribution and organization
In this chapter, an interference management and call admission control scheme for OFDMA
macrocell-femtocell network is proposed. A sector-based FFR scheme is developed to pro-
tect users in the boundaries of center zones and edge zones from cross-tier interferences and
allowing MUEs to achieve higher rates. This scheme is associated with a QoS-aware admis-
sion control strategy that efﬁciently associates users with femtocell and macrocell base stations
(MBS) as well as allowing an alternative route to any user blocked from accessing subchannels
in its original layer. FUE calls can overﬂow to the MBS when they fail to connect with the
nearby FBS and MUEs can borrow the unused subchannels from other zones. An analytical
model is developed to conduct a performance evaluation of the proposed admission control
scheme. Finally the numerical results proving the efﬁciency of the proposed framework are
presented.
2.2 System model of the proposed FFR
We consider the downlink of a macrocell-femtocell network employing Frequency-Division
Duplex (FDD) and OFDMA. The subchannel allocation for sector-based FFR is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. The scheme avoids downlink cross-tier interference by assigning sub-bands from
the entire allocated frequency band to the FBS that are being used neither in the macrocell
sub-area nor the neighbouring macrocell areas. The macrocell is divided into center zone and
edge zone including three sectors per region. The center zone has a reuse factor of one while
the edge zone a reuse factor of three. The entire spectrum is divided into two parts, one is
allocated to the center and the other one is divided by three, each portion is assigned to an edge
zone of the three-cell sectors (Lee et al., 2010b).
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In the following, we refer to a center zone and an edge zone of a given macrocell sector as a
center macro-area and edge macro-area. We refer to a femtocell overlaying the center macro-
area and edge macro-area as center femto-area and edge femto-area. Moreover, we refer to the
portion of bandwidth allocated to the center and edge macro-area as center and edge macro-
layer, and the portion of bandwidth allocated to the center and edge femto-area as center and
edge femtolayer.
The sub-bands are denoted by A,B,C,D. The sub-band A is used in the center macro-area and
the sub-bands B,C,D are applied to edge regions as depicted in the ﬁgure. A femtocell in
the center zone chooses sub-bands that are not used in the macrocell sub-area. It additionally
excludes the sub-band used by the edge macrolayer of the current sector given the high received
signal power of this sub-band for the femtocell. For exemple in the zone C1, a femtocell uses
the sub-bands C and D. A femtocell in the edge area excludes the sub-bands of the center
macrolayer. Additionally the edge of the sector is divided into two zones and the femtocell
excludes the sub-band used by the neighbouring edge macrolayer according to its location.
For example in E1 of macrocell 1, a femtocell excludes the sub-band A used by the center
macrocell, the sub-band B used by the edge macrocell of the current sector and the sub-band
C used by the neighboring edge of macrocell number 2. In E2, a femtocell excludes the sub-
bands A and B similarly to E1 but will exclude this time the sub-band D used by the sector
edge of the neighbouring macrocell number 3.
2.2.1 QoS constraints
We deﬁne in this section the QoS constraints in the considered two-tier network. The downlink
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) achieved by a FUE y f associated with femtocell
f on a particular subchannel k can be written as Saquib et al. (2013):
γky f , f =
Pkf G
k
y f , f
∑
m∈M
Pkmhky f ,mG
k
y f ,m+ ∑
f ′∈F ′
Pkf ′G
k
yf , f ′ +N
(2.1)
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Figure 2.1 Interference management scheme using an adjusted
FFR3 model
where N denotes the Gaussian noise power, Gkyf , f and G
k
yf ,m represent the channel gains from
FBS f and MBS m to FUE y f respectively in femtocell f on subchannel k. Their models
are explained in section 2.6. The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) achieved by a
MUE xm associated with macrocell m on a particular subchannel k can be written as:
γkxm,m =
PkmG
k
xm,mh
k
xm,m
∑
m′∈M′
Pkm′h
k
xm,m′G
k
xm,m′ + ∑f∈F
Pkf G
k
xm, f +N
(2.2)
where Pkm is the transmit power from MBS m on subchannel k, h
k
xm,m is the exponentially dis-
tributed channel fading power gain associated with subchannel k. Gkxm,m and G
k
xm, f represent the
path loss associated with k from a MBS m and FBS f to a MUE xm respectively in macrocell
m.
From 2.1, we can determine rkx f , f denoting the minimum rate achieved by a FUE y f on k. The
minimum achieved rate is obtained by the worst case where the user is located at the boundary
of its corresponding zone Le et al. (2013b):
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rkx f , f =W
∫ ∞
0 log(1+x) fγky f , f
(x)dx where W denotes the bandwidth of one subchannel and fγky f , f
the probability density function (PDF) of γky f , f . In the same way, we can determine the mini-
mum rate achieved by a MUE xm on a subchannel k: rkxm,m =W
∫ ∞
0 log(1+ x) fγkym,m(x)dx.
Let sy ff and s
xm
f be the number of subchannels allocated for a FUE in femtocell f and for a MUE
in macrocell m respectively. To guarantee the QoS requirement the number of subchannels that
must be allocated for a FUE and for a MUE respectively, should satisfy these constraints:
s
y f
f ≥
Rfmin
rkx f , f
, sxmf ≥
Rmmin
rkxm,m
, (2.3)
where Rfmin,R
m
min denote the target minimum rates for FUEs and MUEs respectively. These
constraints will be used for admission control design.
2.3 LTE resource blocks speciﬁcations
In this section, we resume the speciﬁcations of 3GPP for LTE and LTE-A, as well as the
technologies used in the 3GPP standards for mobile communications that will be taken into
account in this thesis. In LTE/LTE-A multi-tier networks, OFDM is used for downlink and
single-carrier FDM waveform is used for uplink over 20 MHz bandwidth. The subcarrier
spacing is 15 kHz and therefore the OFDM symbol duration is 66.67 kHz. For full-duplex
FDD, uplink and downlink frames are separated by frequency and are transmitted continuously
and synchronously. In TDD mode, the uplink and downlink subframes are transmitted on the
same frequency and are multiplexed in the time domain.
One subchannel during one time slot constitutes a resource block (RB). The terms resource
blocks and subchannels will be used interchangeably and are used multiple times in this thesis.
We deﬁne the physical characteristic of this element. It refers to the minimum scheduling unit
in DL and UL. An LTE RB consists of 12 sub-carries in the frequency domain (180 kHz) and
one time slot in the time domain (0.5 ms). One subframe is composed of two-time slots. UE
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is dynamically allocated multiples of RB pairs, each of which is two RBs side to side with
duration 1 ms. In one time slot, there are 7 OFDM symbols. The bandwidth deﬁned by the
standards are 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15 and 20 MHz.
Table 2.1 Frequency measures and number of elements
Bandwidth Number or resource blocks Number of subcarriers
1.4 MHz 6 72
3 MHz 15 180
5 MHz 25 300
10 MHz 50 600
15 MHz 75 900
20 MHz 100 1200
Figure 2.2 LTE Physical Layer Structure
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2.4 Admission control policy
We propose a Qos-aware call admission control scheme for macrocell-femtocell networks with
the detailed rules described in the following. Given the proposed FFR scheme, each macrocell
area is divided into cell-center and cell-edge zones, which are separated by a circular boundary
and then separated into three distinct sectors. We apply an open access mode for femtocells,
where all the users located in the coverage area of a FBS are allowed to connect to the corre-
sponding FBS.
We assume that a new call or a handoff call arriving at the femtocell area will always ﬁrst
attempt to connect with the corresponding FBS. Users located in a femtocell area can also
connect to the nearby MBS. Any call outside any femtocell area is directed to the MBS. The
bandwidth requirements are determined in the above section from the average rate requirements
and the the worst-case average rate achieved by users in each area. The corresponding values
are presented in Table I. For simplicity ,we develop the admission control rules for center users
only. However the analysis described in the paragraphs below applies identically to the edge
analysis by denoting cF1 and cM1 , cF2 and cM2 respectively.
A new call generated in a center femto-area is directed to the corresponding FBS. If the number
of available subchannels offered is less than cF1 the call is directed to the MBS and try to use
center macrolayer subchannels. If the number of available center macrolayer subchannels is
less than cF1 the call is dropped. If subchannels become available later the call is repacked to
the FBS.
A new call generated in a center macro-area will try to occupy center macrolayer subchannels.
If the number of center macrolayer subchannels is less than cM1 it will attempt to use edge
macrolayer subchannels. If there are not sufﬁcient edge macrolayer subchannels the call is
dropped. If center macrolayer subchannels become available later the cell-center calls occupy-
ing the edge macrolayer subchannels will be shifted back to the center macrolayer.
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2.5 Performance analysis
As previously established, in the proposed FFR3 based network each macrocell is divided into
three distinct sectors indexed by i ∈ {1,2,3}. Sector i has m(i)1 femtocells in the center zone
and m(i)2 femtocells in the edge zone. We propose an isolated sector analytical framework for
performance analysis of the proposed admission control scheme (Rappaport Stephen & Hu,
1994). For simplicity we omit the sector index i in all notations. All new call and handoff call
arrival processes among regions are assumed to follow Poisson processes. Cell region sojourn
times and call conversation times are exponentially distributed.
We analyze three separate Markov Chains (MCs): two one-dimensional MCs ΓF1(t) and ΓF2(t)
describing the dynamics for calls at time t connecting to a FBS located in the center area and to
a FBS located in the edge area respectively, and one 6-dimensional MC Δ(t) describing the dy-
namics for calls connecting to the MBS. Let Δ= {XM1(t),ZM1(t),WM1(t),YM2(t),ZM2(t),WM2(t)}
, ΓF1 = {UF1(t)} and ΓF2 = {UF2(t)}. To simplify the 6-dimensional MC we analyse the cen-
ter macrolayer and edge macrolayer separately. All the values are described in table I.
Let ΔM1(t) = {XM1(t),ZM1(t),WM1(t)} the MC that captures the number of calls connecting
to the MBS and using center macrolayer subchannels and ΔM2(t) = {XM2(t),ZM2(t),WM2(t)}
the MC that captures the number of calls connecting to the MBS and using edge macrolayer
subchannels. Interactions between the MCs are captured through the corresponding handoff
rates obtained from the stationary analysis of the MCs detailed in the next section. The station-
ary analysis gives us the average values of the corresponding quantities in the deﬁned MCs,
denoted by XM1, ZM1, WM1, XM2, ZM2, WM2. To obtain the handoff rates we ﬁrst initialize
their values to zero, then we perform the stationary analysis of the MCs before updating the
handoff rates and repeating these 2 last steps of the procedure until convergence.
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2.5.1 Mobility and handover in out of the two-tier network
2.5.1.1 Teletrafﬁc ﬂow coefﬁcients
We will deﬁne in this subsection the teletrafﬁc ﬂow coefﬁcients corresponding to the fraction
of calls handovered from one given zone to another.
Let αM2,M2; αM1,M1; αM2,M1; αM1,M2; αM2,F2; αM1,F1 be the fractions of calls that are han-
dovered from an edge macro-area to a neighbouring edge macro-area, from the cell center
sector to the neighbouring cell center sectors, from an edge macro-area to a center macro-area,
from a center macro-area to an edge macro-area, from an edge macro-area to an overlaying
femto-area and ﬁnally from a center macro-area to an overlaying femto-area.
Let R be the largest distance from the macrocell center to the macrocell edge, r the radius of
the inner circular region and r f the radius of the femtocell area. The teletrafﬁc ﬂow coefﬁcients
can be calculated as:
αM2,M2 =
3R
3R+
2πr
3
+2m2πr f
;αM1,M1 =
2r
2r+
2πr
3
+2m1πr f
αM2,M1 =
2πr
3
3R+
2πr
3
+2m2πr f
;αM1,M2 =
2πr
3
2r+
2πr
3
+2m1πr f
αM2,F2 =
2m2πr f
3R+
2πr
3
+2m2πr f
;αM1,F1 =
2m1πr f
2r+
2πr
3
+2m1πr f
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Table 2.2 Key parameters and variables
XM1(t) (XM2(t)) Number of calls located in center (edge) macro-area using
subchannels from center (edge) macrolayer
ZM1(t) (ZM2(t)) Number of calls located in center (edge) femto-area over-
ﬂowed to the MBS using subchannels from center (edge)
macrolayer
WM1(t) (WM2(t)) Number of calls located in edge (center) macro-area using
subchannels from center (edge) macrolayer
UF1(t), UF2(t) Number of calls which connects to a FBS in a center femto-
area and edge femto-area
kF1(t), kF2(t) Number of subchannels allocated to center femto-area and
edge femto-area respectively
kM1(t), kM2(t) Number of subchannels allocated to center macro-area and
edge macro-area respectively
cF1(t), cF2(t) Number of subchannels required by a call in a center femto-
area and edge femto-area
cM1(t), cM2(t) Number of subchannels required by a call in a center macro-
area and edge macro-area
λ nM1,λ
n
M2 ,λ
n
F1,λ
n
F2 New call arrival rate of a call to a center macro-area ,edge
macro-area, center femto-area and edge femto-area
λ hM1→M1 Handoff rate for calls to the center macro-area from center
macro-area of neighbouring sectors in a given macrocell
λ hM2→M1 Handoff rate for calls to the center macro-area from edge
macro-area
λ hM1→M2, λ
h
M2→M2 Handoff rate for calls to the edge macro-area from center
macro-area and from neighbouring edge macro-area
λ hM1→F1,λ
h
M2→F2 Handoff rate for calls to the femtocell area from the under-
lying center macro-area and edge macro-area
λ hF1→M1 ,λ
h
F2→M2 Handoff rate for calls to the center macro-area and edge
macro-area from the overlaying femtocell area
μ−1 Mean duration time of a call in the system
θ−1M1, θ
−1
M2 ,θ
−1
F1 ,θ
−1
F2 Mean sojourn time of a call in the center macro-area, edge
macro-area, center femto-area and edge femto-area
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2.5.1.2 Calculation of handoff arrival rates
We express the handoff rates values described in Table I as:
λ hM2→M2 = αM2,M2 ·θM2 · (XM2+WM1);
λ hM1→M1 = αM1,M1 ·θM1 · (XM1+WM2);
λ hM2→M1 = αM2,M1 ·θM2 · (XM2+WM1);
λ hM1→M2 = αM1,M2 ·θM1 · (XM1+WM2);
λ hM2→F2 = αM2,F2 ·θM2 ·
XM2
m2
; λ hM1→F1 = αM1,F1 ·θM1 ·
XM1
m1
;
λ hF1→M1 = θF1 · (ZM1+m1UF1); λ hF2→M2 = θF2 · (ZM2+m2UF2)
We can then express the total handoff rates to each of the areas under consideration:
λM1 = λ nM1+λ
h
M1→M1+λ
h
M2→M1+λ
h
F1→M1+m1λF1BF1;
λM2 = λM2M2 +λ
h
n→M2+λ
h
M1→M2+λ
h
F2→M2+m2λF2BF2;
λF1 = λ hM1→F1+λ
n
F1; λF2 = λ
h
M2→F2+λ
n
F2 (2.4)
2.5.2 Stationary analysis of Markov chains ΔM1(t) and ΔM2(t)
The analysis for center and edge macro-area are similar as the same admission control policies
are adopted for both. We present the detailed analysis and show how to calculate the blocking
probabilities for MC ΔM1(t) only. We deﬁne s as a general state for the MC ΔM1 with −→g (s) =
{g1(s),g2(s),g3(s)}; g1(s),g2(s),g3(s) representing the values of XM1(t), ZM1(t), WM1(t) in
state s, respectively. Let −→v i, i= 1,2,3 be a three-dimensional vector whose i-th element is one
and other elements zero and k(s) = (g1(s)+g2(s)) cM1+g3(s)cM2.
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2.5.2.1 Calculation of transition rates
The transition rates q(i,s) from predecessor state i into sate s where i = s can be written as
follows.
The transition rate due to a center macro-area call arrival −→g (s) =−→g (i)+−→v 1:
q(i,s) = λM1; i f k(s)≤ kM1
The transition rate due to the departure of a call occupying the center macro-area subchannels
−→g (s) =−→g (i)−−→v 1:
q(i,s) = (μ +θM1)g1(i); i f k(i)≤ kM1
The transition rate due to a center femto-area arrival call which tries to occupy the center
macro-area subchannels: according to our admission control policies center femto-area calls
only try to occupy center macrolayer subchannels if center femtolayer subchannels are all used.
When g2(s) = 0, if a call arrives to a center femto-area it will try to occupy center macrolayer
subchannels when blocked from the FBS with the conditional probability calculated in the next
section BF1. When g2(s)> 0, all center macrolayer subchannels are occupied , therefore a new
call arriving to the center femto-area will always try to occupy center macrolayer subchannels
−→g (s) =−→g (i)+−→v 2:
q(i,s) =
⎧⎨
⎩ BF1λF1 if g2(s) = 0,k(s)≤ kM1λF1 if g2(s)> 0, k(s)≤ kM1
The transition rate due to a departure of a call in a center femto-area occupying center macro-
layer subchannels. We also take into consideration the repacking rule when a call is shiffted
back to center femtolayer subchannels. Let NF1max =
kF1
cF1
be the maximum number of calls
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occupying center femtolayer subchannels −→g (s) =−→g (i)−−→v 2,:
q(i,s) = (μ +θF1)g2(i)+NF1max(μ +θF1); k(i)≤ kM1
The transition rate due to an edge macro-area call arrival which tries to occupy center macro-
layer subchannels. According to our admission control policies, edge macro-area calls only
try to occupy center macrolayer subchannels if the edge macrolayer subchannels are all occu-
pied.When g3(s) = 0, if a call arrives to the edge macro-area it will try to occupy the center
macro-area subchannels if it is blocked from accessing edge macrolayer subchannels with the
conditionnal probability BM2. In the case where g3(s)> 0, all the edge macrolayer subchannels
are occupied , therefore a new call arriving to edge macro-area will always try to occupy center
macrolayer subchannels −→g (s) =−→g (i)+−→v 3:
q(i,s) =
⎧⎨
⎩ BM2λM2 if g3(s) = 0, k(s)≤ kM1λM2 if g3(s)> 0, k(s)≤ kM1
The transition rate due to a departure of a call in edge macro-area which is occupying center
macrolayer subchannels. The departure can be due to a call completion or a shifting back to
edge macrolayer subchannels. Let NM2max =
kM2
cM2
be the maximum number of calls occupying
edge macrolayer subchannels −→g (s) =−→g (i)−−→v 3:
q(i,s) = (μ +θM2)g3(i)+NM2max(μ +θM2); k(i)≤ kM1
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2.5.2.2 Calculation of the blocking probabilities
We ﬁrst write the ﬂow balance equations for all possible states. There are a set of smax + 1
simultaneous equations for the unknown state probabilities π(i) of the form :
smax
∑
j=0
q(i, j)π(i) = 0;
smax
∑
j=0
π(i) = 1; i = 0,1.2...,smax (2.5)
Where q(i, j) represents the net transition ﬂow into state j from state i and π(i) the total tran-
sition ﬂow out of state i. The equations express that in a steady state the net probability ﬂow
into any state is zero and the sum of the probabilities is unity. We can ﬁnd the stationary dis-
tribution of MC ΔM1(t) then we can calculate the blocking probabilities of calls in the center
macrolayer. We now derive the blocking probabilities of calls in cell center area. Recall that a
center macro-area call will be blocked if it cannot ﬁnd sufﬁcient subchannels, which are pre-
allocated to cell center macro-area. The blocking probability of center macro-area or center
femto-area calls trying to use center macrolayer subchannels can be calculated as:
BM1 = ∑
S∈S0
π(s); S0 = {s : k(s)> kM1− cM1} (2.6)
The blocking probability of edge macro-area calls trying to use center macrolayer subchannels
can be calculated as:
BM12 = ∑
S∈S1
π(s); S1 = {s : k(s)> kM1− cM2} (2.7)
Using Little’s theorem, we can compute the average number of calls in the center macrolayer.
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
XM1 =
λM1
μ +θM1
(1−BM1)
ZM1 =
λF1
μ +θF1
(1−BM1)
WM1 =
λM2
μ +θM2
(1−BM12)
(2.8)
2.5.3 Stationary analysis of Markov chains ΓF1 and ΓF2
As we deﬁned previously, MC ΓF1(t) = {UF1(t)} captures the number of calls of a particular
center femto-area and ΓF2(t) = {UF2(t)} captures the number of calls of a particular edge
femto-area. The center femto-area and edge femto-area analysis are similar. We will present
the detailed analysis of the center femto-area only. We remind here that NF1max =
kF1
cF1
is the
maximum number of calls occupying center femtolayer subchannels.When UF1 = NF1max, the
center macrolayer holds at least one call that belongs to the femtocell with probability P(ZM1 >
0/UF1 = NF1max). Hence owing to repacking, the transition rate from the state UF1 = N
F1
max to
UF1 = NF1max−1 is:
P(ZM1 = 0/UF1 = NF1max)N
F1
max(μ +θF1) (2.9)
The remaining transition rates are unaffected by repacking. In order to calculate the blocking
probability, we need the following probability P(ZM1 = NF1max |UF1 = 0).
Owing to the fact that calls are always offered to femtocell ﬁrst, and owing to repacking, when
we have ZM1 > 0 then UF1 = NF1max. Furthermore the set of states with ZM1 > 0 is entered only
from the set of states when UF1 = NF1max. We can can admit that the process ΓF1 conditioned
on UF1 = 0 is just the Erlang-B process with offered load βF1 = λF1/(μ +θF1) and number of
servers NF1max (Maheshwari & Kumar, 2000).
BF1 = P(ZM1 = NF1max |UF1 = 0) = ErlangB(βF1,NF1max)
UF1 = βF1(1−BF1) (2.10)
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2.6 Numerical results
We present the numerical results to illustrate the performances of the proposed joint frequency
partitioning and call admission control scheme. We consider 25 femtocells located in the center
and 30 femtocells in the edge of each given sector of the central macrocell in a cluster of 7
macrocells. The distance between two neighbouring femtocells is set to 100m and the radius
of a femtocell is set to 30m. The radius of the macrocell is set to R = 500m and the radius of
the center macro-area is set to r = 280m. The total number of available subchannels in one
macrocell is N = 100, shared among the sub-bands A,B,C and D as depicted in Figure 2.1.
40% of total bandwidth is allocated to sub-band A and the remaining is shared equally among
B,C and D.
2.6.1 Results on the best parameters for resource partitionning
In ﬁgures 2.3 and 2.4, we illustrate the blocking probabilities of calls connecting to MBS
and FBS in different areas versus the percentage of bandwidth allocated to center macro-
area (sub-band A). These results are shown for two different values of trafﬁc density TD =
20, 25 calls/min/km2. The blocking probability of center macro-area decreases quickly as the
percentage of subchannels allocated to sub-band A increases, up to a minima reached between
40% and 45%. After that, the blocking probability increases quickly. This can be explained as
follows. When sub-band A size increases, the number of subchannels shared equally by B,C
and D decreases, which leads to higher blocking probabilities in the corresponding zones as
well as an increase of number of calls being overﬂowed from the center femto-area and from
edge macro-area trying to borrow center macro-area subchannels. The ﬁgures suggest that a
good value for the percentage of the bandwidth allocated to a macrocell center is about 40%.
2.6.2 Performance results in terms of blocking probability
To calculate the required number of subchannels, we consider the worst case where FUEs and
MUEs are located on the boundary of the corresponding region. The path-loss in dB is calcu-
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lated as Le et al. (2013b): Gki, j(d)= [44.9−6.55 log10(hBS) log10(d)+34.46+5.83 log10(hBS)+
23 log10( fc/5)+ni jWi, j, d being the distance between a user i and a base station of either type
j, hBS the height of the base station chosen as 25m for MBSs and 10m for FBSs. fc is the
carrier frequency which is set to 2 GHz. ni j denotes the number of walls and Wi, j = 5dB de-
notes the wall loss. For the path-loss from a FBS to an indoor FUE connected with an other
FBS ni j = 2, for all other cases ni j = 1. The minimum required rates for MUEs and FUEs are
Rmmin/W = 6 b/s/Hz and R
f
min/W = 10 b/s/Hz respectively. Other system parameters are set as
follows: noise power N = 10−15, MUEs’ and FUEs’ average service time μ = 1min, sojourn
times θM1 = θM2 = 0.5 and θF1 = θF2 = 0.15. We assume that indoor trafﬁc density in a fem-
tocell is 20 times of the outdoor trafﬁc. The transmission power of FBSs and MBSs are 40mW
and 15W respectively.
In the proposed FFR-3 model, the MUEs in the center macro-area are protected from the inter-
ferences caused by nearby femtocells as the spectrum is orthogonally partitioned among FUEs
and MUEs in a given macrocell. MUEs in edge macro-area are also protected from the cross-
tier interferences caused by the overlaying femtocells of their zone and by femtocells in the
sectors of neighbouring cells. The required number of subchannels for calls in center macro-
area increases from cM1 = 1 with the proposed frequency partitioning scheme to cM1 = 2 in
the traditional FFR-3. Similarly in the edge macro area the required number of subchannels
increases from cM2 = 2 to cM2 = 3. This results in much lower blocking probabilities when the
proposed FFR-3 is applied compared to a traditional FFR-3 scheme, as we can see in Figure 2.5
and Figure 2.6 illustrating the blocking probabilities of MUEs in center and edge zone versus
the trafﬁc density. The results are also compared with a model permitting no sharing of sub-
channels between center macro-area and edge macro-area layers , to demonstrate the efﬁciency
of the joint frequency and CAC model. Femtocells suffer from less cross-tiers interferences in
the adjusted FFR-3 but higher co-tier interferences as they are allocated less subchannels in
each zone. We obtain the same required number of subchannels cF1 = 3 and cF2 = 4 in both
schemes and we can see in ﬁgures 2.5 and 2.6 that the blocking probability of femtocells are
kept low for any given trafﬁc density.
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Figure 2.3 Blocking probability of calls connecting to a MBS
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2.7 Conclusion
We have proposed an FFR scheme for sector-based two-tier macrocell-femtocell networks joint
with a QoS-aware admission control strategy. The optimal parameters for cell channel parti-
tioning in the proposed FFR scheme and an analytical model for performance evaluation of the
proposed system have been developed. Finally, numerical results are presented to demonstrate
the performance enhancement in term of blocking probabilities of the proposed framework.

CHAPTER 3
COALITIONAL GAMES FOR JOINT CO-TIER AND CROSS-TIER COOPERATIVE
SPECTRUM SHARING IN DENSE HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS
With the dense deployment of small-cells in the next generation of mobile networks, users from
different tiers suffer from high downlink interferences. In this chapter, we propose a game the-
oretic approach for joint co-tier and cross-tier collaboration in heterogeneous networks and
analyze the relevance of the proposed scheme. First, we propose a coalition structure game
(CS game) with a Weighted Owen value as imputation, where the Small-cell Base Stations
(SBSs) and their connecting Macrocell User Equipments (MUEs) form a priori union. We
prove that the proposed framework optimizes the users proﬁt. As an additional global beneﬁt,
the SBSs are encouraged to host the harmed public users in their vicinity. Secondly, we propose
a canonical game with a Weighted Solidarity value as imputation to allow cooperation among
SBSs and MUEs when they fail to connect to nearby SBSs. We prove that the weak players
are protected in this scheme and that a high degree of fairness is provided in the game. We
compare through extensive simulations the proposed frameworks with state-of-the-art resource
allocation solutions, access modes and legacy game-theoretic approaches. We show that the
proposed framework obtains the best performances for the MUEs and Small-cells User Equip-
ments (SUEs) in terms of throughput and fairness. Throughput gain is in order of 40% even
reaching 50% for both types of users. The main results of this chapter have been published in
a conference papaer (Hajir et al., 2016c) and journal paper (Hajir et al., 2016a).
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Motivations and prior related works
One of the main challenges of the ﬁfth generation mobile networks is responding to the ex-
ponentially increasing demand for higher data capacity and data rates. This involves a greater
spectrum in low and high bands and more antennas, as well as the deployment of more small-
cells overlaying the existing macrocells. Indeed, operators are looking to ofﬂoad trafﬁc from
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their Macrocell Base Stations (MBSs) as they anticipate data trafﬁc to grow by 1000 times by
2018. Accordingly, the dense deployment of small-cells is a crucial part of addressing this
growth. These small-cells are connected to the backhaul network via optical ﬁbre or DSL and
allow not only higher spectrum efﬁciency but also greater overall network capacity. There
are several additional advantages, such as improved indoor coverage, reduced costs and power
consumption along with a higher Quality of Service (QoS) satisfaction (Lee et al., 2014a).
However, the coexistence of users and base stations from both tiers comes with several chal-
lenges.
In order for capacity to increase in tandem with the addition of small-cells, a rigorous inter-
ference and resource management has to be planned. An approach that eliminates cross-tier
interference is the split-spectrum policy in which the small-cell tier uses a dedicated bandwidth
distinct from the macro-tier (Hajir & Gagnon, 2015; Guvenc et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2009). The
drawback of this approach is inefﬁciency in terms of spectrum reuse.
On the other hand, the co-channel deployment approach allows both macrocells and small-
cells to access to the entire spectrum resource, though cooperation among the different tiers
is required. Two types of interference induced by the co-channel deployment can seriously
degrade the performances of the network, e.g., the cross-tier interference (from the MBS to the
SBSs) and co-tier interference (from SBSs to SBSs).
In order to mitigate these interferences several decentralized solutions have been proposed
(Guvenc et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2010a; Mustika et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014). On one
hand, non-cooperative approaches have been widely studied and are characterized by the in-
dependent decisions of the players who aim to improve their own performances. To solve
non-cooperative games, the most widely-used concept is the well-known Nash equilibrium
(Bas¸ar & Olsder, 1998). Non-cooperative game theory has been considered for resource al-
location (Chandrasekhar et al., 2009; Barbarossa et al., 2010; Semasinghe et al., 2015; Alp-
can & Basar, 2005a) and power control (Alpcan et al., 2002b; Kang et al., 2012). A non-
cooperative evolutionary game based on stochastic geometry analysis for small-cells resource
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allocation is presented in (Semasinghe et al., 2015). On the other hand, with the need for self-
organizing, decentralized and autonomous networks, cooperative approaches have emerged as
a key solution for the success of dense heterogeneous networks.
According to the cooperative approach, game theory is an essential tool in helping the various
entities make decisions in two-tier networks (Saad et al., 2009a). A cooperative game can
occur in a group (i.e., a coalition) in which the players share information and try to attempt
to negotiate the attainment of common objectives. Coalitional games can be classiﬁed into
two categories (Saad et al., 2009a): canonical games and coalition structure games, both will
be studied in this chapter. In a canonical game, all players aim to form and stabilize a grand
coalition. The value of the coalition is then divided among the players such that none of the
players has any incentive to leave the grand coalition. In coalition structure games, players are
rational in forming coalitions or a priori unions in order to maximize proﬁt.
In (Langar et al., 2015) and (Pantisano et al., 2013), the authors proposed a canonical and a
coalitional game model, respectively, as a technique for co-tier interferences mitigation among
cooperative small-cells. In (Hoteit et al., 2012), the authors propose a bankruptcy game ap-
proach for resource allocation in cooperative networks. However, according to these three
frameworks, a split-spectrum approach is adopted, and hence the cross-tier cooperation is not
investigated.
A theoretical game-based cognitive radio resource management approach is proposed in (Lien
et al., 2011) and (Ma et al., 2015). In these studies, a coalition game is developed for use in
subchannel allocation in situations where cognitive small-cells act as secondary users and have
a higher priority than MUEs but the collaboration between the two tiers is not investigated; in
these cases, the priority applied can result in a deterioration of the macro-tier performances.
In (Pantisano et al., 2012), the authors consider the cross-tier cooperation among SUEs and
MUEs in order to alleviate the downlink interference. It allows the MUEs to explore nearby
small-cells by cooperating with the SUEs, which act as relays; however, in these cases the
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closed-access mode is adopted which prevents the MBS from ofﬂoading its high data trafﬁc to
the small-cell tier.
A hybrid access mode is a promising solution as it allows a public user suffering from downlink
interferences from a nearby SBS to connect to this small-cell in order to process its demands.
However, only a limited amount of the small-cell resources is available to all users, while the
rest is operated within a closed subscribed group (CSG) manner (de la Roche et al., 2010).
Very few papers have investigated the collaboration between the harmed MUEs and neigh-
bouring SBSs in instances when the ﬁrst fails to connect to the small-cell. Yet another problem
not fully investigated is when the cooperative games involve hybrid or open-access small-cells.
Several questions arise: How can the cooperation between users and base stations from dif-
ferent tiers be modelled? How can the small-cell tier properly process the MUEs demands,
while managing the cooperative resource allocation in a fair and strategic manner? How can
the SBSs be encouraged to serve public users without degrading their own performances? How
can the different bargaining power levels be managed in a game?
Such questions are essential to the successful dense deployment of small-cells; our proposed
cooperative model attempts to provide solutions to these issues.
3.1.2 Main contributions and organization
The main contribution of this chapter is to propose a new cooperative-game framework for
co-tier and cross-tier interference mitigation and resource management under an open-access
mode of small-cells, which allows the MBS to ofﬂoad its data trafﬁc to the dense small-cell tier.
When MUEs are served by a nearby SBS, we propose forming a union of the related SBS and
MUEs in a given game in order to attribute a reasonable proﬁt to the hosted MUEs while re-
warding the SBS for actively participating in the interference mitigation process. Accordingly,
when the union SBS-MUEs is formed, its members commit themselves to bargaining with the
others as a unit. Any gain obtained by the players of the unions are then shared according to
a coalition structure solution (i.e. Weighted Owen). When the harmed MUE fails to connect
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with a nearby SBS, it participates in a cooperative game with its interferers in order to split the
available resources following a solidarity-based imputation scheme (see Fig.3.1 and Fig. 3.2).
Our key contributions are summarized in the following:
a. We create a new collaborative framework based on two different game theoretic ap-
proaches in which the end user beneﬁt is quantiﬁed in terms of throughput and fairness
for both MUEs and SUEs of the system;
b. We address the resource allocation problem when MUEs and SUEs coexist in a small-cell
coverage area using a CS game based on the formation of unions when SBSs host public
users in their neighbourhood;
• We prove that the proposed CS game under a Weighted Owen imputation value op-
timizes the proﬁt of the MUEs and SBSs which participate in the unions. A direct
consequence is that the SBSs are encouraged to host the harmed public users in their
coverage area as the users joining forces get a better proﬁt than bargaining individu-
ally;
c. We address the co-tier and cross-tier resource allocation problem when MUEs are not
hosted but interfered by neighbouring SBSs using a canonical game approach;
• We propose a new algorithm for the computation of the canonical game imputation
(i.e. a Weighted Solidarity value). We prove that it protects the weak players when
their power of bargaining is low and provides a higher degree of fairness. Additionally,
it does not allow any user to obtain more than its claim and discourages players from
asking for higher demands.
In section 3.2, we present the problem formulation and motivations, followed by the SBSs
and MUEs interference set formation process in section 3.3. In section 3.4 we present the
cooperative game framework and the identiﬁed imputation values. Finally, to validate the
effectiveness of our proposed cooperative game approach, we present the simulation results in
Section 3.5.
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3.2 Problem formulation and motivations
In cooperative games, users are given the opportunity to collaborate in order to split the avail-
able resources. With the development of self-organizing and decentralized small-cells, the
latter should be capable of managing not only the interferences they induce to each other but
also the interferences induced to the neighbouring MUEs. To do so, it is essential to incorporate
a cross-tier interference collaborative mitigation scheme into the existing co-tier models. The
SUEs can be easily represented by their SBSs that participate in the game and redistribute the
payoff among their CSG users. However, as we want our model to be distributed, we need to
incorporate the MUEs into the game as players. Indeed, when MUEs are interfered with one or
several SBSs, they compete with the latter for the same resources in a co-channel deployment.
Hence, they can form a coalition and bargain their resources with the interfering SBSs. A sec-
ond plausible scenario might involve the MUE connecting with a nearby hybrid or open-access
SBS: if the SBS represents the MUE in the game, it might unfairly split the resources among
its own CSG and public users. The concept that players have a right to talk in a game, has been
introduced in (Vidal-Puga, 2005) and it is one that we also wish to be extended to MUEs of the
system. Indeed, in a resource allocation game, the SBSs express their demands in terms of a
number of tiles (i.e. resources) and participate in a game with the other agents in order to split
the available resources. When the nearby MUEs are attached to a given SBS, their demands are
"absorbed" by the paired SBS (added to the initial demand of the SBS CGS users). However,
the reward might be unfairly redistributed by the hosting SBS among the users of both types
(subscribers or public users).
The coalition structure will give us an essential model in which players need to organize them-
selves into groups for the purpose of sharing the network’s resources. This is a great oppor-
tunity for heterogeneous networks in which the neighbourhood small-cells concept described
earlier in which the small-cells are encouraged to allow the access to public users in their neigh-
bourhood. It is no longer appropriate to consider the SBSs as single players. Indeed, the SBS
plays the game for the purpose of reallocating its payoff to its own users but the MUEs must
have the chance to participate in the negotiation process too, in order to not be cheated by the
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SBSs who might prioritize their own subscriber users. This is facilitated by the introduction of
a coalition structure into the game which consists of a partition of players into a union. This
can be considered analogous to a family that has to take into account all its members before
making decisions that impact them. Such an approach also creates a better bargaining situa-
tion, as the other party has to convince jointly all the members. Some imputation values, like
the Owen value (Aumann & Dreze, 1974) ignore the power of the unions and attribute the
same weight to the unions as to single players. The imputation value of our model is therefore
superior because it gives a greater weight to the unions while allowing entities from both tiers
to participate in the spectrum sharing. In this way, a single game allows us to fairly manage
inter-union collaboration as well as intra-union resource bargaining. In turn, this also facilitates
the achievement of an overall consensus, in which each user has a right to talk in the game.
3.3 System model
We consider the downlink of an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
macrocell network overlaid by N SBSs and K MUEs. The SBSs reuse the entire bandwidth
allocated to the underlying macrocell. Let F = {F1, ..,Fn, ..,FN} be the set of SBSs and M =
{M1, ..,Mn, ..,MK}, the set of MUEs in a given macrocell. For their downlink transmission,
SBSs might cause co-tier interference to the neighbouring SBSs and cross-tier interference
to the surrounding MUEs as we consider a spectrum-sharing approach. In non-cooperative
networks, the users of both tiers consider the downlink interferences of all surrounding SBSs.
Here, under the cooperative approach, SBSs and MUEs of the system collaborate in order to
share the available resources and mitigate the co-tier and cross-tier interferences. Each SBS and
MUE of the system determines its interfering set in the downlink in order to form cooperative
sets as depicted in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
3.3.1 Interference set detection
Each user SUE within a given small-cell Fn boundary, calculates the ratio of the received sig-
nal from Fn to the signal received from all surrounding macrocells and from the surrounding
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Figure 3.1 An illustration of a scenario leading to the
proposed coalition formation and coalition structure game
SBSs (Langar et al., 2015). To determine the interference set of the small-cell of interest, we
need to consider only the interference induced by one SBS at a time. The downlink signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) achieved by a SUE yn associated with small-cell Fn on a
particular tile k when interfered by small-cell Fn′ is given by (Langar et al., 2015):
γkyn,Fn =
PkFnG
k
yn,Fn
∑
m∈M
PkmGkyn,m+P
k
Fn′
Gkyn,Fn′ +σ
2
(3.1)
where Gkyn,Fn and G
k
yn,m represent the long term channel gain including the path-loss and shad-
owing from SBS Fn and MBS m to SUE yn, respectively, in small-cell Fn on tile k, σ2 the noise
power and M the set of surrounding MBSs. Let I fn be the interference set of Fn composed of Fn
and SBSs causing interferences to its users. If the SINR γkyn,Fn achieved by FUE Fn is inferior to
a certain SINR threshold δ f , then the SBS Fn′ is considered to be an interferer of Fn and joins
its interference set I fn . We proceed this way for each SBS in the network until all SBSs have
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Figure 3.2 An illustration of a scenario leading to the
proposed coalition formation and canonical game
formed their interference set or remained alone if they are not interfered by any neighbouring
SBSs.
In the same manner, each MUE calculates the ratio of the received signal from its corresponding
MBS to the signal received from all surrounding small-cells and macrocells. Similarly, we take
into account only the interference induced by one SBS at a time to determine if it is an interferer
of the MUE Mn. The SINR achieved by a MUE Mn associated with macrocell m on a particular
tile k when interfered by the small-cell Fn can be written as:
γkMn,m =
PkmG
k
Mn,m
∑
m′∈M′
Pkm′G
k
Mn,m′ +P
k
FnG
k
Mn,Fn +σ
2
(3.2)
GkMn,m and G
k
Mn,Fn represent the long term channel gain including path loss and shadowing,
associated with k from a MBS m and SBS Fn to a MUE Mn, respectively, in macrocell m.
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Let Imn be the interference set of Mn composed of Mn and SBSs interfering with Mn. Here, if
the SINR γkMn,m achieved by MUE Mn is under to a certain SINR threshold δm, the SBS Fn is
considered to be an interferer of Mn and joins the interference set Imn .
Within the interference set Imn , if the MUE Mn is located in the coverage area of a SBS Fn, and
if the MUE receives a better SINR from this SBS than from its serving MBS it always tries to
connect to the corresponding SBS. If the MUE succeeds in connecting to a nearby SBS, the
two are assumed to be paired in the sequel. These pairs will be used in the next section to build
the CS games. Once we have determined the interference set for each SBS and MUE of the
system, we sort these interference sets in descending order, ﬁrstly according to their cardinality
and secondly according to the overall demand of the interference set.
3.4 Cross-tier macrocell-smallcells cooperation as coalitional games
3.4.1 Proposed game theory approach
In the presence of dense small-cell deployment within urban environments, the overall demand
in the shared spectrum often exceeds the number of available tiles |Z| (Hoteit et al., 2012).
Assuming that in the same interference set, the SBSs and MUEs can share information about
their demands, we formulate the problem of co-tier and cross-tier interference mitigation and
resource allocation as a cooperative game. To solve the problem mentioned above, we propose
the following approach. When a MUE connects to a SBS, the latter does not absorb the demand
of the connecting public user. Instead, the MUE is considered as a player, even if the demand
of the MUE will be processed by the paired SBS. The MUE will join the SBS in a union,
known as a priori union. If the MUE fails to connect to the nearby SBS, the MUE acts as a
single player and participates in a resource allocation game with the nearby SBSs. In such a
case, the demand of the MUE will be processed by the MBS. Such a game is also played when
only SBSs are involved in an interference set (co-tier model).
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Figure 3.3 General ﬂow chart describing the formation of the coalition structures and
the classiﬁcation of the two game
Cooperative games involve a set of players in a system, who seek to form cooperative groups
(i.e interference sets) in order to improve their performances. The aim of the proposed co-
operative approach is: 1) to form an interference set in order to reduce co-tier and cross-tier
downlink interferences, 2) to ﬁnd a binding agreement among the agents of the same set to
split the available resources.
We follow the steps described in Figure 3.3. The ﬁrst step is the interference set detection de-
veloped in section 3.3.1. The next step is a game iteration following the order in the sorted list
of detected interference sets. The type of the game depends upon the type of the harmed agent
in the formed interference set (MUE or SBS). If a SBS is not hosting any MUE or if a harmed
MUE fails to connect to a nearby SBS, it participates in a canonical game with its interference
set members. However, if the SBS is hosting a MUE, they form a union and a CS game is
played between this union and the interference set of the paired SBS. Both type of games are
deﬁned in the sequel.
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3.4.2 Deﬁnition and formulation of the game
As mentioned before, in the presence of dense small-cell deployment within urban environ-
ments, the overall demand in the shared spectrum often exceeds the number of available tiles
|Z| (Hoteit et al., 2012). Assuming that the SBSs and MUEs belonging to the same interfer-
ence set In can share informations about their respective demands and allocations, the resource
allocation problem can be formulated as a cooperative game with transferable utility. Let In
denotes the interference set of the current game iteration. It corresponds either to I fn or Imn but
we omit this differentiation for simplicity.
Deﬁnition 1. A cooperative game with transferable utility (TU-game) is a pair (N ,v) where
N is a non-empty set and v : 2N → R a characteristic function deﬁned on the power set of
N satisfying v( /0) = 0
We consider N ≡ In and we deﬁne the worth v(S) associated to each coalition S ⊆N the
amount of available resources not claimed by its complement nor already allocated to players
of N in a precedent iteration of the game.
v(S) = max{0, |Z|− ∑
j∈N \S
d( j)− ∑
j′∈C
p( j′)},∀S ⊆N \{ /0} (3.3)
with C ⊆ N being the set of players of In that have already participated to the game in a
previous iteration, p( j′) being the number of resources allocated obtained by the users of C
and d( j) the number of tiles claimed by the complement of the coalition S. Indeed, a SBS or
MUE can be part of several interference sets, and following the order of the interference sets
described above (i.e the largest and most demanding sets ﬁrst), one agent might have already
played and received its payoff in a previous interference set.
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3.4.3 Non-emptiness of the core and stability of the grand coalition
We assume that the grand coalition N will be formed, it is then necessary to explain why it
is stable. Hence, as the core of a canonical game is directly related to the grand coalition’s
stability we need ﬁrst to prove that the core is non-empty for the considered game in 3.3. It has
been proven in (Shapley) that convex games have non-empty core, hence ensuring the stability
of the grand coalition.
A TU game is convex if and only if:
v(S∪T )≥ v(S)+ v(T )∀S,T ⊆N (3.4)
Yet, as the characteristic function in 3.3 corresponds to the function of a bankruptcy game,
the proof of the convexity of a bankruptcy games as the one considered here in 3.3 can be
found in (Curiel et al.). This convexity property also implies that the game is superadditive and
supermodular (Shapley, 1952), hence satisfying the following inequality: v(S∪{i})− v(S) ≤
v(T ∪{i})− v(T ) ∀S ⊂ T ⊂N \ {i}. This inequality implies that the marginal contribution
of a player to a coalition is larger than its marginal contribution to another smaller coalition,
hence ensuring the stability of the grand coalition.
For the CS game proposed in the subsection D, we consider the same characteristic function
deﬁned in 3.3. The union formed and the coalition structure incorporated into the game act
only as an additional element which inﬂuences how the worth of the grand coalition is split
among its members.
Once we assumed that the players of a game form the so-called grand coalition; the problem
then is to agree on how to share the received proﬁt v(N ) among the players in an interference
set. The output of this decision is called the imputation of the game x = (x1,x2, ...,xn) which is
a payoff vector where player i receives xi.
In the next section, we discuss the possible imputation values satisfying efﬁciency ( ∑
i∈N
xi =
v(N )) that we can use for the proposed games. We will explain which imputation values are
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the most appropriate for these games if fairness and stability are the most desired properties of
the payoff.
3.4.4 The proposed canonical game
As depicted in Figure 3.3, upon each signiﬁcant change in demands or network topology, the
SBSs and the MUEs of the system determine their set of interferences following the method
detailed in Section 3.3. If the MUE fails to connect to a nearby SBS, it participates in a canon-
ical game with the members of its interference set. Similarly, if a SBS is not hosting any MUE,
it participates in a canonical game with the other agents of its coalition. As aforementioned, we
assumed that the SBSs and MUEs of each interference set agree to form the grand coalition.
We will develop here how the payoff of the grand coalition v(N ) will be split among these
players.
3.4.4.1 Imputation value for the canonical game
Let us ﬁrst deﬁne the most well-known solution, the Shapley value Sh(N ,v) as (Shapley,
1952):
Shi(N ,v) = ∑
S⊆N :i∈S
(|N |− |S|)!(|S|−1)!
|N |! Δ
i(v,S) ∀i ∈N (3.5)
Δi(v,S) is the marginal contribution of a player i in coalition S deﬁned as Δi(v,S) = v(S∪ i)−
v(S).
The drawback of this solution is that it essentially considers the productivity of the players. In
other words, the stronger a player is, the higher its payoff in the game. Yet, the strength of
a player in the proposed game is determined by its demand, and therefore low-demand users
might be affected by this imputation value. With both types of players in the game, the SBSs
generally have more bargaining power in the game as they collect the demands of their several
SUEs, while the MUE acts as a single player weighing only its own demand. In any case, it is
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important to avoid rewarding the players who have higher demands so that those who would
claim more resources in order to gain a stronger position within the game are prevented from
doing so.
Solidarity Value
We want to apply a solution concept that incorporates some degree of solidarity so as to protect
the MUEs from powerful SBSs and also to protect other weak SBSs within a given interfer-
ence set. An appealing solution is the Solidarity value Sl(N ,v) which takes into account the
principles of productivity and redistribution, expressed as (Nowak & Radzik, 1994):
Sli(N ,v) = ∑
S⊆N :i∈S
(|N |− |S|)!(|S|−1)!
|N |! Δ
av(v,S) ∀i ∈N (3.6)
with Δav(v,S) = 1S ∑
i∈S
Δi(v,S). Productivity is taken into account as the marginal contribution
Δi(v,S) appears in the calculation. This value also shows some redistribution; not only is the
player’s marginal contribution considered, but so too is that of the players in a given coalition.
In this way, the weak players of the game are protected.
Let E[δγi(N ,v)] be the average gain of player i. This value refers to the expected variation in
the payoff of player i assuming that each player of N has the same opportunity to leave the
game .
Axiom 1. An imputation value satisﬁes the equal average gains if ∀ (N ,v)and ∀{i, j} ⊆
N , E[δγi(N ,v)] = E[δγ j(N ,v)].
It has been proven in Theorem 3 (CALVO & GUTIRREZ, 2013) that the solidarity value
satisﬁes the equal average gains axiom. This provides two important assets for wireless com-
munications systems. First, it incorporates a major sense of fairness into the game due to the
equal average gain described above. Secondly, the agents of the network are not motivated by
claiming more than what they really need to process their calls, thereby avoiding the cheating
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behaviour of some players who might ask for more resources in order to increase their bar-
gaining power. However, this solution has an important limit, which is expressed in the remark
below.
Remark 1. A player might receive more than their claim when the solidarity value is used as
imputation, thereby violating the satiation axiom deﬁned below.
Axiom 2. After applying an imputation value to a game (N ,v), no player of a bankruptcy
game should receive more than their claim. Therefore, if ∑
i∈N
di  Z; xi ≤ di, ∀i ∈N
Note that the game under study, deﬁned in 3.3, is a bankruptcy game, since the amount of
resources available for each interference set is below the total demand of the members of the
set. However, when the solidarity imputation value is applied in order to share the amount
of available resources, some claimants may receive more than they claim, which violates the
above satiation axiom. This is based on the fact that the solidarity value contributes to the
expected average marginal contribution of a player. Here, productive players cede some parts
of their marginal contributions to the weaker members, which reﬂects a sort of social sympathy
and is a desired property of the solidarity value. Thus, the variance of the payoff distribution has
been reduced. When a user with a low demand is part of an interference set containing several
powerful users, the satiation axiom is difﬁcult to satisfy as several of them will contribute to
the marginal contribution of the weak members.
Proposed Weighted Solidarity value
When the problem speciﬁed in Remark 1 is encountered, we need to apply a solution with the
same degree of social empathy but that protects the system from attributing a proﬁt exceeding
the claim of the users. Indeed, in this case the solidarity value outperforms its initial role of
protecting weak users and actually allocates a bigger payoff to them than it should. We propose
a weighted solidarity value when the payoff obtained by the solidarity value is higher than a
player’s claim. The weights of the weighted solidarity value allow us to decrease the power
of some users who receive an excessive amount of resources in order to limit the maximum
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of their proﬁt to their demands. We propose to compute the appropriate weights in order to
satisfy the satiation axiom for every player of the game. To do so, we need ﬁrst to identify
the users for whom the payoff obtained by the solidarity value is greater than the demand. If
there is only one user of the interference set violating the satiation axiom, the weight applied
to this user is the ratio of the demand by the payoff obtained from the solidarity value. This is
explained by the fact that the non-weighted form of the Solidarity value simply uses a weight
vector equal to one.
Otherwise, if there are more than two users in a given interference set violating the satiation
axiom, we need to compute the optimal weight vector to remedy this violation. To do so, we
solve an equation in which the number of variables is equal to the number of users violating
the satiation rule. Let J ⊆N be the partition of users for whom the payoff obtained by the
solidarity value exceeds their demands, and let d = (d1, ...,dn) be the vector of demands where
di stands for the demand of user i ∀i ∈N . Let w= (w1, ...,wn) be the vector of weights where
wi is the weight of the player i ∈N and ∑
i∈N
wi
|N | = 1.
We need to solve the linear system for all i ∈J of the form:
wi =
di
|J | ∗
(
|N |+ ∑
k∈J−{i}
wk −|J |
)
Sli(N ,v)
∀i ∈J (3.7)
We can then update the vector of weights with the set of solutions obtained from the resolution
of the above set of equations (wi)
∗
i∈J . We express the ﬁnal weight vector to be used for the
weighted solidarity value as:
wi =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1 if i ∈N \{J }
(wi)
∗ otherwise
(3.8)
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Algorithm 3.1 summarizes the different steps to compute the proposed weighted solidarity
value.
Axiom 3. The weighted solidarity value with the computed weights satisﬁes the satiation rule.
This is explained simply by the fact that the weight vector that has been applied does not allow
any user to obtain more than its claim.
Algorithm 3.1 Calculate the imputation (xi)i∈N of (N ,v)
1: Initialize (wi) = 1 ∀i ∈N {The weight vector elements are all set to one}
2: Initialize J = { /0}
3: xi ← Sli(N ,v) ∀i ∈N {We compute the imputation value with the Solidarity Value}
4: for all i ∈N do
5: if xi > di then
6: J :=J ∪ i {If the payoff obtained by the solidarity value exceeds user’s i
demand, i joins the subset J of satiation axiom violating users}
7: end if
8: end for
9: if J = { /0} then
10: Go to procedure {We need to compute the weighted solidarity value ∀i ∈N }
11: else
Ensure: xi {The satiation axiom has not been violated by any user of N }
12: end if
13: Procedure: Slwii
{Procedure to compute the weighted solidarity value of users i ∈J }
Require: (Sli(N ,v),di)∀i ∈J
14: Find the solutions of the set of linear equations (7)
15: wi = (wi)∗∀i ∈J and wi = 1 ∀i ∈N \{J }
{We update the vector of weights with the weights resulting from the resolution of the
linear equations as in (8)}
16: x∗i ← Slwii ∀i ∈N {We compute the imputation value with the weighted Solidarity
Value}
Ensure: xi ← x∗i ∀i ∈N
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3.4.5 The proposed coalition structure game
We recall ﬁrst the motivations behind the CS game. After the MUEs have identiﬁed their set
of interferers, a harmed MUE leaves its interference set and joins that of a hosting SBS, if it
can connect to it. Note that two types of SBSs have been identiﬁed: the hosting SBS which
corresponds to the small-cell permitting access to one or more MUEs; and the non-hosting
SBSs that do not have any connected MUE. In the latter case, the non-hosting SBS participates
in a canonical game with its interference set members, as discussed in the previous section. On
the other hand, when a SBS type is hosting, it participates with its interference set members in
a cooperative resource allocation game in which the SBS and its hosted MUEs (one or several)
form a priori union. The resulting coalition structure is incorporated into the game.
Deﬁnition 2. If P = {P1,P2, ...,Pm} is a partition of In that satisﬁes ∪1≤ j≤mPj = N and
Pi
⋂
Pj = /0 if i = j then P is a coalition structure over N . The sets Pj ∈ P are the unions of the
coalition structure.
Let P(N ) be the set of all coalition structures over N ≡ In. We will denote the game (N ,v)
with the coalition structure P∈ P(N ) as (P,N ,v). In the proposed game, a MUE always tries
ﬁrst to connect to the closest SBS of the formed interference set.
If connected, the hosting SBS F1 and its n′ connecting MUEs form a union {F1,M1, ...,Mn′}.
The coalition structure obtained from the incorporation of this union can be expressed as:
P= {{F1,M1, ...,Mn′},{F2},{F3}, ...{Fn}}, where {F1,M1, ...,Mn′} is a partition ofI fn formed
by the related SBS-MUEs; every other player is a singleton.
Hence, we need to ﬁnd an appropriate coalitional value to split the resources among and within
the unions. Speciﬁcally, we propose that in a coalitional structure game the hosting SBS and
its interference set members ﬁrst play a quotient game (i.e game among the unions) in which
the union acts as a single player. Next, they play an internal game (a game within a union
among the members of the union) to split what the SBS-MUE union has obtained. Let (M,vP)
be the quotient game induced by the CS game (P,N ,v), considering the unions of P as play-
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ers. Furthermore, let (Pk,vk) be the internal game taking place among the players within each
union. Earlier, we deﬁned a value as a function that assigns to each game (N ,v) a vector
(x)i∈N representing the amount that each player i in N expects to get in the game. Simi-
larly here, a coalitional value is a function that assigns a vector of worth to each game with
coalition structure (P,N ,v). One of the most important coalitional values is the Owen value
(Aumann & Dreze). The Owen value applies the Shapley value at both levels, among the
unions and within the unions.
3.4.5.1 The weighted Owen value as the imputation value of the CS game
We restrict our attention here to coalitional values satisfying the efﬁciency property; yet, the
grand coalition is formed and the coalition structure described above is incorporated in the
game, hence inﬂuencing the way the amount obtained by the grand coalition is shared among
its members. Note that the agents of a CS game play ﬁrst a quotient game (i.e, a game among
the unions) where the union acts as a unit, followed by an internal game (a game within a
union among the players of the union) to split what the union has obtained. We will separately
deﬁne the values applied to compute the payoff of the player in the quotient game from those
applied in the internal game. The coalitional value applied to this type of game is the weighted
Owen value (Kalai & Samet, 1987). The weighted Owen value takes the size of each union
into account. Indeed, the use of a symmetric imputation value would be unjustiﬁed as the
players are groups of agents in the proposed model. The size of the unions depends on the
number of MUEs hosted by the SBSs in the system. An obvious candidate for the quotient
game is the weighted Shapley value by which users are weighted by the size of the unions they
stand for. The inter-coalitions and intra-coalitions bargaining processes and the corresponding
imputation values are now described.
The quotient game
When a SBS and its connecting MUEs form a partition and compete with the other members
of the harmed SBS interference set as a unit, a situation in which coalitions have different sizes
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develops. It seems reasonable to assign a size-aware weight to each coalition. Lets deﬁne the
reduced game (M,vP) corresponding to the quotient game induced by the CS game (P,N ,v),
considering the unions of P as players. Here, M = (1,2, ...,m), with m representing the number
of unions in the game and vP(K) := v(∪i∈KPi) for all K ⊆ M. In the quotient game, the proﬁts
are divided among unions following the weighted Shapley value. The weighted Owen value
computes the weights from the given coalition structure, the weights being proportional to the
size of the coalition. Hence wu =
|Pu|
|N | ∀Pu ∈ P, having ∑u∈Mwu = 1. The unanimity games will
allow us to deﬁne the weighted Shapley value, which describes how a coalition splits one unit
between its members: for all K ⊆ N , the unanimity game of the coalition K, (N ,uK)), is
deﬁned by:
uK(S) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1 if S ⊇ K
0 otherwise
(3.9)
Recall that the unanimity game is only used to help us deﬁne the used values.
We can then deﬁne the weighted Shapley value for each unanimity game (N ,uK) as (Kalai & Samet,
1987):
Shwi (N ,uK) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
wi
∑
j∈K
wj
for i ∈ K
0 otherwise
(3.10)
where w = (wi)i∈N is a vector of positive weights. The coalition splits the payoff among its
members proportionally according to their weight.
As the SBS and MUE form a union and the other players are singletons in an interference set,
the union has more weight in the game, and therefore gets a larger proﬁt than if the MUE and
SBS were acting as singletons. Hence, we protect the MUE and we reward the collaborating
SBS by allowing the harmed public users to connect.
Remark 2. As the weighted Shapley value satisﬁes efﬁciency in the internal game (P,v), it
follows that the weighted Owen value satisﬁes the quotient game property. We can then state
that the proﬁt of each coalition corresponds to its weighted Shapley value in the game among
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coalitions, with weights given by its size. Then
∀Pu ∈ P,∑
i∈Pu

N
i = Sh
wM
i (v/P) (3.11)
Proposition 1. When the estate is shared with the weighted Owen value , a player of both
types (e.g., MUE or SBS) gets a better proﬁt by joining forces than they do bargaining them-
selves.
Proof. Let Pu and Pv represent two coalitions belonging to P, and let Pu+v = (P\{Pu,Pv})∪
{Pu∪Pv}. We will say that a coalitional value  is joint monotonic if (Vidal-Puga, 2005):
∑
i∈Pu⋃Pv

N
i (P) ∑
i∈Pu⋃Pv

N
i (P
u+v) (3.12)
This means that if Pu and Pv join forces, they win a better proﬁt than they would acting as
singletons. The proof of the joint-monotonicity of the weighted Owen value in convex games
is presented in Annex 1. Our game under study in 3.3 corresponds to a bankruptcy game, it has
been proven it is convex in (Curiel et al.). The proof of the joint monotonicity of the weighted
Owen value in convex games concludes the proof of Proposition 1.
The internal game
Regarding the internal game, the weighted Owen value attributes the ﬁnal payoff to the users
of each union by splitting the worth gained by the quotient game with the Shapley value. The
solution value for the internal game (Pk,vk) is the Shapley value with vk(S) = Shwk (M,vP|S).
That is, ϕi(P,N ,v) = Shi(P,vk). We remind here that the internal game will take place among
the hosting SBS and its hosted MUEs. We note that we use the Shapley value in the internal
game to avoid penalizing the hosting SBS. Indeed, if a solidarity-based value is applied in the
internal game, the unique SBS if its demand is high, will have to participate to the marginal
contribution of the several MUEs in its union. This will result in lower SBS performance. On
the other hand, as a weighted Owen value has been applied in the quotient game, a substantial
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amount of resources have been obtained by the union, and as there is only one SBS per union,
the MUEs will still have a signiﬁcant payoff. As it is important to reward the hosting SBSs
while attributing a reasonable amount of resource to the hosted MUES in each union, the
Shapley value is the most appropriate in this case.
Algorithm 3.2 Proposed algorithm for cooperative downlink cross-tier interferences
mitigation and resource management
1: Initial State: Deployment of the SBSs and MUEs in the system and each agent
expresses its demand in term of number of tiles.
2: Phase I:Interference set detection
3: a) Based on the minimum required SINR the SBSs and MUEs of the system
determine their set of interferences I fn and Imn ∀ f ∈ F and ∀m ∈ K. If the SINR
received by a harmed MUE from a nearby SBS is higher than the one received by
the MBS, the MUE tries to connect to the corresponding SBS.
4: b) The interference sets are sorted according ﬁrst to cardinality, then to the overall
demand in a descending order.
5: Phase II: The game iteration
6: repeat For each interference set Imn following the settled order
7: if the harmed MUE succeeded in connecting to a nearby SBS then
8: a) The MUE leaves its respective interference set and joins the one of its hosting
SBS.
9: b) The agents of the interference set who have not participated to a game in a
precedent iteration form a coalition structure N with the formed a priori union
and all the other SBS as singletons.
10: c) A CS game (P,n,v) is played (i.e a quotient game and an internal game)
11: d) Every player i ∈N receives the payoff xi from the Weighted Owen value
12: else
13: a) The MUEs and their interfering SBS who have not played to a game in a
previous iteration form the grand coalition and participate in a canonical game
14: b) The players receive their payoff from the Solidarity value or the weighted
Solidarity value.
15: end if
16: until all players of the system have played
17: Phase III: Resource allocation
18: The MUEs and SUEs receive from their serving base station (MBS or SBS) the
resources obtained from the game.
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3.5 Simulation results and analysis
Table 3.1 Numerical values
Macrocell dimensions 400 m∗400 m
Small-cell coverage area 40 m
SINR threshold for MUEs (δm) (SUEs (δ f )) 15dB(20 dB)
Thermal noise density −174 dBm/Hz
Carrier frequency 2 GHz
Maximum transmitted power at the MBS (SBS) 40 W (40 mW )
Number of MUEs per macrocell 50
Bandwidth reservation of prioritized SBSs δ = 80%
Height of the MBS (SBS) 25 m(10 m)
Number of tiles allocated per cell (both tiers) 100 tiles
Demand in term of tiles per user (SUE or MUE) 1−25 tiles
Number of users per small-cell 4
Number of users per macrocell 100
In this section, we present the simulation results of our proposed cooperative game approach.
We assume that a macrocell is overlaid by 200 small-cells in a spectrum-sharing network.
We simulated several scenarios of varying user demand and location within the network. The
simulation parameters are summarized in Table I. Based on the SINR, the agents determine
their interfering sets. We consider the pathloss model of Winner II calculated in dB as:
Gki, j(d)= 44.9−6.55 log10(hBS) log10(d)+34.46+5.83 log10(hBS)+23 log10( fc/5)+ni jWi, j,
d being the distance between a user i and a base station of either type j, hBS the height of the
base station, fc the carrier frequency. Also, ni j denotes the number of walls and Wi, j = 5dB
denotes the wall loss. Note that for communications from a SBS to an indoor SUE attached to
an other SBS, ni j = 2, for all other cases ni j = 1. The SBSs collect the demands of their users
and the MUEs of the system express their demands in terms of number of tiles. We assume
that the users of the system have equal priority; the proposed framework can be easily adapted
to different degrees of priority in a future study. We ran 500 simulations, allowing us to reach
a conﬁdence level of 99.8%.
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Figure 3.4 A snapshot of a dense small-cell networks. The SBSs
are modelled by a Poisson process represented by green points.
The center red square represents the MBS, the blue triangles
represent the MUES: those with a red point in the centre are
served by the MBS; those with a blue point are served by the SBS
offering the best SINR. The blue lines represent the link between
a SBS and its hosted MUE
3.5.1 Computational complexity
First, we will discuss the computational complexity of the proposed framework. The com-
plexity of the different coalitional values can be compared for the canonical game. Recalling
that the Shapley value is obtained with O(2n) operations with n the number of players in an
interference set (maximum 12 in our simulations) (Deng & Papadimitriou, 1994). For the CS
game, the computational complexity of the Owen and weighted Owen value are similar. These
values are the average of all marginal contributions of i in all orderings of the players that pre-
serve the grouping of the players into unions. Hence, they need O(A∗2k+2A) operations to be
computed, with A the number of unions and k the maximum number of agents in a union. In
Equation (3.5), we can see that the computational complexity of the solidarity value is similar
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to the Shapley value, which is O(2n). However the computation time of the Solidarity value
is slightly higher but the difference is negligible. This is explained in Equation (3.5), as to
compute the Solidarity value we do not only need to compute the marginal contribution of a
player but also the marginal contribution of the other players in a given coalition. In terms of
average computation time, the solidarity values needs 0.23 seconds to be computed in the sym-
metric version and 0.27 seconds for the weighted version. For the coalition structure values,
0.028 seconds are needed for the Owen value and 0.032 seconds for the Weighted Owen value.
These lower computational time of the CS game are justiﬁed by the partnership in this type of
games that allows us to treat a union of partners as an individual, hence reducing the size of
the game. At the same time, the size of the game is essential to the computational complexity
in game theory which permits a lower computational time. The computational complexity of
the solidarity value is marginally higher. The empirical tests performed on the executing times
of each method show that the variances are very small (executing times are nearly similar).
However, the computational complexity of the centralized approach is much higher and has
an average computation time of dozens of seconds. Note that the centralized approach simu-
lated in this chapter refers to the Centralized-Dynamic Frequency Planning (Lopez-Perez et al.,
2009).
3.5.2 Comparison with other schemes of the art
In Figure 3.4, we presented a snapshot of a dense heterogeneous network in which 200 small-
cells overlay a macrocell with 100 MUEs. This shows that the MUEs located in the center area
of the cell are better served by the MBS as the required SINR is reached. However, in the cell
edge most of the MUEs fail to reach their required SINR when connected to the MBS, and
therefore need to be served by the SBS offering the best signal. We notice from the density
of the network that in both cases cooperative spectrum access is needed as the users from
both tiers compete for the same resources under the co-channel deployment. In Figure 3.5,
we compare the F-ALOHA (Chandrasekhar & Andrews, 2009) and the centralized approach
(Lopez-Perez et al., 2009) to the proposed game theory model. Our proposed model shows
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better performances in all cases for dense (100 SBSs) and very dense (200 SBSs) network
conﬁgurations. In high-density cases, with our model we have 50% of users obtain a throughput
of more than 90% compared to only 30% with the centralized approach.
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Figure 3.5 Throughput Cumulative Distribution
Function for users of both types: Comparison of the
centralized approach, the F-Aloha method and the
proposed framework
3.5.3 Comparison with other types of access
In Figure 3.6, we compare our model to a traditional open-access mode and hybrid prioritized
access. In the former case, the SBSs of the system collect the demands of the connected users
of both types (CSG users and public users) and participate to a resource allocation game with
the neighbouring SBSs. The MUEs that are served by a SBS do not participate in the canonical
game. The SBSs redistributes the obtained payoff proportionally among their users of both
types. Under the hybrid-access model, the SBSs similarly collect the demand of both type of
users but prioritize their CSG users during the redistribution stage; in fact, 80% of resources
are reserved for the CSG users. We can observe that the median throughput is always higher
for our framework and specially for the high density case as it is equal to 0.9, meaning that
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50% of the users have a throughput of 0.9 or more while the median throughput is only equal
to 0.45 for the other access modes. Our framework outperforms these two access modes for
the following reason: it incorporates the coalition structure, and so the number of users in the
resulting union impacts the payoff distribution. This proves that it is not only sufﬁcient to have
more bargaining power (a larger demand), but also numerical superiority in order to reap a
better reward, which our model achieves. Moreover, the hybrid access heavily penalizes the
MUEs in the system, as the hybrid SBSs will take advantage of the connection of the MUEs to
obtain more bargaining power in the game and then unfairly redistribute the resources.
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Figure 3.6 Throughput Cumulative Distribution
Function for users of both types: Comparison of the
proposed framework with the open-access mode and the
traditional hybrid-access mode δ = 0.8
3.5.4 Comparison with other cooperative game solutions
We want to show the superiority of our two-level models. Therefore, it is necessary to com-
pare them with several other game-theoretic models. First, we compare our framework to a
coalitional game without a coalition structure, which means the unions are not taken into con-
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sideration and the payoff is distributed as if every player of a given interference set is a single-
ton. We divide the estate using the most common value, the Shapley value. The second model
of comparison used the proposed coalitional structure game model while applying the Owen
value. Therefore, the size of the unions are not taken into account and have the same weight
equal to that of the single players in the interference set. It is essential to compare our model
to these two approaches, as it shows that the incorporated formation of the union is necessary,
as is the application of the imputation value. In Figure 3.7, we present these performances for
both types of users in the system. We can observe that our framework outperforms the two
other approaches: the median throughput is always higher for our framework and specially for
the high density case as it is equal to 0.9, meaning that 50% of the users have a throughput of
0.9 or more while the median throughput is only equal to 0.5 for the other cooperative game
models. In Figures 3.8 and 3.9, we analyze separately the performances of the MUEs and the
SUEs in the system to show that we have not penalized one type of player for the beneﬁt of
another. Clearly, all the MUEs and the SUEs have consistently achieved better performances
in the system. In Figure 3.8, we can observe that our model allows 88% of the MUEs with
a throughput higher than 0.9 compared to 58% with the centralized approach 62% with the
Shapley value and 65% with the Owen value. In Figure 3.9, we can observe that the median
throughput is always higher for our framework :in the high density case the median throughput
is equal to 0.55 while it is only equal to 0.45 for the other models, in the low density case
the median throughput is equal to 0.85 for our model and approximatively 0.75 for the three
other frameworks. We also want to demonstrate that the users participating in a cooperative
game that are part of a union have an advantage bargaining as a union than they do acting as
singletons. Therefore, in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, we isolate the users within unions and analyze
their performance in contrast to that which would be achieved if the same users participated in
the game independently. It is essential to show again that the proposed framework allows us
to protect the harmed MUEs while rewarding the hosting SBSs who participate actively in the
interference mitigation. As depicted in these ﬁgures, both types of players show better perfor-
mances at all levels, although SUEs show a slightly lower performances in high throughput.
This is explained by the fact that the other models strongly penalize the MUEs in the higher
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throughput as they have more bargaining power, and can therefore allow SBSs to negotiate a
larger proﬁt.
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Figure 3.7 Throughput Cumulative Distribution
Function for users of both types: Comparison of the
proposed framework with other coalitional games
3.5.5 Impact of interference degree and user demands
Here, we assess how the allocated resources are affected by demand volume and the inter-
ference degree of the network. Figure 3.12 investigates the impact of the interference degree
on the performances of the proposed model. The interference degree corresponds to the car-
dinality of the interference set. In this case, we are evaluating the gain of payoff using the
traditional hybrid access model as a basis. We can see that the proposed model consistently
outperforms the other frameworks, reaching up to 300% of gain in very high interference lev-
els. This improvement is justiﬁed by the use of the unions because in very dense interference
sets the cardinality of the unions is taken into account and the user can obtain an adequate
reward. This is added to the solidarity value applied in the canonical games, which protects the
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Figure 3.8 Throughput Cumulative Distribution
Function for all MUEs of the system: Comparison of the
centralized approach,the shapley value, the owen value
and the proposed framework
weak players that generally suffer from unfair payoff distribution in high interference degrees
in the other models.
Figure 3.13 shows the performances in terms of user demand. Clearly, our model performs
better at all levels of demand, although the gain is less important at high user demand. Note that
the centralized approach achieves slightly better performances in the highest level of demand.
This can be interpreted as an opportunity, since from a network-management standpoint, the
users should be discouraged from requesting high demands. In Figure 3.14, we summarize
the two types of games that can occur under the proposed cooperative model. We compute the
number of games that take place at each iteration. Note that an iteration occurs whenever the
topology of the network or the demand expressed by the users change signiﬁcantly, and results
on the participation in the resource allocation game of every player in the network. We have
run the simulations for two levels of interference (required SINR) and noticed that the number
of canonical games is not affected by the level of interference. In fact, as the deployment of
small-cells is very dense, the number of canonical games that occur is slightly affected by the
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Figure 3.9 Throughput Cumulative Distribution
Function for all SUEs of the system: Comparison of the
centralized approach,the shapley value, the owen value
and the proposed framework
interference level. We notice that this number decreases with the growth of MUEs population.
Naturally, as the number of MUEs in the system increases, they are more likely to connect to
nearby SBSs and to participate in CS games instead.
3.5.6 Performance analysis of the proposed Weighted Solidarity value
In Figure 3.15, we present the results of the proposed weighted solidarity value. Recall that
this value has been proposed in order to alleviate the problem of satiation violation of the
solidarity value. For the sake of analysis, we isolated for each interference set In the users
belonging to the subset J (players obtaining more than what they claimed with the solidarity
value) from the other players of the same interference set. We isolate the games in which the
satiation rule has been violated and compare the performance of our model with the traditional
solidarity value. The expected result is that no player obtains more that it claims, accordingly
the normalized throughput should not exceed 1. In Figure 15-c, we notice that the satiation
violation for the solidarity value as the average normalized throughput reaches up to 270 %.
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This naturally affects the others players of the game because this excess of resources is not
redistributed among players. We also notice from this ﬁgure, that in our proposed model all
the users with excess of payoff in the solidarity value have now obtained the maximum of
their demands and the excess is redistributed to the other members of the system. This is
further shown in Figures 15-a and 15-b, where the players belonging to N \J beneﬁt from
this scheme since they reach a higher throughput on the different degrees of interference and
demand.
3.5.7 Performance evaluation in terms of fairness
Finally, in Table II, we present the results of the fairness evaluation for each scheme presented
in the previous results. The Jain’s fairness index is deﬁned as (Jain et al., 1984):
Fairness = (
N
∑
i=1
(xi/(di))2/(N
N
∑
i=1
(xi/(di)2) (3.13)
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where xi indicates the allocated resources to user i. We can notice that our proposed model gives
the highest fairness, thanks to the combination of two game-theoretic approaches adapted to
each situation. First, the proposed framework gives the right to play to every user of the network
such that no user is penalized by a representing entity in the game (i.e a prioritized SBS). It
also allows to protect the weak players according to the equal average gains in the proposed
Weighted Solidarity value. Finally, the priority given to unions ensures that bigger proﬁts are
allocated to groups composed of multiple users instead of being monopolized by singletons,
hence achieving a higher fairness among users. When the coalition utility is divided among the
its members, each player receives a payoff denote by xi.
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Table 3.2 Mean Fairness Index
Proposed model Shapley
value
Owen
value
Open
ac-
cess
Hybrid
prior-
itized
access
0.8256 0.7973 0.7967 0.7680 0.7591
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel framework of cross-tier cooperation among SBSs
and MUEs that offers a signiﬁcant improvement in performance for users from both tiers.
This framework also provides more fairness to the game through an adaptive and solider game
theoretic model. It allows the public users to connect to nearby SBSs and thereby ofﬂoad the
trafﬁc of the macrocells, while rewarding this desired cross-tier collaboration. Weak players in
the system whose demand is lesser are protected under this model. It also permits every single
public user to participate in the resource allocation game and to not be penalized when SBSs are
prioritized. Compared to several alternative solutions and access modes, we showed that our
proposed approach achieves better performance in terms of throughput and fairness for both
types of users (MUEs and SUEs). Future work will extend the proposed model to a QoS and
mobility-aware framework. The model could also be enhanced by adding an admission control
policy allowing to block users who fail to obtain the minimum requirements in the proposed
framework, and redistribute the retrieved resources among the accepted users. Different levels
of power transmission, as well as various trafﬁc classes and priorities could also be investigated.

CHAPTER 4
TOWARDS 1GBPS IN ULTRA-DENSE SYSTEMS : A SPATIAL FREQUENCY
REUSE MODEL FOR SMALL-CELLS BASED MMWAVE NETWORKS
4.1 Introduction
With the exponential growth of demand in terms of trafﬁc and data rates, one of the most
promising potential for the the ﬁfth generation mobile networks is the use of the millimeter-
wave (mmWave) frequency bands. Although the available bandwidth in the mmWave fre-
quency is signiﬁcantly large, high frequencies pose several challenges in term of propagation
loss, hence effective utilization of the spectrum is important. Due to signiﬁcant pathloss, the
higher mmWave bands are better suited to the operation of short ranged small cells, while the
lower frequency bands are appropriate for outdoors users.
We propose in this chapter, a spatial frequency reuse model for two-tier ultra-dense networks,
where a dedicated band is allocated to inner and outer regions of macrocells and small-cells in
order to properly exploit the advantages and limits of the mmWave frequencies. Based upon the
analytical framework provided in this work, the downlink coverage and single user throughput
are characterized. The performances of this scheme are also evaluated in terms of achieved
throughput, through system-simulations using recent mmWaves large-scale path loss models.
All the results are compared to traditional microwave systems and mmWave models with no
reuse. We reach an average of 20% of coverage gain with more than 70% of the users having
a throughput greater than 500 Mbps and nearly 40% greater than the target 1 Gbps under the
proposed model.
The main results of this chapter have been presented for a student poster competition at ACM
MobiCom 2016 where we were rewarded the runner-up best poster award, and have been
submitted as a conference paper (Hajir & Gagnon, 2017a) and a journal paper (Hajir & Gagnon,
2017b).
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4.1.1 Motivations and prior work
The exponential growth of data trafﬁc in mobile networks and the bandwidth shortage facing
wireless carriers has motivated the exploration of higher frequency bands for the 5G mobile
networks. To keep up with this rapid increase of mobile data growth massive densiﬁcation of
small cells has brought interest lately (Baldemair & al., 2015). With the huge available band-
width, mmWave small-cells can provide multiple gigabit rates. The performance of mmWave
cellular networks was simulated in prior works Akdeniz & al. (2014); Akdeniz et al. (2013);
Rappaport & al. (2013) using insights from propagation channel measurements . In Bai et al.
(2014) the authors propose a framework to evaluate the coverage and rate performances in
mmWave cellular networks, where the coverage performances are examined as a function of
the antenna geometry and base station density. In Mehrpouyan & al. (2015), a new hybrid
Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) paradigm is introduced, that exploits the vast bandwidth and
propagation characteristics in the 60 GHz and 70− 80 GHz bands to reduce the impact of
interference in HetNets.
Although the amount of bandwidth available in mmWave is very large, the propagation prop-
erties in these frequencies are challenging and vary greatly from lower to higher bands. Hence,
these bands need to be allocated properly in order to exploit both the advantages and the limits
of the four main mmWave frequency bands presented below. Moreover, interference manage-
ment techniques are critical to the performance of dense heterogeneous cellular networks, since
overlapping coverage areas experience high levels of interference Lopez-Perez & al. (2015).
Frequency partionning is an attractive and low-complexity solution that has been widely used to
reduce the downlink interference in the edge zones or among base stations from different tiers
Chandrasekhar & Andrews (2009). In Novlan & al. (2012), the authors showed that the use of
Strict Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) bands reserved or the users of each tier with the lowest
average Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) provides the highest gains in terms of
coverage and rate. The different available bands in the mmWave spectrum makes it a natural
fractionality that could be used not only to mitigate interferences but also to achieve a higher
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spectrum efﬁciency and data rates in ultra dense small-cell deployment networks. Because
of the high pathloss in the higher frequencies bands, the interferences among neighbouring
smallcells are strongly mitigated and a better spatial reuse is allowed. We consider in this
chapter four mmWave frequency bands explored in Ghosh & Tal. (2014) and described in the
following:
• 28 GHz band: The 27.5−28.35 GHz (850 MHz) and 29.1−29.25 GHz (150 MHz) are li-
censed. This is the lower band of the mmWave spectrum and unlike at 60 GHz, atmospheric
absorption does not signiﬁcantly contribute to additional path loss, making it suitable for
outdoor mobile communications;
• 38 GHz band: The 38.6− 40 GHz band is licensed. Similar to the 28 GHz band, the
outdoor cellular propagation measurements in NYC show that this band is suitable for
outdoor mobile communications when coupled with the use of large antenna arrays and
with the help of beamforming when directional antennas are used;
• E-band or the 70 GHz and 80 GHz bands: 71− 76 GHz and 81− 86 GHz respectively
are lightly licensed and can be aggregated up to a total of 2× 5 GHz. These bands can
suffer from high rain attenuations at long distances but are suitable candidates for indoor
communications and small-cell areas.
We do not consider the unlicensed 57− 64 GHz band (V-band) which may not be the ﬁrst
choice for a cellular mmWave systems since it has a large amount of oxygen absorption and
rain attenuation. Moreover, 802.11ad also known as WiGig (or 60GHz Wi-Fi), is designed to
be used in this frequency band (Nitsche & al., 2014).
4.1.2 Main contributions and organization
In this chapter, we propose a spatial frequency reuse for ultra-dense heterogeneous networks,
where each band of the 5G mmWave frequencies presented above is allocated to inner and
outer regions of the macrocells and smallcells in a two-tier network. In section 4.2, we present
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the system model of the proposed framework. In section 4.3, we propose a coverage analysis
for a typical user under the proposed spatial reuse, where macrocells are modeled as a Hard-
Core Point Process (HCPP) and the small cells as a Poisson Point Process (PPP). In section
4.4, we analyse the performances of the proposed spatial reuse model under a large-scale path
loss model using the results of the recent millimeter-wave propagation measurements Rappa-
port & al. (2015); Sun et al. (2016). The analysis is performed in terms of achieved throughput
and compared to traditional LTE systems. The most favourable small-cells density in an ultra-
dense system are also obtained through simulations.
As depicted in Figure 4.1, the propagation conditions in higher frequency are more suitable
for short distance transmission. For instance, a path loss of 135 dB is obtained at 100 m for
transmissions in 28 GHz frequency band while it is reached at only 25 m for transmission in
73 GHz frequency band.
Figure 4.1 Propagation loss in mmWaves frequency bands 28
GHz and 73 GHz using large-scale path loss model
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4.2 System model
As depicted in Figure 4.2, we consider an isolated macrocell overlaid by a dense network of
small-cells under open access mode. The macrocell is divided into two regions: the inner
region and outer region. The inner macro-area is allocated the 38 GHz band while the outer
macro-area is allocated the 28GHz band. These bands could be aggregated with 4G bands in
order to reach higher rates and achieve the requirements of 5G.
Similarly small cell coverage area is divided into two distinct regions : the inner and outer
region. The inner zone being very close to the SBS, the users located in this region suffer
from low interferences, the co-tier interferences are strongly mitigated given the higher path
losses which makes it suitable for high frequency bands (above 83GHz). The outer region
of small-cells can be considered as an extended coverage area where the circular ring can be
used to ofﬂoad the trafﬁc from the macrocell and obtain higher data rates. This area is al-
located the 73GHz frequency band which is less affected by distance-based attenuation than
the 83GHz. Given the ultra-dense small cell deployment, downlink interference among neigh-
bouring small-cells are likely to exist. However these interferences are considerably lower than
what is experienced in 4G frequency bands given the propagation properties of millimeterwave
bands. Nonetheless, even if they are not attenuated by the environment the large bandwidth
in E-bands(10GHz) dedicated to smalls cells permits clustering-based frequency sharing or
fractional frequency partitioning. As the inner and outer region of a given cell operates in dif-
ferent frequency bands, the power of transmission in the inner region can be slightly decreased
by a factor δ compared to the outer region hence allowing energy consumption savings and
interference mitigation in the proposed system.
4.3 Tractable framework on coverage probability
In this section, we derive the probability coverage in the downlink under the spatial frequency
reuse model proposed. We analyze the small-cell tier and the macro-tier separately as we apply
a split spectrum approach. In this analysis, the HetNet consists of two tiers, the macro and
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Figure 4.2 Frequency reuse for millimeterwave bands in small
cells based networks
small cell tiers (otherwise called as the ﬁrst and second tiers), which are spatially distributed as
two-dimensional processes Φ1 and Φ2, with different transmit powers Pm and Ps respectively.
The macrocell tier process Φ1 is modeled as a homogeneous HCPP with the density λ1 and
hard distance Dh. The small-cell tier process Φ2 is modelled as a homogeneous PPP with
density λ2 . Furthermore, the collection of mobile users, located according to an independent
homogeneous PPP Φu with the density λu , is assumed in this work. We consider the process
Φu∪{0} obtained by adding a user at the origin of the coordinate system, which is the typical
user under consideration. This is allowed by Slivnyak’s Theorem (Dietrich Stoyan, 1987),
which states that the properties observed by a typical point of the PPP Φu, are identical to
those observed by the origin in the process Φu∪{0}.
In the proposed two-tier HetNets, a typical user can be associated either with a macrocell or
a smallcell BS and either located in the center or edge zone of the corresponding base station
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coverage area. For a typical user the coverage probability is deﬁned by:
pc(θ) =
2
∑
i=1
pi,cc (θ)∗φ(i)∗P,(i)+ pi,ec (θ)∗φ(i)∗P(i,e) (4.1)
with pi,cc and p
i,e
c being the coverage probability of a typical user associated with the center
and edge zone of i-th tier BS, respectively, φ(i) the probability that the user is associated with
i-th tier BS, P(i,c),P(i,e) the probability that the user is located in the center and edge zone
of the i-th corresponding tier cell, respectively. For simplicity the index i = 1 corresponds
to the macro-tier and i = 2 the smallcell-tier. The downlink SINR at the typical user u can
be expressed as SINR =
PuhR−αu
I+σ2
where I = ∑x∈Φ\{k}Pxhx‖x‖−α . We assume that the small-
scale fading between a BS and the typical user (serving BS or interfering) is i.i.d exponentially
distributed with the unitary mean value (Rayleigh fading). The Rayleigh fading assumption
might be discussable in the case of mmWave communications and some authors rather usemore
general fading model such as Nakagami. However, Gupta et al. (2016) show that considering
Nakagami model does not provide any additional design insights, but it does complicate the
analysis signiﬁcantly. Therefore it justiﬁes the use of Rayleigh fading in our analysis. The
comparison of these two results obtained in the cited paper are presented in Appendix 1.
We assume that a user will always connect to the small-cell tier when located in its coverage
area. This assumption is acceptable since a user has an advantage either in term of SINR or
throughput to be associated with the closest SBS. Indeed, given the short range of the small-
cells the SINR received from this tier is very likely to be greater than the SINR received from
the closest MBS. In the case the received SINR is not greater, the frequency reuse applied in
our model still makes the SBSs a better choice since the amount of bandwidth available for
each SBS is very large and permits to achieve very high data rates. Therefore, we avoid one
the inherent problem in HetNets of uneven distribution of the trafﬁc loads among BSs when
received signal power (RSP)-based user association is used.
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Hence, we can deﬁne φ(2) the probability that a typical user is associated with the small-tier
as:
φ(2) = (1− exp(−π ∗λ2 ∗ c22)) (4.2)
where λ2 is the density of every other user not associated with a close by small-cells will be
then associated to the macro-tier, we hence obtain deﬁne φ(2) the probability that a typical
user is associated with the macro-tier as:
φ(1) = exp(−π ∗λ2 ∗ c22) (4.3)
As regards the probability that a user is located in the center/edge zone of its corresponding
tier (i.e., P(i,c), P(i,e)), we assume that the radius of the inner regions are adequately set in
order that these probabilities are the same and equal to 0.5 for a perfect load balancing.
4.3.1 Coverage analysis of the macro-tier
4.3.1.1 In the macro-tier center zone
Based upon the above-mentioned cell association model, we express the coverage probability
of the typical user. Let Ri,c be a random variable corresponding to the distance between a
center typical user and its serving BS from the i-th tier, and αk the path loss exponent (PLE)
of the corresponding cell and zone (i.e. k=1;2;3;4 corresponding to the PLE associated with
the frequencies allocated to the center macrocell; edge macrocell; center small-cell and edge
small-cell respectively).
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The cumulative distribution function of R1 is obtained by:
FR1,c(r) =P[R1,c ≤ r | u ∈Z1,c]
=P[R1,c ≤ r | R1,c ≤C1]
=
1− exp(−πλ1r2)
1− exp(−πλ1C21)
(4.4)
withC1 being the radius of the macrocell inner region. We differentiate FR1,c(r) and then obtain
the probability density function (PDF) of R1,c.
We differentiate FR1,c(r) and then obtain the pdf of R1,c.
fR1,c(r) =
2πλ1r
1− exp(−πλ1C21)
exp(−πλ1r2) (4.5)
The coverage probability for the typical user located in the center zone of the macrocell and
associated with the corresponding MBS is (Wang et al., 2014):
pi,cc (θ)≈ P[SINR > θ | u ∈Z1,c]
=
∫ C1
0
P[SINR > θ | Ri = r,u ∈Z1,c] · fR1,c(r)dr
=
∫ C1
0
exp(−θσ
2rα1
Pm
) ·L1(rα1θ) · fR1,c(r)(r)dr (4.6)
with Z1,c being the center macro-area and C1 the radius of the center macro-area, L1(rα1θ)
the Laplace transform of the interference suffered by a typical MUE deﬁned as:
L1(rα1θ)≈ exp(−πλ1D2hρ(
θrα1
Dh
,α1)) (4.7)
with ρ deﬁned as ρ(a,b) = a2/b
∫ ∞
a−2/b(1/(1+ v
b/2)dv. It should be noted that exp(−θσ2rα1Pm )
and L1(rα1θ) respectively represent the impact of noise and the interference.
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Under the proposed split spectrum approach, a MU will only suffer from the interferences
induced by the neighbouring MBSs. We assume that that there is no interfering MBS within
a radius Dh around a given MBS. Hence the macrocell tier process is modeled as a hard-core
point process. This assumption is reasonable because unlike SBSs, MBSs are strategically
deployed by the operators in order to cover a given geographical area.
4.3.1.2 In the macro-tier edge zone
Let us express here, the coverage probability of the edge macro-tier. The pdf of R1,e is ex-
pressed as:
FR1,e(r) = P[R1,e ≤ r | u ∈Z1,e] =P[R1,e ≤ r | R1,e ≥C1]
=
1− exp(−πλ1r2)
exp(−πλ1C21)
(4.8)
We differentiate FR1,e(r) and then obtain the pdf of R1,e.
fR1,e(r) =
2πλ1r
exp(−πλ1C21)
exp(−πλ1r2) (4.9)
The coverage probability for the typical user located in the edge zone of the macrocell and
associated with the corresponding MBS is expressed as Wang et al. (2014):
pi,ec (θ)≈ P[SINR > θ | u ∈Z1,e]
=
∫ ∞
C1
P[SINR > θ | Ri = r,u ∈Z1,e] · fR1,e(r)dr
=
∫ ∞
C1
exp(−θσ
2rα2
Pm
) ·L1(rα2θ) · fR1,e(r)(r)dr (4.10)
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4.3.2 Coverage analysis of the smallcell-tier
4.3.2.1 Center zone of small-cells
The pdf of R2,c is expressed similarly to R1,c in (5) by replacing C1 with c1, the radius of the
inner small-cell region. Hence we obtain:
fR2,c(r) =
2πλ2r
1− exp(−πλ2c21)
exp(−πλ2r2) (4.11)
The coverage probability of the typical user located in the center zone of the small-cell and
associated with the corresponding SBS is then expressed as:
pi,cc (θ)≈ P[SINR > θ | u ∈Z2,c]
=
∫ c1
0
P[SINR > θ | Ri = r,u ∈Z2,c] · fR2,c(r)dr
=
∫ c1
0
exp(−θσ
2rα3
Ps
) ·L2,c(rα3θ) · fR2,c(r)dr (4.12)
with Z2,c being the center smallcell-area and Ps the transmission power of the SBS.
Under the proposed split spectrum approach, a SU will suffer from the interferences induced
by the neighbouring SBSs. We assume that the coverage radius of a smallcell is c2 and that
the interferences come from the whole plans. Indeed the small-cell tier process is modeled
as a poisson point process in this case. This assumption is reasonable since the smallcells are
randomly deployed by the users . Hence, we deﬁne the Laplace transform of the interference I2
induced to a typical user in the smallcell center zone as L2,c(rα3θ)≈ exp(−πλ2ρ(θ ,α3)r2).
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4.3.2.2 Edge zone of small-cells
The pdf of R2,e can be expressed as:
FR2,e(r) = P[R2,e ≤ r | u ∈Z2,e] =P[R2,e ≤ r | c1 ≤ R2,e ≤ c2]
=
1− exp(−πλ2r2)
exp(−πλ2c21)− exp(−πλ2c22)
(4.13)
We differentiate FR2,e(r) and then obtain the pdf of R2,e.
fR2,e(r) =
2πλ2r
exp(−πλ2c21)− exp(−πλ2c22)
exp(−πλ2r2) (4.14)
The coverage probability for the typical user located in the edge zone of the small-cell and
associated with the corresponding SBS is expressed as:
p2,ec (θ)≈ P[SINR > θ | u ∈Z2,e]
=
∫ c2
c1
P[SINR > θ | Ri = r,u ∈Z2,e] · fR2,e(r)dr
=
∫ c2
c1
exp(−θσ
2rα4
Ps
) ·L2,e(rα4θ) · fR2,e(r)(r)dr (4.15)
We deﬁne the Laplace transform of the interference I2 induced to a typical SU in the small-cell
edge zone as:
L2,e(rα4θ)≈ exp(−πλ2ρ(θ ,α4)r2) (4.16)
4.4 Single user-throughput analysis
The data throughput achievable at a single user is another important metric, especially when
considering the deployment of small-cells as a capacity solution, and when this metric is deter-
mined by the small-cells density of the heterogeneous network (Andrews, 2013). We assume
the users are distributed according to an independent homogeneous PPP of density λu. The
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distribution of Voroni cell area formed by a homogeneous PPP has no closed form expression;
however precise estimates have been obtained in (Hinde & Miles, 1980).
The CCDF of the throughput achieved at the typical user served by the i-th tier is provided by:
P(Ri > β ) =
2
∑
i=1
∞
∑
n=0
P[Ni,c = n] · pi,cc · (2(n+1)β/Wi,c −1)+
2
∑
i=1
∞
∑
n=0
P[Ni,e = n] · pi,ec · (2(n+1)β/Wi,e −1) (4.17)
with Ni,c and Ni,e the number of users served by the i-th tier and located in the center and edge
zone of the corresponding cell, respectively; Wi,c and Wi,e the bandwidth allocated to center
and edge zone the i-th tier cells, respectively.
The number of other users sharing resource with the typical user served by the i-th tier and lo-
cated in the j-th zone of its corresponding cell ( j ∈ {c,e}) is denoted by Ni, j, and the probability
mass function of Ni, j can be derived as (Singh et al., 2013):
P[Ni, j = n]≈ b
q
n!
· Γ(n+q+1)
Γ(q)
.
(
λu
λi/(0.5∗φ(i))
)n
(4.18)
·
(
b+
λu
λi/(0.5∗φ(i))
−(n+q+1))
(4.19)
4.5 Performance evaluation with accurate large-scale distant-dependent pathloss
models
In the previous paragraph, we have used a simple exponential Rayleigh fading with path loss
exponents approximated for each frequency bands to capture the propagation features of each
frequency.
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Although this method gives us a clear idea of the performances of the proposed spatial reuse for
different incremental values of α capturing the propagation conditions of each mmWave bands,
it is not taking into account the oxygen absorption, rain attenuation as well as beamforming to
capture the effects of antenna gains in a real life environment. Hence, given the complexity of
the propagation in the mmwaves, we use in this section the recent propagations measures and
the related accurate large-scale distant-dependent path loss models in (Akdeniz & al., 2014)
and (MacCartney et al., 2013) , as well as antenna gains and environment attenuation values
expressed in Table II to evaluate the performances of the proposed framework under real-life
propagation conditions.
We consider the downlink of an Orthogonal Freqency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
macrocell network overlaid by N small base stations (SBSs) and N′ macrocell user equipements
(MUEs). Let F = {F1, ..,Fn, ..,FN} be the set of FAPs and M = {M1, ..,Mn, ..,MN′} the set of
MUEs in a given macrocell.
The downlink SINR achieved by a SUE nu associated with samll-cell Sn on a particular sub-
channel k with Isbs interfering small-cells is given by:
γnu,Sn =
PksbsPL
k
u,sbsG
k
u,sbs
∑
i∈Isbs
Pki PL
k
u,iG
k
u,i+σ2
(4.20)
where PLku,sbs and PL
k
u,i represent the channel gain including the path-loss and shadowing from
the serving SBS sbs and the interfering SBSs i to SUE nu respectively in smallcell Sn on
subchannel k, Gku,sbs and G
k
u,i are the antenna gains from the serving and interfering SBSs
respectively, σ2 the noise power.
The SINR achieved by a MUE Mn associated with macrocell m on a particular suchannel k can
be written as:
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γknu,Bm =
PkmbsPL
k
u,mbsG
k
u,mbs
∑
m∈Imbs
PkmPLku,mGku,m+σ2
(4.21)
where PLku,mbs and PL
k
u,m represent the channel gain including the path-loss and shadowing
associated with k from the serving MBS mbs and the interfering MBS m to a MUE Mn respec-
tively in macrocell Bm, Gku,mbs and G
k
u,m are the antenna gains from the serving and interfering
MBSs respectively.
In order to mitigate co-tier interferences in the downlink for macro-edge users, SFFR (Strict
fractional frequency reuse) with a factor of 3 might be used. A cooperative approach as clus-
tering based resource allocation is suitable for the mitigation of these interference in the edge
of the macrocell.
4.5.1 Path loss model for millimeterwave bands
We use here the alpha plus beta model given by the following expression:
PL(dB) = α + β¯ ∗10log10(d)+Xσ (4.22)
where α is the ﬂoating intercept in dB, β¯ the linear slope, d the Rx-Tx distance and Xσ the
shadow fading term, which values have been obtained from the recent measurements campaign
in NYC and Austin presented in (MacCartney et al., 2013; Rangan et al., 2014; Ghosh & Tal.,
2014) and denoted in Table 4.1.
Since we do not have the closed form path loss expression for the 83 GHz frequency band, we
assume free space path loss for users located in the inner zone of small-cells, given by:
PLdB = 92.4+20∗ log10( fGHz)+20∗ log10(dkm) (4.23)
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Table 4.1 Parameters for alpha plus beta model path loss model
Frequency bands α β γ
28 GHz (Akdeniz & al.,
2014)
72.0 dB 2.92 8.7 dB
38 GHz (MacCartney
et al., 2013)
115.17 dB 1.28 7.59 dB
73 GHz (Akdeniz & al.,
2014)
86.6 dB 2.45 8 dB
This assumption is acceptable since the 83 GHz band is allocated to the center area of small
cells, where the users located in this zone are at a very short distance from their serving SBS
and are very probably in line of sight. We take account of the wall loss inside the building.
4.5.2 Proposed algorithm for BS association and SINR computation
Algorithm 4.1 describes the different steps for base station association and frequency band
allocation for the purpose of system-simulations. We take into account the mobility of the
users in this model, where only the slow mobility users are associated with a nearby SBS
while fast users are served by the MBS. This avoids the multiple handovers that might severely
penalize fast users.
4.5.3 Instantaneous rate computation of a typical user
Now, we assume that the scheduler of each BS gives
1
nui, j
fraction of the available bandwidth
for BS i to each of the nui, j users attached to BS i and located in region j (i.e. center or edge of
each cell). This assumption can be justiﬁed as most of the schedulers such as round robin or
proportional fair give approximatively
1
nui, j
fraction of the resources to each user.
The achieved data rate of user ui, j associated with cell i and located in region j is expressed as:
ri, ju =
nikWk
nui, j
∗ log2(1+SINRki, j) (4.24)
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Algorithm 4.1 Proposed algorithm for BS association and SINR computation
1: Random deployment of users nu {xu,yu}∀u ∈U and SBSs Sn {xn,yn} ∀n ∈N in macrocell
Bm{xm,ym}
2: for all nu ∈U do
3: if ||xu− xm||< radiusB,center then
4: nu.bs = Bm,center, PLknu,Bm = PL38GHz
5: else
6: nu.bs = Bm,edge, PLknu,Bm = PL28GHz
7: end if
8: nu.sinrk = γknu,Bm
9: for all n ∈N do
10: if γnu,Sn > γnu,Bm and nu.mobility = slow then
11: if γnu,Sn > γnu,Sn−1 then
12: if ||xu− xn||< radiusn,center then
13: nu.bs = Sn,center, PLknu,Sn = PL83GHz
14: else
15: nu.bs = Sn,edge, PLknu,Sn = PL73GHz
16: end if
17: nu.sinrk = γknu,Sn
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
with Wk the bandwidth of subchannel k, nik the number for subchannels available for cell i in
zone j and SINRki, j the SINR achieved by user u
i, j in channel k.
4.6 Numerical results
In this section, we present ﬁrst the numerical results on the coverage for the proposed mmWave
model. In a second part, we conduct Monte Carlo simulations for the throughput analysis of the
proposed framework. Table II depicts the numerical values used for analytical evaluation and
system simulations. We remind that the total link loss Tloss is the PL computed in (15) and (16)
to which are added the environment attenuations, hence Tloss = PLxGHz +Rain attenuation+
Oxygen absorption+n∗Wall loss, where n is the number of walls. We note that the worst case
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of rain conditions is taken into account in Table II, where a heavy rain is occurring (200mm/hr).
The use of highly-directional steerable horn antennas at the TX and RX provided the ability
to capture directional azimuth and elevation plane measurements. The measurements in (Ak-
deniz & al., 2014; MacCartney et al., 2013) were conducted using narrowbeam TX and RX
antennas, each with 24.5 dBi gain and 10.9 half-power beamwidth (HPBW) in the azimuth.
The value of this gain is 6dB lower at RX and 9dB lower at TX for the interfering links. Al-
though most of the gains might be seen as simply the result of the increase of bandwidth (1GHz
for the mmWave and 20MHz+20MHz in LTE), we have considered a basic mmWave system
in this work to show the great potential of the mmWave systems. Indeed, no spatial multiplex-
ing nor MIMO or any advanced techniques have been considered here, hence we expect much
higher gains when these techniques will be applied to the mmWave system.
4.6.1 Validation of the proposed model
We have developed in sections 4.3 and 4.4 expressions for the coverage and user through-
put,respectively, and it is now important to see how these analytical results compare with the
widely known hexagonal model. We compare the traditional hexagonal grid model to the pro-
posed random SBSs PPP and MBSs HCPP model. We consider a MBS located and the origin
and N surrounding interfering MBSs and overlaid by N′ SBSs. The SINR of a typical user is
obtained by:
SINR =
PuhR−αu
Iu+σ2
(4.25)
with Iu = ∑i∈Iu Pihir
−α
i , Iu the set of user u interfering BSs, ri the distance seen from the in-
terfering BS i, and hi its observed fading power. The channel fading power for the simulation is
a Rayleig fading h ∼ exp(μ). By implementing the locations of MBSs as a HCPP we alleviate
the weakness of traditional PPP models where the artiﬁcially high probability of nearby and
dominant interfering BSs.
We compare in Figure 4.3, the traditional hexagonal model with the proposed HCPP model for
the macro-tier in both the center and edge region. We can see that the random model is slightly
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Table 4.2 Numerical values for the analytical and system-simulation evaluation
Analytical evaluation
C1 (radius of the MBS inner re-
gion), Dh (distance of the HCPP),
c1 (radius of the SBSs inner region)
c2 (radius of the SBSs outer region)
150 m, 500 m, 10 m, 20 m
BSs densities λ1 = 4 MBSs/km2; λ2= 100∗λ1
User density λu= 1000 users/km2
PLE (2.4 GHz; 28 GHz; 38 GHz;
73 GHz; 83 GHz)
α = 3; α1 = 3.3; α2 = 3.7; α3 = 4.3; α4 =
4.7
System-simulation
Radius of macrocells outer re-
gion/inner regions
250 m/150 m
Radius of small-cells outer re-
gion/inner regions
10 m/20 m
Rain attenuation 27dB/km (28 GHz), 38dB/km (38 GHz),
50dB/km (73 and 83 GHz)
Oxygen absorption 0.18 dB/km (28 and 38 GHz) , 0.5 dB/km
(73 and 83 GHz)
Antenna gain 24.5 dBi Tx and 24.5 dBi Rx
BW per band 1 GHz for mmWaves, 20MHz+20MHz
for microwaves
MBS, SBS transmission power 40 W, 40 mW
Thermal Noise −92.01 dBm
Density of users, probability of fast
user mobility
λu= 1000 users/km2, ρ = 0.2
more optimistic at low SINR, since the minimum distance of two interfering MBSs might is
greater or equal to Dh, while in the hexagonal grid model, the minimum distance beetween two
interfering MBSs is always Dh. At high SINR, the user is located closer to the MBS, hence the
effect of the interfering BSs is less corrupting, giving a random model slightly more pessimistic
than the grid model.
Figure 4.4 depicts the probability of coverage for a typical small-cell user in the edge and
center zone. We can observe that the analytical model is slightly more pessimistic and this can
be explained by the fact that we consider the co-tier interferences from the whole plan while in
the grid model we only consider the interferences from the SBSs of the underlaying macrocell.
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And ﬁnally, Figure 4.5 depicts the probability of coverage of a typical user in the system (from
both tiers) and permits us to validate the proposed analytical model when compared to the
hexagonal grid. The slight deviations being due to the deviation in small-tier and macro-tier
explained above.
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in the macro-tier
4.6.2 Coverage comparison with other systems
In Figure 4.6, we compare the SINR coverage probability of our model in the center and edge
macro-tier. We can see that the proposed framework offers a consistent increase of coverage
probability of 20% for an SINR threshold greater than −5 dB compared to microwaves system
and up to 60% of increase when compared to the mmWave system with no frequency reuse.
In the edge zone, our model offers a consistent increase of coverage probability of about 30%
compared to a mmWave system with no frequency reuse and an increase of 10% compared
to microwave system. Although the propagation conditions are not as accurate as the system-
simulation evaluation, the coverage analysis shows that increasing the path loss helps reach a
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better coverage probability in mmWave systems only when a proper frequency reuse is applied.
Indeed, the performance of the microwave system outperforms the mmWave when all the bands
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are available for every user no matter its location or its base station association (i.e., SBS
or MBS). Thus, it is essential to allocate the frequencies the most sensitive to the path loss
attenuation to small-cells, while the lower bands of the mmWave frequencies are dedicated to
outdoor communications. In a system with no-interference, increasing the PLE decreases the
received power, thus reduces the SNR. However, in the current setting where signals are also
impaired by interference from a dense deployment of BSs, increasing the PLE decreases both
the received power and the interference, resulting in an upwards shift in the optimum coverage
probability curves.
In Figure 4.7, a similar comparison is performed for users located in the coverage area of a
small-cell and connected to a SBS. In the edge and center zones the proposed model outper-
forms both the microwaves and mmWave with no reuse frameworks.
Figure 4.8 depicts the overall coverage probability and we observe an increase of 18% at an
SINR threshold of 5 dB when the proposed fractional reuse is applied compared to the two
other models of comparison.
4.6.3 Results on user throughput analysis
We present in Figure 4.9 the CCDF of a typical user for different small-cells densities. We
notice that increasing the density of small-cells increases the overall throughput. However the
gain of base station densiﬁcation is high up to 200 BSs, specially for high throughput values.
We can understand from this result that deploying more than 200 BSs per macrocell may be of
a limited interest for the system throughput enhancement. This can be easily explained by the
results in Figure 4.10. This ﬁgure depicts the CCDF of a small-cell user for different small-cells
densities. We notice that increasing the density of small-cells decreases the throughput. This is
due to the interferences inducted by neighbouring small-cells, since increasing the density of
SBSs per area increase the number of interfering cells.
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4.6.4 Simulation results on throughput using the accurate path loss models
We consider an OFDMA hexagonal macrocell overlaid by a 100 or more SBSs. The simulation
parameters are depicted in Table 4.2. The algorithm 4.1 is performed for BS association and
resource allocation and the achieved data rate in equation 4.17 is computed. We assume that
the available subchannels in each cell and zone are equally split among the active users of each
corresponding area.
Figure 4.11 shows the throughput CDF of users from both tiers and compare the performances
for multiple SBS densities. With 200 SBSs deployed per macrocell, 50% of the users reach
a throughput of 500 Mbps when approximatively 30% of the users reach a throughput greater
than 1 Gbps. The 5% tile throughput is about 100 Mbps. When we densify more the network
in terms of SBS we can reach up to 40% of probability that a user has a throughput greater than
1 Gbps and a 5% tile throughput of 200 Mbps. When compared to a traditional LTE system in
Figure 4.12, we observe signiﬁcant gains with the proposed model. Indeed, our model shows
a gain of 50 times the throughput with a single antenna LTE system and 16 times with a 4∗4
MIMO is LTE system.
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An other interesting observation is that increasing the number of SBSs up to 500 SBSs per
MBS increases signiﬁcantly the throughput, however the gain in term of throughput when
more bases stations are added slightly decreases after 300 BSs. If we compare this result with
a traditional LTE system in Figure 4.12, we notice that increasing the number of SBSs does
not necessarily increase the throughput as we reach a convergence after 300 SBSs deployed.
This is explained by the different propagation nature of the two bands: in mmWave bands, the
high pathloss helps decrease the downlink interference among neighbouring small cells while
in the microwave increasing the number of SBSs severely harms the performance of small-cell
tier users due to the high interferences induced. Although most of the gains might be seen as
simply the result of the increase of bandwidth (1GHz for the mmWave and 20MHz+20MHz in
LTE), we have considered a basic mmWave system in this work to show the great potential of
the mmWave systems. Indeed, no spatial multiplexing nor MIMO or any advanced techniques
have been considered here; hence we expect much higher gains when these techniques will be
applied to the proposed mmWave system. Moreover, the coverage analysis performed in the
previous section conﬁrms that not only the increase of available bandwidth impacts positively
the performances of the system but that also the SINR coverage is enhanced in the proposed
framework.
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Figure 4.13 depicts the medium throughput versus the inner/outer small-cell radius for differ-
ents SBSs densities. We can see that the median throughput is maximized for a certain inner
radius value according to the density of small-cells. We notice that this optimal radius value
decreases with the density of SBSs. This can be explained by the fact that more the density
of small-cells is high more the probability of a user being located in the inner zone is high as
the SUEs connect to the closest SBS. Howeve, when the number of users in the inner zone
increases, the median throughput decreases since they share the same resources dedicated to
this specif region. In this case, decreasing the radius of the inner zone allow more user to be
located in the edge zone of the small-cells, hence obtaining a better load balancing among the
inner and outer region of each small-cell. For a density of 150 small-cells, the optimal value of
the inner radius should be about 30% the radius of the outer small-cell region.
The same evaluation is performed for the macro-tier in Figure 4.14. The density of small-cells
only affects the median throughput of the system but the optimal value of the inner radius that
maximizes the median throughput is constant and equal to 65% of the value of the outer region
radius.
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4.7 Conclusion
We demonstrate in this work that an adequate frequency allocation and reuse in 5G mmWave
networks with the help of a dense small-cells deployment allows to reach very high through-
puts and SINR coverage in ultra-dense systems. The proposed allocation results from natural
properties of mmWave bandwidth allowing frequency reuse in small cells. The cross-tier in-
terferences are suppressed under this framework and co-tier interferences strongly mitigated
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thanks to the propagation properties of high mmWave frequencies. Moreover the large band-
width available for E-bands and allocated to small-cells in our model allows very high data
rates, hence strongly enhancing the overall capacity of a cell in ultra-dense networks. Finally,
lower mmWave frequencies show very good performance for outdoor communication with the
help of directional, high gain antennas that can be used at both the mobile device and base sta-
tion to compensate the high pathloss. Hence, the combination of dense small-cells deployment
and spatial frequency reuse in mmWave systems shows a great potential for the achievement
of the 1 Gbps target in the next generation of mobile networks.

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Discussion on future challenges for resource management in 5G networks
Evolving ﬁfth generation cellular wireless networks are envisioned to overcome the funda-
mental challenges of existing cellular networks. Among these challenges, the most pressing
are obtaining higher data rates, end-to-end performance, ubiquitous user-coverage, lower la-
tency and energy consumption. To address these challenges, 5G systems will adopt a multi-tier
architecture consisting of macrocells overlaid by different types of licensed cells. We have
mainly investigated the small-cells case in this thesis, but several types of RATs are likely to
co-exist in 5G networks, such as relays, device-to-device networks and backhaul connections,
to serve an unprecedented number of smart and heterogeneous wireless devices with differ-
ent QoS requirements in a spectrum and energy-efﬁcient manner. This architectural shift along
with advanced physical communications technology such as MIMO, full-duplex, beamforming
and mmWave communications will strongly contribute in attaining key attributes of 5G.
Radio resource and interference management will be a key research challenge in heterogeneous
5G wireless networks. The traditional methods for radio resource and interference management
may not be adequate for multi-tiers networks and new approaches are required to deal with
these urging network aspects.
We have thoroughly investigated in this thesis the challenges of the radio resource manage-
ment in the next generations of systems and proposed new solutions to address them. These
challenges may be summarized in the 5 followings points:
• Efﬁcient and fair resource allocation among nodes in the context of heterogeneity and dense
deployment of wireless devices;
• Low complexity solutions for resource allocation among small-cells;
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• Load balancing between macrocell and small-cells due to coverage and trafﬁc load imbal-
ance as a result of varying transmit powers of different BSs;
• Admission control and handover in ultra-dense small-cells networks and management of
the different priorities in accessing channels of different frequencies;
• Interference management solutions taking into account the different types of BSs accesss:
public or private access restrictions in different tiers lead to diverse interference levels.
The heterogeneity and dense deployment of small-cells strongly affects interference manage-
ment in both the uplink and downlink transmissions. The varying transmission power of dif-
ferent types of BSs lead to strong interferences and to some extent network deadzones. The
problem is compounded by the fact that different types of access co-exist, private access re-
strictions leading to high interferences and public access to unbalanced trafﬁc loads.
The emergence of new solutions such as carrier aggregation and coordinated multi-point trans-
mission (CoMP), allow simultaneous connections to multiple BSs and aggregation of subcar-
riers from the different spectrum bands, may further complicate the interference and resource
management problems in 5G networks. The decoupling of downlink and uplink has also at-
tracted increasing attention in the latest wireless communications system standards.
Coordination and cooperation among base stations and users from different tiers will be a key
requirement to mitigate interferences in ultra-dense 5G networks. Several types of cooperation
are emerging. For instance, in LTE release 12, the dual connectivity for simultaneous connec-
tivity to the macrocell and smallcell has been introduced. However, these cooperation schemes
will require reliable, fast and low latency backhaul connections, which is a major technical
challenge for multi-tier 5G networks.
While device energy consumption has always brought a lot of interest in academic and in-
dustrial research, energy efﬁciency on the network is essential to ensure the viability of the
network.
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As we have investigated in the previous chapter, the need for more bandwidth will lead to the
coexistence of spectrum bands from different frequencies (2GHz up to 83GHz), with drasti-
cally different propagation characteristics within the same network. The concept of phantom
cell (Ishii et al., 2012) is rising, where the data and control plane are not operated by the same
node; the control data (C-plane) being sent by MBSs with a high power of transmission, while
the essential data (U-plane) is transmitted by low power BSs in mmWave frequencies.
The cloud computing-based architecture referred to as Centralized-RAN (C-RAN) for radio
access networks which supports 2G, 3G, 4G and future wireless communication standards has
recently brought a lot of interest from academia and the telecommunications industry. The
main idea behind C-RAN is to separate the base station into a radio unit and a signal process-
ing unit. Moreover, the Base-Band Units (BBUs) from multiple base stations are gathered into
a centralized BBU pool. The radio unit is called a Remote Radio Head (RRH). A centralized
BBU pool enables an efﬁcient utilization of hardware resources and reduces the cost of base
station deployment and operation. The advanced features of LTE-A and 5G, such as CoMP
described above and cooperative techniques for interference mitigation, can be efﬁciently sup-
ported by C-RAN, which is essential especially for ultra-dense small-cells deployment.
Furthermore, Heterogeneous-CRAN (H-CRAN) has been introduced recently to bring forth
the advantage of ensuring SONs by incorporating the cloud computing into HetNets (Peng
et al., 2014). Different from C-RAN, the BBU pool in H-CRANs is interfaced to MBSs for
mitigating the cross-tier interferences between RRHs (SBSs) and MBSs through the centralized
cloud computing based cooperative processing techniques. The control signalling and system
broadcasting information are delivered by MBSs to UEs, which simpliﬁes the capacity and
latency constraints in the fronthaul links between RRHs and the BBUs pool, and make RRHs
active or sleep efﬁciently to save the energy consumption.
The base-station-centric architecture that we traditionally know may change in 5G. The new
trends described above, such as the downlink-uplink decoupling, the control and data planes
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separation and the C-RAN, lead to the concept of device-centric architecture characterizing the
new architectural shift expected in 5G networks.
All these new factors, trends and network shifts may be translated into key objectives for in-
terference mitigation and resource management in the next generation of systems. Designing
optimized cell association and power control techniques, proposing efﬁcient methods to sup-
port simultaneous association to multiple BSs and developing new practices for cooperation
and coordination among multiple tiers, are the most critical objectives of research in this area.
5.2 Recommendations and potential approaches for further research
Although this research has already been discussed in detail in the previous chapters, the aim
of this section is to review its main highlights and possible extensions. In the second chapter,
we proposed a CAC to address the problem of deadzones due to strong cross-tier interferences
suffered by edge users in two-tier networks. In further research, the co-existence of both private
and public access modes could be considered and see how it affects the performances of the
system in terms of call blocking probabilities. Differentiation among new calls and handoff
calls for the access to the network resources can also be investigated and a higher level of
priority applied to handovered on-going calls. The proposed fractional reuse scheme could be
coupled with cooperative solutions to mitigate the co-tier interferences among the BSs from
the same tier. Finally, the optimal network parameters such as density of small-cells, transmit
power, under such frequency partitioning could be investigated.
In the third chapter, we proposed a game theoretic approach to cope up with co-tier and cross-
tier interferences and to propose a more fair and robust resource allocation scheme among
interfering entities forming a cluster. In future works, different levels of access priorities could
be investigated by applying bias into the proposed game to cope up with these various require-
ments. In the research we have carried out, we have assumed that the BSs transmit at a equal
power in all subchannels, and proposed a game that deﬁnes the number of RBs each player
of the grand coalition should receive. In a future work, we may consider different levels of
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transmission power to permit to reuse some subchannels in the same interfering set when the
induced interference is acceptable. We have also expressed random demand of users, we could
extend this study for real-life demands expressed by users according their location and the QoS
requirement of the applications they are using (voice call, video game, virtual reality etc.).
Simultaneous connections to multiple BSs and different BS association for uplink and down-
link transmissions would increase the degrees of freedom which can be exploited to further
improve the network capacity and balance the load among different BSs in different tiers. The
CoMP concept introduced in the previous section could be used in the proposed cooperative
approach. Hence, the formed coalition will not only permit to ﬁnd a common agreement for
the resource sharing but also allow double association to boost the capacity of the system in
constrained situations.
The proposed games can be easily applied to resource allocation in C-RAN with fronthaul
capacity contraints which is an open research issue. The fronthaul in such networks, deﬁned
as the transmission link between the BBU and the RRH, requires a high capacity, but is often
constrained. With the clustering of RRHs to access the common BBU resources, the proposed
game may tackle the problem of resource allocation with the fronthaul constraint in a cooper-
ative way.
In chapter IV, we have investigated the use of the standardized mmWave frequencies for cel-
lular systems. There are many open questions and key extensions remaining in this topic of
research. For instance, in our proposed model, mobile users connected to MBSs are considered
in outdoor street level locations. Unfortunately, the crucial topic of outdoor-to-indoor coverage
is essentially neglected in most of the work to date. When the mobile user is located indoor
and have not been able to connect to an indoor SBS, user may be served either via multihop
relaying or fallback to conventional microwave cells. Therefore, further study will be needed
to quantify the performances of these systems.
The research topic on cell association with the co-existence of mmWave and sub-6GHz BSs is
crucial. Given the possible lower-SINR at mmWave BSs than sub-6GHz BSs, bias-based cell
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range expansion can be used to increase RSRP from mmWave BSs and allow more users to
connect to the small-cells tier where huge bandwidth is available for short ranged communi-
cations, hence offering very high data rates to connecting users. Carrier aggregation may be
investigated when coupled with dual connectivity with microwave BSs, to help reach the re-
quirement of users if the transmissions on mmWave frequencies fail to offer the level of SINR
and data rates necessary to satisfy user’s demand.
Moreover, the two most important physical challenges in mmWave – susceptibility to blocking
and the need for strong directionality – are not yet well investigated and analysis for mmWave
systems accounting for these factors are needed to design the next generation of cellular net-
works. In short, we expect this new paradigm of mmWave cellular systems to challenge wire-
less engineers for some time. We expect that the model developed in chapter IV will continue
to be improved and extended with the growing understanding of physical characteristics of
mmWave communications.
Finally, quantifying and optimizing the densiﬁcation gains in a wide variety of deployment
scenarios and network models is a key area for continued small-cell research.
GENERAL CONCLUSION
We have investigated in this thesis, one of the most challenging technical issues in the deploy-
ment of dense small-cells overlaying the existing traditional macro-tier: radio interference and
resource management. We have thoroughly presented in the ﬁrst chapter small-cells technol-
ogy, its features and success factors as well as its role in 5G systems. We have also presented
the beneﬁts of ultra-densiﬁcation of small-cells and identiﬁed the key challenges that have to
be addressed in order to fully exploit the advantages of these deployments.
We have presented in the second chapter the model we have developed for centralized, fractional-
frequency based spectrum partitioning. This scheme permits to strongly mitigate the downlink
interferences in the boundaries of macrocells, hence aiming to solve the problem of deadzones
caused by the dense deployment of small-cells in the edge zones. An analytical model based
on a Markov chains decision process has been used to evaluate the performances of the scheme
in terms of blocking probabilities.
Although this scheme provides a signiﬁcant improvement in terms of cross-tier interference
mitigation and admitted calls, the problem of co-tier interferences becomes crucial under an
ultra-dense deployment of small-cells and a cooperative approach becomes essential to enhance
the overall capacity of the system.
Consequently, we have developed two game theoretic approaches for cooperative and dis-
tributed resource allocation in two-tier self-organized networks. The proposed model permits
to jointly deal with the co-tier and cross-tier interference among the BSs forming clusters and
able to ﬁnd a common agreement on the available resource sharing that maximizes the through-
put and fairness of the system while keeping the complexity of the framework low.
Driven by the recent mmWave standarizations, measurement campaigns and coverage analy-
sis studies showing that roughly three times more small-cells are required to accomodate 5G
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networks compared to existing 4G systems, we investigated the operation of two-tier cellular
systems in these newly opened frequencies. We have shown that the proposed model permits to
strongly mitigate the interferences and the large bandwidth available under the proposed model
allow very high data rates, up to several tens of Gbps. We have shown that low mmWave fre-
quencies are suitable for outdoor communication with the help of directional high gain antennas
that can be used at both the mobile device and base station to compensate the high pathloss.
We quantifyied and optimizied the densiﬁcation gains in a proposed deployment scenario for
two-tier networks, exploiting the advantages and limits of the wide range of available mmWave
frequency bands.
And ﬁnally, in the last chapter we have discussed the future challenges facing the problem of
interference and resource management in the future generations of systems, and the technolog-
ical opportunities and new trends that lead to further complicated schemes. Lastly, we have
presented some of the future studies that might be conducted to complete or further investigate
the solutions proposed in this thesis.
APPENDIX I
APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 3
1. Proof of the joint-monotonicity of the weighted Owen value
In order to prove that the coalitional weighted Owen value  is joint-monotonic in convex
games, (Vidal-Puga, 2005) has proved that:
∑
i∈Pu⋃Pv

N
i (P) ∑
i∈Pu⋃Pv

N
i (P
u+v) (A I-1)
The proof of this proposition is presented in this annex. We proceed by induction on m, the
size of P. For m = 2, the result is straightforward. We assume the result is true for coalition
structures of size m−1. Let Pq, Pr ∈ P.
We assume without loss of generality that q = m− 1 and r = m. Let P∗ = {P∗1 ,P∗2 , ...,P∗m−1}
where P∗p = Pp for all p < m− 1 and P∗m−1 = Pm−1 ∪Pm. Let M∗ = {1,2, ...,m− 1}, and let
w ∈ RM, w∗ ∈ RN∗ be deﬁned as wp = w∗p =
|Pu|
|N| for all u < m−1, wm−1 =
Pm−1
N
, wm =
|Pm|
|N|
and w−m−1∗ = wm−1+wm.
It follows from the deﬁnition of the weighted Owen value that each coalition gets its weighted
Shapley value of the game between coalitions with weights given by their size. Therefore, for
any ∀Pu ∈ P, ∑
i∈Pu

N
i = Sh
wM
i (v/P). Hence, we obtain:
ShwMm−1(v/P)+Sh
wM
m (v/P)≤ Shw
∗M∗
m−1 (v/P
∗) (A I-2)
For simplicity, we denote q = v/P and r∗ = v/C∗. Castrillo & Wettstein (2001) proved that
ShwMq (v) = wqv(M)−wqv(M\q)+∑p∈M\q wpShwM\pq (v). Hence,
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m (v) = wm−1u(M)−wm−1u(M\(m−1))+ ∑
p∈M\(m−1)
wpSh
wM\p
m−1 (u)+wmu(M)−
wmu(M\m)+ ∑
p∈M\m
wpSh
wM\p
m (u)
= wm−1u(M)−wm−1u(M\m)+wmu(M)−wmu(M\m)
+wmSh
wM\m
m−1 (u)+wm−1Sh
wM\(m−1)
m (u)
+ ∑
p<m−1
wp
(
ShwM\pm−1 (u)+Sh
wM\p
m (u)
)
(A I-3)
and
Shw
∗M∗
m−1 (u
∗) = w∗m−1u
∗(M∗)−w∗m−1u∗ (M∗\(m−1))
+ ∑
p<m−1
w∗pSh
w∗M∗\p
m−1 (u
∗)
= (wm−1+wm)u(M)− (wm−1+wm)×u(M\{m−1,m})
+ ∑
p<m−1
w∗pSh
w∗M∗\p
m−1 (u
∗)
(A I-4)
Under the induction hypothesis, ShwM\pm−1 (u) + Sh
wM\p
m (u) ≤ ShwM
∗\p
m−1 (u
∗) for all p < m− 1.
Hence, it is enough to prove,
wm−1u(M)−wm−1u(M\(m−1))+wmu(M)−wmu(M\m)+wmShmM\mm−1 (u)+wm−1ShwM\(m−1)m (u)
≤ (wm−1+wm)u(M)− (wm−1+wm)u(M\{m−1,m})
(A I-5)
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Simplifying and rearranging terms,
wm−1
[
u(M\(m−1))−u(M\{m−1,m})−ShwM\(m−1)m (u)
]
+wm
[
u(M\(m))−u(M\{m−1,m})−ShwM\(m)m (u)
]
> 0
(A I-6)
Hence, both terms must be non-negative. The ﬁrst is analogous. To prove that the second
term is non-negative, we need to prove that ShwM\(m)m (u)≤ u(M\(m))−u(M\{m−1,m}) we
know from Kalai & Samet (1987), that the weighted Shapley value is a weighted average of
marginal contributions. Since the game under study (N ,v) is convex, the TU game (M\m,u)
is convex too. This implies that the maximal marginal contribution of m− 1 in (M\m,u) is
u(M\(m))−u(M\{m−1,m}). This concludes the proof.

APPENDIX II
APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 4
1. Comparison of Nagakami and Rayleigh fading models in mmWave bands
In the recent research studies conducted by Gupta et al. (2016), it has been shown that con-
sidering a general fading model such Nagakami to evaluate the channel fading in mmWave
systems, does not provide any additional design insights, while signiﬁcantly complicating the
analysis of such models. The two essential results obtained in the paper are presented in this
annex to justify the assumption of Rayleigh fading used in Chapter 4. Figure II-1 depicts the
rate coverage in a two-tier network mmWave system with Rayleigh fading while Figure II-2,
depicts the rate coverage of the same system with Nagakami fading. When this two results are
compared, the insights are similar which justiﬁes the Rayleigh fading assumption for analyis.
Figure-A II-1 Rate coverage in a two-network
mmWave system with Rayleigh fading for different
cases analysed
Taken from Gupta et al. (2016)
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Figure-A II-2 Rate coverage in a two-network
mmWave system with Nakagami fading (with parameter
10) and BS antenna half beamwidth for different cases.
When compared to Rayleigh fading (Fig. II-1), the
insights are similar which justiﬁes the Rayleigh fading
assumption for our analysis
Taken from Gupta et al. (2016)
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